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Preface

This Preface contains the following sections:

- Purpose
- Audience
- Organization
- Using this manual
- Typographical conventions
- Examples of syntax descriptions
- OpenEdge messages
- OpenEdge messages
Preface

Purpose

This manual explains how to use the OpenEdge™ DataServer for ODBC. It provides startup instructions and a brief tutorial that introduces the utilities that support the DataServer. Additionally, it discusses database design and programming issues to consider when creating applications that access the OpenEdge and ODBC database management systems.

Audience

This book is intended for programmers who want to develop OpenEdge applications with OpenEdge ABL and that run with ODBC-compliant databases. It assumes a fundamental knowledge of both OpenEdge and ODBC.

Organization

Chapter 1, “Introduction”

Describes the DataServer architecture (components and configurations) and software requirements, and provides guidelines for using the DataServer.

Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations”

Discusses the differences between OpenEdge databases and supported ODBC data sources and the DataServer strategies for resolving these differences. Includes database design issues, application issues, OpenEdge ABL issues, stored procedures, and DataServer performance enhancement.

Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer”

Presents instructions for configuring the DataServer and for creating, maintaining, and deploying a schema holder.

Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer”

Presents various methods for starting and for connecting the DataServer and describes connecting a schema holder. In addition, it provides connection guidelines and lists connection failures and OpenEdge responses.

Chapter 5, “The DataServer Tutorial”

Provides an overview of the ODBC demonstration databases and the opportunity to work with the DataServer utilities for maintaining a schema holder. In addition, it describes the OpenEdge-to-ODBC migration utility.

Chapter 6, “Troubleshooting”

Describes common issues and how to work around them, including tuning your environment and resolving ODBC driver problems.
Using this manual

OpenEdge provides a special purpose programming language for building business applications. In the documentation, the formal name for this language is ABL (Advanced Business Language). With few exceptions, all keywords of the language appear in all UPPERCASE, using a font that is appropriate to the context. All other alphabetic language content appears in mixed case.

For the latest documentation updates see the OpenEdge Product Documentation Overview page on PSDN: http://communities.progress.com/pcom/docs/DOC-16074.

References to ABL compiler and run-time features

ABL is both a compiled and an interpreted language that executes in a run-time engine. The documentation refers to this run-time engine as the ABL Virtual Machine (AVM). When the documentation refers to ABL source code compilation, it specifies ABL or the compiler as the actor that manages compile-time features of the language. When the documentation refers to run-time behavior in an executing ABL program, it specifies the AVM as the actor that manages the specified run-time behavior in the program.

For example, these sentences refer to the ABL compiler’s allowance for parameter passing and the AVM’s possible response to that parameter passing at run time: “ABL allows you to pass a dynamic temp-table handle as a static temp-table parameter of a method. However, if at run time the passed dynamic temp-table schema does not match the schema of the static temp-table parameter, the AVM raises an error.” The following sentence refers to run-time actions that the AVM can perform using a particular ABL feature: “The ABL socket object handle allows the AVM to connect with other ABL and non-ABL sessions using TCP/IP sockets.”
References to ABL data types

ABL provides built-in data types, built-in class data types, and user-defined class data types. References to built-in data types follow these rules:

- Like most other keywords, references to specific built-in data types appear in all UPPERCASE, using a font that is appropriate to the context. No uppercase reference ever includes or implies any data type other than itself.
- Wherever integer appears, this is a reference to the INTEGER or INT64 data type.
- Wherever character appears, this is a reference to the CHARACTER, LONGCHAR, or CLOB data type.
- Wherever decimal appears, this is a reference to the DECIMAL data type.
- Wherever numeric appears, this is a reference to the INTEGER, INT64, or DECIMAL data type.

References to built-in class data types appear in mixed case with initial caps, for example, Progress.Lang.Object. References to user-defined class data types appear in mixed case, as specified for a given application example.

Typographical conventions

This manual uses the following typographical conventions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bold</strong></td>
<td>Bold typeface indicates commands or characters the user types, provides emphasis, or the names of user interface elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Italic</em></td>
<td>Italic typeface indicates the title of a document, or signifies new terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMALL, BOLD CAPITAL LETTERS</strong></td>
<td>Small, bold capital letters indicate OpenEdge key functions and generic keyboard keys; for example, GET and CTRL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY1+KEY2</strong></td>
<td>A plus sign between key names indicates a simultaneous key sequence: you press and hold down the first key while pressing the second key. For example, CTRL+X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY1 KEY2</strong></td>
<td>A space between key names indicates a sequential key sequence: you press and release the first key, then press another key. For example, ESCAPE H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syntax:</strong></td>
<td>A fixed-width font is used in syntax statements, code examples, system output, and filenames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fixed-width italics</em></td>
<td>Fixed-width italics indicate variables in syntax statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed-width bold</strong></td>
<td>Fixed-width bold indicates variables with special emphasis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPERCASE fixed width</td>
<td>Uppercase words are ABL keywords. Although these are always shown in uppercase, you can type them in either uppercase or lowercase in a procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![arrow]</td>
<td>This icon (three arrows) introduces a multi-step procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![arrow]</td>
<td>This icon (one arrow) introduces a single-step procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period (.) or colon (:)</td>
<td>All statements except <strong>DO</strong>, <strong>FOR</strong>, <strong>FUNCTION</strong>, <strong>PROCEDURE</strong>, and <strong>REPEAT</strong> end with a period. <strong>DO</strong>, <strong>FOR</strong>, <strong>FUNCTION</strong>, <strong>PROCEDURE</strong>, and <strong>REPEAT</strong> statements can end with either a period or a colon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>Large brackets indicate the items within them are optional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>Small brackets are part of ABL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>Large braces indicate the items within them are required. They are used to simplify complex syntax diagrams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>Small braces are part of ABL. For example, a called external procedure must use braces when referencing arguments passed by a calling procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ellipses indicate repetition: you can choose one or more of the preceding items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples of syntax descriptions

In this example, **ACCUM** is a keyword, and **aggregate** and **expression** are variables:

**Syntax**

```
ACCUM aggregate expression
```

**FOR** is one of the statements that can end with either a period or a colon, as in this example:

```
FOR EACH Customer:
    DISPLAY Name.
END.
```

In this example, **STREAM stream**, **UNLESS-HIDDEN**, and **NO-ERROR** are optional:

**Syntax**

```
DISPLAY [ STREAM stream ] [ UNLESS-HIDDEN ] [ NO-ERROR ]
```

In this example, the outer (small) brackets are part of the language, and the inner (large) brackets denote an optional item:

**Syntax**

```
INITIAL [ constant [ , constant ] ]
```

A called external procedure must use braces when referencing compile-time arguments passed by a calling procedure, as shown in this example:

**Syntax**

```
( &argument-name )
```

In this example, **EACH**, **FIRST**, and **LAST** are optional, but you can choose only one of them:

**Syntax**

```
PRESELECT [ EACH | FIRST | LAST ] record-phrase
```

In this example, you must include two expressions, and optionally you can include more. Multiple expressions are separated by commas:

**Syntax**

```
MAXIMUM ( expression , expression [ , expression ] ... )
```
In this example, you must specify `MESSAGE` and at least one `expression` or `SKIP [ (n) ]`, and any number of additional `expression` or `SKIP [ (n) ]` is allowed:

**Syntax**

```
MESSAGE { expression | SKIP [ (n) ] } ...
```

In this example, you must specify `{include-file, then optionally any number of `argument` or `&argument-name = "argument-value"`, and then terminate with }:

**Syntax**

```
{ include-file
  [ argument | &argument-name = "argument-value" ] ...
}
```

Long syntax descriptions split across lines

Some syntax descriptions are too long to fit on one line. When syntax descriptions are split across multiple lines, groups of optional and groups of required items are kept together in the required order.

In this example, `WITH` is followed by six optional items:

**Syntax**

```
WITH [ ACCUM max-length ] [ expression DOWN ]
[ CENTERED ] [ n COLUMNS ] [ SIDE-LABELS ]
[ STREAM-IO ]
```

Complex syntax descriptions with both required and optional elements

Some syntax descriptions are too complex to distinguish required and optional elements by bracketing only the optional elements. For such syntax, the descriptions include both braces (for required elements) and brackets (for optional elements).

In this example, `ASSIGN` requires either one or more `field` entries or one `record`. Options available with `field` or `record` are grouped with braces and brackets:

**Syntax**

```
ASSIGN  ( [ FRAME frame ] ( field { = expression } )
  [ WHEN expression ] ) ...
| ( record [ EXCEPT field ... ] )
```
OpenEdge displays several types of messages to inform you of routine and unusual occurrences:

- **Execution messages** inform you of errors encountered while OpenEdge is running a procedure; for example, if OpenEdge cannot find a record with a specified index field value.

- **Compile messages** inform you of errors found while OpenEdge is reading and analyzing a procedure before running it; for example, if a procedure references a table name that is not defined in the database.

- **Startup messages** inform you of unusual conditions detected while OpenEdge is getting ready to execute; for example, if you entered an invalid startup parameter.

After displaying a message, OpenEdge proceeds in one of several ways:

- Continues execution, subject to the error-processing actions that you specify or that are assumed as part of the procedure. This is the most common action taken after execution messages.

- Returns to the Procedure Editor, so you can correct an error in a procedure. This is the usual action taken after compiler messages.

- Halts processing of a procedure and returns immediately to the Procedure Editor. This does not happen often.

- Terminates the current session.

OpenEdge messages end with a message number in parentheses. In this example, the message number is 200:

```
** Unknown table name table. (200)
```

If you encounter an error that terminates OpenEdge, note the message number before restarting.

**Obtaining more information about OpenEdge messages**

In Windows platforms, use OpenEdge online help to obtain more information about OpenEdge messages. Many OpenEdge tools include the following Help menu options to provide information about messages:

- Choose **Help → Recent Messages** to display detailed descriptions of the most recent OpenEdge message and all other messages returned in the current session.

- Choose **Help → Messages** and then type the message number to display a description of a specific OpenEdge message.

- In the Procedure Editor, press the HELP key or F1.
Introduction

The Progress® OpenEdge® DataServer for ODBC allows you to develop and deploy OpenEdge ABL or WebSpeed® applications that access DB2 UDB® and Sybase® data sources. Throughout this manual, the term ODBC data sources, or simply data sources, refers specifically to these data sources.

The OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC is fully compliant with ODBC-3.5. However, the OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC only partially implements ODBC-2.0 and ODBC-3.0 features, such as stored procedures. For more information on stored procedures and other programming feature functionality, see Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations.”

This chapter introduces you to the DataServer for ODBC. It describes the DataServer components, utilities, and configurations. Specifically, this chapter discusses:

- DataServer for ODBC overview
- DataServer components
- DataServer utilities
- DataServer demonstration databases
- DataServer configurations
- Software requirements
- Guidelines for using the DataServer
DataServer for ODBC overview

The OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC allows you to access your ODBC data source with the OpenEdge ABL and develop applications within the OpenEdge Studio. The OpenEdge Studio is a set of tools that helps you to maintain data sources and develop applications with graphical user interfaces. When you develop applications with the OpenEdge Studio, you can design a separation of your user interface, business logic, and data sources. OpenEdge Studio provides user interface independence, whether you need a character UI, a Graphical Windows UI, or a Web interface. When you incorporate a DataServer with OpenEdge Studio, you are enabling the use of your OpenEdge ABL business logic to access a foreign data source.

OpenEdge provides you the tools for the development, deployment, management, and integration of your application. The DataServer allows you to implement the OpenEdge features and OpenEdge ABL expansions in applications that run with the supported data sources. Some of these tools and features are:

- **OpenEdge® Application Server** — Use an application server to partition your application across multiple servers
- **Progress Dynamics®** — Use Progress Dynamics to design and develop a repository-based application
- **Data Dictionary** — Use the Data Dictionary to modify database schema; create indexes; and define database triggers, validation expressions, and help messages
- **Data Administration** — Use Data Administration to manage database data and perform DataServer tasks
- **Database triggers** — Use a trigger to fire a block of ABL code whenever a specific data source event occurs; for example, when creating or deleting a record or assigning a value to a field

Note that using the DataServer to access an ODBC data source does not provide you with access to all OpenEdge ABL, WebSpeed, and database features. For details, see Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations.”

The OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC is a fully featured DataServer with a wide range of deployment flexibility and scalability. The following are some of the features:

- It is available for use by multiple users.
- It can be configured on remote servers.
- The ODBC drivers for the supported data sources are bundled with the product.
- It is available only on Professional Windows platforms. For specific versions supported, see the OpenEdge Release Notes and OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration.

**Note:** To install and use an ODBC driver successfully, your system must meet the driver system requirements for connecting to data sources. For more information, see the appropriate DataDirect product documentation available at [http://www.datadirect.com](http://www.datadirect.com).
DataServer components

The DataServer is a set of software components that allows OpenEdge and WebSpeed applications to access data in a supported ODBC data source. The DataServer enables access by translating standard OpenEdge ABL and WebSpeed code into calls appropriate to the ODBC data source. The application can thus manipulate the data from all supported ODBC data sources as though it were OpenEdge-based data.

The DataServer consists of the components described in Table 1.

**Table 1: DataServer Components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DataServer for ODBC</td>
<td>An OpenEdge software module that allows you to use OpenEdge or WebSpeed with a supported ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Windows platforms only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC Driver Manager</td>
<td>A software module that manages the connection between an application and ODBC drivers. It is implemented on Windows by default as a Microsoft-supplied dynamic link library (DLL) module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Windows platforms only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema holder</td>
<td>A repository for data definitions for one or more ODBC data sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC driver</td>
<td>A software module that implements the ODBC Application Programming Interface (API) specification. The driver interfaces between the ODBC Driver Manager and the associated data source. A separate ODBC Driver is required for each data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Windows platforms only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC data source</td>
<td>A name that identifies a specific set of data and how to obtain it. You must register a supported database as an ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Windows platforms only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC Administrator</td>
<td>A Microsoft program for registering and configuring data sources. You register a data source by providing information that the ODBC driver needs through the ODBC Administrator. Note that this registration method is used only in Windows platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Windows platforms only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataServer ODBC utilities</td>
<td>A set of utilities that allows you to perform certain tasks related to the DataServer. You access them from Data Administration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 illustrates how the DataServer components are organized.

As shown in Figure 1, in self-service mode, the components for the DataServer for ODBC are organized similarly to the client-server mode except that the DataServer is embedded in the client rather than executing separately.

In either case, an OpenEdge or WebSpeed application uses the DataServer to work with the ODBC Driver Manager, which accesses the desired ODBC driver. The driver then accesses the relevant ODBC data-source manager, which in turn accesses the data in the associated ODBC data source. Note that there is a separate ODBC driver for each supported data source.

Some of the DataServer components are linked with elements of the standard OpenEdge architecture, as described in the “DataServer components” section on page 102.
DataServer for ODBC logic

The flow chart in Figure 2 illustrates the DataServer’s internal logic.

1. The user runs an OpenEdge or WebSpeed application.

   FOR EACH customer: DISPLAY name. END.

2. The DataServer translates a statement into SQL.

   SELECT name FROM customer.

3. The data source manager receives the SQL statements from the DataServer.

   SELECT name FROM customer.

4. The data source manager compiles the request and returns the results to the client.

   "Second Skin Scuba"  "Match Point Tennis"
   "Off The Wall"        "Pedal Power Cycles"

5. The client displays the returned results.

   Name
   Second Skin Scuba
   Match Point Tennis
   Off The Wall
   Pedal Power Cycles

Figure 2: DataServer logic
As shown in Figure 2, when you execute an application that accesses a supported data source, the Compiler translates OpenEdge ABL or SpeedScript statements into their SQL equivalents. The DataServer then issues the SQL statements to the appropriate ODBC driver through the ODBC API. The driver, which provides the software mechanisms for accessing and controlling the data source, processes the SQL statements, transfers them to the data-source manager, and returns the results to the DataServer through the ODBC API.

**Note:** SQL statements presented in Figure 2 have been simplified for the purpose of focusing on the data flow.

In order to facilitate the flow of statements between client and server, the DataServer places OpenEdge equivalents for data definitions from a supported data source into a schema holder (a repository for data definitions for one or more ODBC data sources). When the OpenEdge client or WebSpeed Agent executes statements and retrieves information from the data source, it relies on data definitions in the schema holder.

### The schema holder

As noted in the previous section, a schema holder contains information about one or more supported ODBC data sources. This information, called the schema of the data source, is a description of its structure, its tables, the fields within its tables, and its indexes.

An application accesses the schema holder only when it compiles procedures and at the beginning of a run-time session for schema caching (the loading of data definitions into memory). Typically, the schema holder is not accessed during a run-time session after the initial schema caching.

Before an OpenEdge client can access data in the relevant ODBC data source, you must create a schema holder and load the required data source definitions into the schema holder. You can then use the Data Dictionary to add OpenEdge database features such as validation expressions and messages.

Figure 3 illustrates the schema-loading process.

![Figure 3: The schema-loading process](image-url)
If you plan to use the DataServer to send SQL statements directly to the data source using only the \texttt{RUN\ STORED–PROCEDURE} syntax and you do not expect returned data, you need not load data definitions into the schema holder; however, you must do the following:

- Load the stored procedure into the schema holder
- Connect to a data source

For information on using \texttt{RUN\ STORED–PROCEDURE}, see the "Stored procedures" section on page 78.

**Security**

Using the OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC involves following the security guidelines required by both the OpenEdge database and the ODBC data source. By default, OpenEdge allows unrestricted access to data sources, so at minimum, you should follow the guidelines that the data source requires for your applications.

**OpenEdge security**

The OpenEdge database management system has no minimum security requirements. You can, however, impose security features on any OpenEdge database or schema holder. There are four levels of application security that you can impose:

- Database-connection security
- Schema security
- Compile-time security
- Run-time security

For more information about compile-time and run-time security, see *OpenEdge Deployment: Managing ABL Applications*. For general information about OpenEdge security, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: Core Business Services - Security and Auditing*.

**ODBC data-source security**

As noted previously, you should follow the security guidelines that your ODBC data source has established for your applications. Some ODBC data sources require that all users supply a valid login name and password to access them. In addition, ODBC data sources often provide security that controls access to data sources and objects within data sources. Data-source access security typically has four levels: system administrator, database owner, database object owner, and public:

- System administrators can grant or revoke permissions to other users to create or own a wide type of objects; for example, databases.
- Database owners can grant other users permission to access or modify a database or its objects.
- Database object owners can be the owner of objects in a database owned by another user.
• Public database objects can be accessed by any users without restriction.

For more information on database security, see the documentation for your data source.

Note: There are specific security requirements for accessing data with the DataServer that relate to creating a schema holder. For details, see the “Creating a schema holder” section on page 113.

DataServer utilities

OpenEdge provides a set of utilities that allows you to perform the following DataServer tasks:

• Creating a schema holder
• Updating a schema holder
• Verifying that the definitions in the schema holder match the current data source information
• Editing connection information for a schema holder
• Changing the code page for a schema holder
• Deleting the schema
• Migrating an existing OpenEdge database to a supported ODBC-compliant data source
• Adjusting the pulled schema to match an existing OpenEdge database

In addition, you can use the Data Dictionary to modify data definitions at the field level; for example, to change display formats, add help messages, or add validation expressions. You can also use Data Administration to manipulate data definition files for the schema holder.

DataServer demonstration databases

As part of the DataServer product, Progress Software Corporation provides you with the ability to create ODBC demonstration data that you can use to experiment with the DataServer. Note that you do not install the ODBC demonstration databases as part of the OpenEdge installation media. Instead, you create them by running the OpenEdge-to-ODBC utility, which migrates the OpenEdge Sports database—objects and data—to your ODBC data source. For instructions, see the “Demonstration databases for ODBC DataServers” section on page 150.
DataServer configurations

The DataServer for ODBC can run in a variety of configurations. Depending on its configuration, it is either a single OpenEdge executable or a set of OpenEdge executables that you can distribute across operating systems. There are two general types of configurations—local and remote—with variations on each type:

- **Local DataServer** — All of the DataServer software components, the schema holder, the ODBC software, and your data-source client software run on one machine.

- **Remote DataServer** — The DataServer software components run on different machines. Typically, the OpenEdge client component runs on one machine, while the OpenEdge server component runs on another machine called the host machine. Note that the ODBC software and any client software required by the data-source vendor run on the same machine as the DataServer software modules. In the remote DataServer configuration, this is the host machine. The host machine and the machine on which the client runs communicate through OpenEdge networking (TCP/IP). A remote configuration exists within the framework of a distributed application, whereby DataServers are spawned on the host machine using the OpenEdge ProBroker executable or broker in the Progress Explorer administration framework.

The local DataServer configuration

Figure 4 shows the local DataServer configuration.
In the local DataServer configuration, all of the DataServer software components, the
schema holder, and any ODBC data-source client software run on the same machine.
Depending on the ODBC and data-source client software implementation, the actual
target database may be local or remote to the machine where the local OpenEdge
DataServer for ODBC executes. If the data-source client software supplies modules
that manage networked database communications, a remote database configuration is
possible. The DataServer cares only about the local ODBC data-source definition.
Remote database access is transparent to the DataServer.

The remote DataServer configuration

Figure 5 shows the remote DataServer configuration.

In the remote configuration, the OpenEdge client and schema holder run on a client
machine and the OpenEdge server components and any ODBC data-source client
software run on a remote server machine. Depending on the ODBC and data-source
client software implementation, the actual target database may be local or remote to
the machine where the OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC executes. If the data-source
client software supplies modules that manage networked database communications, a
remote database configuration is possible. The DataServer cares only about the
data-source definition on its machine. Remote database access is transparent to the
DataServer.

In remote DataServer configurations, OpenEdge handles the communication between
the client and the server. The client and server processes that make up the DataServer
adapt to a variety of network configurations.
Figure 5 shows a remote DataServer configuration. Table 2 lists the supported configurations. It contains possible client-server combinations and networking options.

Table 2: Supported configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Networking</th>
<th>Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenEdge on all Windows platforms&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>The server, client, ODBC client, and data source are on the same machine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenEdge on Windows, and UNIX</td>
<td>OpenEdge</td>
<td>The client (Windows or UNIX) is on the client machine; the server, ODBC driver, and data source are on a Windows server machine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. See Release Notes and the OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration for specific details on supported platforms.

Configuring distributed DataServer applications using ProBroker

Figure 6 shows an example of a distributed DataServer configuration that uses ProBroker. The figure illustrates how to combine clients and servers that run on different platforms.

Figure 6: The distributed DataServer for ODBC using ProBroker
In Figure 6, the client runs on a client machine (either Windows or UNIX) and can access a remote server on any supported OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC platform. Multiple brokers may be running simultaneously on one server machine. The client connects initially to the ProBroker executable by locating the host and port of the executing broker. It is then automatically reconnected to a DataServer established for it by the broker. Each executing broker may spawn a multitude of DataServer processes. A spawned DataServer process uses ODBC drivers to locate and connect to a data source. Depending on the ODBC and data-source software implementation, the actual target database might be either local or remote to the host machine. Note that in this example, the schema holder also runs on the Windows client; however, you can optionally locate it on any host that is accessible on your network. Each spawned DataServer can service database requests for the same database or for a different database than those of other spawned servers.

In remote DataServer configurations, OpenEdge handles the communication between the client and the server. The client and server processes that make up the DataServer adapt to a variety of network configurations.

**Configuring distributed DataServer applications using the Unified Broker Framework**

The Unified Broker Framework is a system administration framework that provides a consistent interface in which specific OpenEdge products such as the DataServer for ODBC can be managed. It supports elements that allow you to perform such common administrative tasks as:

- Starting and stopping processes
- Managing, configuring, and validating property files

These elements include the OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer configuration tool, mergeprop utility, and command-line utilities.

The framework also facilities activities that are fundamental to the ODBC DataServer’s broker-based technology. For example, the AdminService, the framework’s central element, enables supported products like the DataServer for ODBC in managing an application’s resources.

For details about the Unified Broker Framework, its elements, and the OpenEdge products that employ its features, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration*.

**A closer look at the OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer tool**

The Progress Explorer tool is a graphical user interface that provides an easy way for you to manage OpenEdge servers. The Progress Explorer tool runs as a Windows client and works with another administration component, the AdminService, to provide a client/server framework for managing the following OpenEdge servers.

Using the Progress Explorer tool, you can:

- Create new instances of OpenEdge servers and configure their property settings
- Modify property settings of existing OpenEdge server instances
- Start and stop OpenEdge servers
• Monitor the status of OpenEdge servers

For more information about working with the Progress Explorer tool, see the Progress Explorer online help.

**Using the mergeprop utility**

The `mergeprop` utility is a command-line utility that supports functionality similar to that supported by the OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer configuration tool. It is an alternative approach to configuring and managing the content of the OpenEdge property files. Property files, such as the `ubroker.properties` file used by the DataServer, store configuration information that specifies and controls the behavior of various components.

**Typical configuration scenarios**

In a distributed client-server configuration, the OpenEdge client runs on a client machine (either in Windows or on UNIX) and accesses a remote server on a Windows server where the broker for the DataServer for ODBC is running. Multiple NameServers and/or brokers can be running simultaneously on one server machine. The DataServer client connects to a broker for the Progress Explorer either directly or through a controlling NameServer. (See the important caution that follows.) The DataServer client is then automatically reconnected to a DataServer established for it by the broker. Each executing broker can spawn a multitude of DataServer processes. A spawned DataServer process uses the ODBC driver to locate and connect to the data source. The actual target database might be either local or remote to the host machine. The schema holder can run on the client or you can locate it on any host that is accessible on your network. Each spawned DataServer can service database requests for the same database or for a different database than those of other spawned servers.

In remote DataServer configurations, OpenEdge handles the communication between the client and the server. The Progress Explorer supports only the TCP/IP network configuration.

---

**Caution:** In a run-time configuration, all DataServer clients should attach consistently either to a set of NameServers or to a set of brokers. **Do not** run brokers under controlling NameServers for one client while another client simultaneously attaches directly to a broker.

---

For more information about configuring and connecting the DataServer, see:

• The “Configuring with OpenEdge Management or OpenEdge Explorer” section on page 220.

• The “Starting and stopping a broker process from OpenEdge Management/OpenEdge Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 245.

For more information about the Unified Broker Framework, its elements, and how Unified Broker products such as the DataServer for ODBC work within the framework, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration.*
Software requirements

However, the exact configuration of client drivers and ODBC software required to connect to a particular target database server can vary from one installation to another. Furthermore, the OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC is only “certified” to work with a select group and combination of drivers and target database servers. “Certification” means that the drivers and/or databases have been tested by OpenEdge to ensure ODBC compliance and that the ODBC DataServer has been adjusted internally to handle known cases where non-compliance exists. Certified drivers that are supplied by Data Direct Technologies are installed in OpenEdge when you purchase the DataServer product. There drivers are installed into the $DLC/bin/odbc directory.

For more information, refer to OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration, the OpenEdge Product Availability Guide available at www.progress.com and the OpenEdge Release Notes for specific versions and environments supported by OpenEdge. You should also always check further with vendor documentation from your database, driver and/or client software provider to ensure proper ODBC installation and database configuration.
Guidelines for using the DataServer

OpenEdge supports many capabilities not found in other database management systems, such as backward scrolling cursors and the ability to find the previous or last record in a table. The DataServer supports these and other programming and database features to ensure that your applications work with both OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources.

The DataServer allows you to use OpenEdge database ABL features as extensions to your data source. Some of the OpenEdge ABL programming and OpenEdge database design techniques that you can implement on your ODBC data source using the DataServer are:

- **ROWID function**
- **Arrays**
- **Backward and forward scrolling**
- **Case-insensitive indexes**

For access to some of these features, you might have to make minor modifications to how your ODBC data source or application is organized. For a discussion of these issues and instructions for modifying your data source, see Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations.”

If you create an ODBC data source from an existing OpenEdge database with the OpenEdge-to-ODBC migration utility and select the **Create Extended ABL Objects** option, you can use the **FIND PREV/LAST** statements in addition to taking advantage of OpenEdge-like cursor behavior. If you select **Create Shadow Columns**, you will have case-insensitive indexes within the resulting ODBC data source. For data sources where creating the extended ABL objects is not supported, the toggle box for this feature is disabled. For data sources where indexes are case-insensitive by default, the toggle box for creating shadow columns is disabled.

How you use the DataServer depends on whether you plan to access information in a data source through an OpenEdge application, migrate an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source, or upgrade to the OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC. The following sections summarize what you must do and point you to the information you need in this manual.

### Using the DataServer for ODBC for the first time

Prior to using the DataServer for the first time, you must install and configure the software.

**To prepare to use the DataServer:**

1. Install the DataServer modules on the machines your configuration requires.
2. If you choose not to use the bundled ODBC drivers, install your ODBC driver software on the machine that will execute the server component.
3. Create a local schema holder on the client or server machine, as appropriate. Schema holders cannot be transferred between different host machines.

Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer,” provides information about installing DataServer modules and creating schema holders.

**Migrating an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source**

A conversion utility is supplied to migrate an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source.

To migrate an OpenEdge database to the DataServer:

1. Install the DataServer components on the machines that your configuration requires.

2. Run the OpenEdge-to-ODBC migration utility, selecting the appropriate supported data source for migration.

See the “Migrating an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source” section on page 169 for specific instructions.

**Upgrading to the Release 10 DataServer for ODBC**

In order to take advantage of OpenEdge Release 10 features, you must upgrade your schema holder.

To upgrade an existing DataServer schema holder:

1. Install the Release 10 DataServer modules on the machines that your configuration requires.

2. Create an empty Release 10 local schema holder on the client machine or the server machine, as appropriate.


See Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer,” for information about where to install DataServer modules and how to create a schema holder. For more information on upgrading your DataServer, see Appendix A, “Upgrading DataServer Applications.”
## Documentation resources

Table 3 suggests paths through this manual that accommodate different approaches to using the DataServer for ODBC.

### Table 3: How to use this manual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you are . . .</th>
<th>Read . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New to the DataServer for ODBC</td>
<td>Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 5, “The DataServer Tutorial”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrating an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source</td>
<td>“Running the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility” section on page 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 5, “The DataServer Tutorial”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrading the DataServer to OpenEdge Release 10</td>
<td>Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter 5, “The DataServer Tutorial”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appendix A, “Upgrading DataServer Applications”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrading from an earlier version of your data source</td>
<td>Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appendix A, “Upgrading DataServer Applications”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 lists manuals from the OpenEdge documentation set that contain useful information on different aspects of DataServer usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>OpenEdge manuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting OpenEdge</td>
<td>OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the Data Dictionary</td>
<td>OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining security for an OpenEdge database</td>
<td>OpenEdge Data Management: Database Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing applications in the OpenEdge ABL</td>
<td>OpenEdge Getting Started: Progress OpenEdge Studio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting your data source with WebSpeed</td>
<td>OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing WebSpeed applications</td>
<td>OpenEdge Application Server: Developing WebSpeed Applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Programming Considerations

An application developed in the OpenEdge Studio can use the DataServer for ODBC to access data from multiple sources transparently. With the DataServer, your applications can access information in both OpenEdge databases and supported foreign ODBC data sources.

This chapter discusses the differences between OpenEdge databases and supported ODBC data sources that you must consider when you plan your applications and design your databases. The chapter also describes DataServer strategies for resolving these differences, which your application might need to accommodate. Specifically, the chapter discusses the following topics:

- Database design issues
- Record creation
- Data-source record locking
- Transactions
- Error handling
- Cursors
- ABL issues
- Stored procedures
- Enhancing DataServer performance
Follow these guidelines carefully when you develop your application to ensure that it can access OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources transparently.

The material in this chapter is also of interest to users who plan to migrate an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source. However, such a migration raises additional issues that you must consider when designing your application. For details, see the “Running the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility” section on page 169.
Database design issues

When you create or modify the OpenEdge databases or ODBC data sources that your applications access, you must consider general database design issues such as OpenEdge and ODBC data-source objects, data types, naming conventions, code pages, and indexes. The following sections discuss how OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources differ in such areas and describe how the DataServer resolves them.

**OpenEdge database objects and ODBC data-source objects**

OpenEdge databases and the ODBC data sources share the structural elements common to relational databases, but each system has its own elements. These elements, called *database or data-source objects*, are components of the OpenEdge database or ODBC data source’s logical structure. Table 5 lists OpenEdge database objects and notes the ODBC data-source equivalents.

**Table 5: OpenEdge database and ODBC data-source objects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpenEdge</th>
<th>DB2 UDB</th>
<th>Sybase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Column</td>
<td>Column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record</td>
<td>Row</td>
<td>Row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique index</td>
<td>Unique key</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonunique index</td>
<td>Nonunique key</td>
<td>Foreign key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequences&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No equivalent</td>
<td>Native equivalent&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation expression</td>
<td>Check constraints</td>
<td>Integrity constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation message</td>
<td>No equivalent</td>
<td>No equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial value</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema trigger</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No equivalent to stored procedures</td>
<td>Stored procedure</td>
<td>Stored procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>View</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> Sequences in DB2 UDB become native objects depending upon the DB2 UDB version and platform. For instance, sequences only become native database objects in DB2/400 starting with iSeries OS version 5.3.

<sup>2</sup> The DataServer supports Progress ABL sequences through native stored procedures and triggers.
## Naming conventions

When planning for maximum transparency across OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources, be sure to consider the restrictions that each places on naming data-source objects when you perform a OpenEdge-to-ODBC conversion. Table 6 describes these restrictions, and the notes that follow it discuss how the DataServer resolves differences between OpenEdge and ODBC naming conventions.

### Table 6: OpenEdge database and ODBC data-source naming restriction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>OpenEdge</th>
<th>DB2 UDB</th>
<th>Sybase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alphanumeric characters</td>
<td>A-Z or a-z 0-9</td>
<td>A-Z or a-z 0-9</td>
<td>All alphanumeric characters from the character set that you defined for your Sybase database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special characters</td>
<td>Allows $, &amp;, #, %, –, and _</td>
<td>Allows @, $, #, and _</td>
<td>Allows @, $, #, _, ¥, and £</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial character</td>
<td>Alphabetic only</td>
<td>Alphabetic only</td>
<td>Alphabetic only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum length of object name</td>
<td>32 characters</td>
<td>18 characters</td>
<td>24 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Not allowed6</td>
<td>Not allowed5</td>
<td>Not allowed5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique table names</td>
<td>Required6</td>
<td>Required7</td>
<td>Required8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. In a DB2 UDB schema, lowercase letters in object names are converted to uppercase letters.
2. Although OpenEdge allows you to use the ampersand (&) in database-object names, the OpenEdge Studio tools use this character internally to denote preprocessor directives.
3. When the DataServer encounters characters not supported by OpenEdge in a table, index, or field name, it converts them to underscores (_) in the schema holder. For example, the data-source table name emp@status becomes emp_status in the schema holder. If the unsupported character is at the beginning of an object name, the DataServer substitutes a lowercase z. Also, the DataServer strips @ symbols from stored procedure parameter names.
4. Object names in these data sources are limited by the data source to 30 characters. When you use the Progress-to-ODBC utility to perform a database conversion, however, the utility truncates object names to 24 characters in order to accommodate the suffix characters that it appends when it finds nonunique names, reused OpenEdge keywords, array fields, sequences, triggers, and so forth. If you intend to use the OpenEdge-to-ODBC utility, be sure to limit object names to 24 characters to accommodate this name resolution during conversion.
5. OpenEdge databases and most ODBC data sources contain restrictions against using keywords as database object names. If a data source object name consists of an OpenEdge keyword, the DataServer appends an underscore character (_) to the name. For example, an object named “each” becomes “each_”.
6. DB2 UDB and Sybase qualify nonunique table names to make them unique (see your data-source documentation for details); however, OpenEdge still regards these qualified names as nonunique. The DataServer resolves nonunique table names for you. When OpenEdge encounters matching table names while creating or updating a schema holder, it names the second and subsequent tables table-1, table-2, etc. For example, if OpenEdge encounters a table named lemployee (the employee table owned by the user lee) that is the second instance of the name in the data source, it names the corresponding table in the schema holder leemployee-1.

**NOTE:** When resolving naming conventions, the DataServer can append up to three characters to an object name: two in the case of a nonunique name and one in the case of an OpenEdge keyword. Therefore, you should limit your object names to 29 characters so that you do not exceed the OpenEdge 32-character limit for object names in the schema holder. Note that object-name length limit for some data sources (for example, DB2 UDB) is low enough that you are unlikely to exceed the OpenEdge 32-character limit.

7. DB2 UDB allows you to qualify an object name by adding the following:
   - Data-source instance name
   - Owner’s name
   - Table name (for columns)
8. Sybase allows you to qualify an object name by adding the following:
   - Database name
   - Owner’s name
   - Table name (for columns)

**ODBC data source limits**

ODBC data sources generally have upper limits on various components; for example, the number of columns per table, the number of columns per `SELECT` statement in a view, the maximum size of a data row, and the maximum length of character data types. These ODBC data source-specific restrictions might affect how OpenEdge applications run and port to various data sources. See your data source documentation for full details.

**Code pages**

Flexibility in managing code pages, also called character sets, is critical for international applications. When you access an ODBC data source through the DataServer, the DataServer retrieves character data as determined by the code page that the data source uses. OpenEdge allows you to designate code pages for the data source and for the client. For OpenEdge databases, the default code page is `iso8859–1`.

Figure 7 shows a possible configuration of code pages for the DataServer components and processes.

![Figure 7: DataServer processes and code pages](image)

In the configuration shown in Figure 7, all components use the same code page. (For information on setting character sets for your data source, see the administration guide supplied by the vendor.) On the OpenEdge side, if the client and the schema holder use different code pages, a conversion takes place between them.
In order for DataServer applications to manipulate data from an ODBC data source accurately, you must specify the correct code page in the schema holder. For OpenEdge applications accessing the DataServer, the schema holder identifies the code page of the character data. The DataServer sends the data-source name for the code page to the data source to indicate the character set for the data that the data source returns. Be sure to set the code page in the schema holder to match a code page that the ODBC data source supports. To minimize the number of translations, specify the default code page that the data source uses. If OpenEdge does not support the data source’s code page, you can specify instead a compatible code page that is available for your data source. The directory %DLC%\prolang\convmap contains conversion tables for all of the code pages that OpenEdge supports. Check to see whether any of them match your code page. The DataServer for ODBC does not support Unicode code pages.

The default code page setting in the schema holder is iso8859-1/iso_1. DB2/400 data sources use EBCDIC code pages. Its Latin-1 equivalent is not fully compatible with iso8859-1. The recommended default for a Latin-1 ODBC DataServer configuration is to use the ibm850 code page.

You can specify a different code page for the schema holder at the following times:

• When you create the DataServer schema for the ODBC data source.

• When you load a new schema with a specified code page into an existing schema holder. In this case, the newly loaded schema’s code page overrides the schema holder’s original code page.

• When you select DataServer→ODBC Utilities→Change DataServer Schema Code Page from the Data Administration screen.

Note: As the last option implies, you can change the code page of your schema holder at any time. However, because changing the code page does not affect the data in your database and because the code page is expected to match how that data is actually stored, changing the code page against a data source that has existing data is usually not recommended. Writing new data to your existing database using a different code page may become the cause of format inconsistencies and data corruption.

Keep in mind that your ODBC software configuration might have local requirements for defining the proper language interface between the ODBC drivers and the data source. See your ODBC and database documentation for details.

Client code page

The Internal Code Page (-cpinternal) startup parameter determines the code page that the OpenEdge client uses when it manipulates data in memory. If the OpenEdge client uses a different code page from the code page set in the schema holder, the DataServer translates between the two code pages, so you must verify that the convmap.cp file contains a conversion table for the client and the code page setting in the schema holder. Suppose, for example, that you set the schema holder to code page ibm850 and the client uses code page iso8859–1. The convmap.cp file must include a table that converts from ibm850 to iso8859–1 and from iso8859–1 to ibm850. If convmap.cp does not include the appropriate table, you can define your own conversion table.
OpenEdge also allows you to define your own collation tables; however, customized collation tables only take effect after data-source collation when you use the DataServer to access an ODBC data source. The data-source collation tables, not the OpenEdge collation tables, have first priority when you perform comparisons and sorts. After performing comparisons and sorts, the OpenEdge client may sort out records that do not conform to the requirements of your customized collation tables.

For example, if you use the default code page 1252/ISO and the default case-insensitive sort ordering with a Sybase data source, collation of the tilde character (~), which is ASCII character 126, sorts before all the alphanumeric characters (0–9, a–z). If you were to select data from a character column "name" with the following:

```sql
select * from table where name <=CHR(126) (the equivalent of ~)
```

Sybase returns records with columns that begin with a tilde character but no alphanumeric records, since ASCII character 126 is sorted below alphanumeric characters in this Sybase collation.

Normally, the default OpenEdge collation sorts a tilde character above all alphanumeric characters. Therefore, in order for the previous example to exhibit OpenEdge-like behavior and return alphanumeric records as well as records beginning with the tilde, the Sybase sort order for this code page would need to be modified accordingly.

Conversely, if you execute the opposite:

```sql
select * from table where name >=CHR(126)
```

Sybase returns records with columns that began with a tilde character followed by all that begin with alphanumeric characters. However, the default OpenEdge collation, which sorts the tilde higher than all the alphanumeric characters, would omit records beginning with alphanumeric characters and only return records beginning with the tilde character.

To get the full result set returned from Sybase from the OpenEdge client would require modifying the collation table associated with the OpenEdge code page and weighting it to match the Sybase sort order.

For a complete discussion of how OpenEdge handles code-page issues, see *OpenEdge Development: Internationalizing Applications*.

**Indexes and sorting**

You create and maintain all indexes from within the ODBC data source, using native data-source tools rather than the Data Dictionary. A data-source index uses a logical pointer to the physical locations of table rows in order to sequence data access. You can add and drop indexes but you cannot use their names in queries. The data source alone ultimately decides when and how to use indexes; its decisions are not affected by the DataServer.
Using index definitions in the ODBC data source, the DataServer builds index information in the schema holder. OpenEdge index definitions for the data source schema serve two purposes:

- They allow you to use the `OF` option in OpenEdge ABL with the `FOR EACH` and `FIND` statements. Using the `OF` option improves the readability of your code. The `OF` keyword is equivalent to the SQL `WHERE` clause. You can use `OF` only when you have a field of the same name in two tables and the field is an index in at least one of the tables. Therefore, since the `custnum` field is common to both the order and customer tables, you could write the following statement:

```
FOR EACH order OF customer:
```

- They support the ABL `USE–INDEX` option. `USE–INDEX` is translated to SQL `ORDER BY` for DataServer operations. For example, if you define `city-dept` as an ODBC data-source primary key on the `city` and `department` fields, it is a unique index in the schema holder. In this case, the following ABL statements are equivalent when accessing the data source:

```
FOR EACH employee USE–INDEX city-dept:
```

```
FOR EACH employee BY employee.city BY employee.department:
```

Note: If you do not specify `USE–INDEX` or `ORDER–BY`, your query will return records in an unpredictable order. Your application might not require predictable ordering, but if it does, be sure to include `USE–INDEX` or `ORDER–BY` in your query definition.

**USE–INDEX and BY clause considerations**

The `BY` clause offers greater programming flexibility than the `USE–INDEX` clause, and should be used in most cases. If indexes are added or deleted, applications coded with the `BY` clause only require a recompile to adjust to the index changes. Applications coded with the `USE–INDEX` clause require code modifications to be current with the index changes. If the index specified by a `USE–INDEX` clause is dropped, the code will fail to compile until the code is modified. If there is a more efficient index than the one specified in the `USE–INDEX` clause, it will not be selected by ABL and it is unlikely to be used in the data source’s query plan.

**Dummy indexes for sort order**

You can add dummy index definitions to your schema holder independent of the actual index definitions in your ODBC data source to provide a sort order. These dummy indexes can improve the readability of your ABL code. An index in the schema holder need not match an index in the ODBC data source. However, the absence of an index definition in the data source can impact performance when you retrieve data with selection on the dummy indexes.
Unique indexes

If your ODBC data-source tables have at least one unique index, they can be used to support operations such as backward and forward scrolling and accurate cursor positioning through the `FIND CURRENT`, `PREV`, and `LAST` statements. If a table does not have a unique index, you can only scroll forward through its data.

If an ODBC data-source table does not have a unique index, you can designate an index to serve as the unique index for the schema holder. An index that you designate as unique in the schema holder must be unique with respect to the data in the data source; otherwise, you receive run-time errors. See Chapter 5, “The DataServer Tutorial,” for instructions on using the Data Dictionary to designate unique indexes.

ODBC data-source views and result sets from stored procedures do not have unique indexes. Just as for tables, you can use the Data Dictionary to create a unique index in the schema holder based on fields in a view or result set so that you can browse data accessed through views or stored procedures.

**Note:** Do not change the designated ROWID key of a record while an application is running. Suppose, for example, that custnum is a unique key and has been designated the ABL ROWID. If a user changes the value of custnum for a customer from 1 to 111, other users receive an error message when they try to access the record for customer 1.

Large key entry support

Updates in the OpenEdge database enable existing index key limits, currently set at approximately 200 bytes, to be widened. For example, updates enable databases with a block size of 4K or 8K to support a maximum index key of approximately 2000 bytes. Also, the index key width expansion extends the maximum key size supported in the OpenEdge client that can be used with databases exported to foreign data sources.

When you are migrating OpenEdge keys to a foreign data source, the key sizes cannot be larger than those supported by the foreign data source. Because the maximum OpenEdge key size is data-source dependent, you should consider your target data source’s capacity with respect to the maximum OpenEdge key-size capacity before you perform a migration.

**Note:** The key capacity for most foreign data sources is a function of the index page size used or allowed on the OS platform in which the data source is installed. Refer to documentation supplied by the data source vendor to determine the key size limit applicable to your target database.

Case sensitivity

By default, an OpenEdge database is case insensitive; however, you can set the attributes of a field to define it as either case sensitive or case insensitive. If you intend to do this, consider the following:

- Schema pull criteria is case sensitive against SQL database qualifiers.
- Pattern-matching literals in data-source access statements retrieve case-sensitive data.
OpenEdge considers the user ID and password submitted at connection time to be case sensitive.

If an indexed field is case insensitive, OpenEdge does not distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters for that index when sorting or matching data. In general, this flexibility in an application makes data entry easier for end users because they can enter lowercase or uppercase versions of an index. However, if you want to enforce an uppercase/lowercase distinction in your applications, set the attribute to case sensitive.

During a migration, the DataServer for ODBC tries to maintain compatibility with OpenEdge case-insensitivity through the use of shadow columns. Case-sensitivity is particularly useful for indexes that are migrated from OpenEdge applications to an ODBC data source. Shadow columns are an extra column added to record format created in the foreign database immediately before an indexed column. In most cases, this column is named _S#_column (exceptions are noted in the following sections).

If you are going to use a case-insensitive code page in the foreign data source, then OpenEdge case-insensitivity will be maintained automatically by your code page configuration. In such cases, shadow columns are not necessary and should be turned off during migration.

Keep in mind that when schema from an ODBC data source is pulled back into a schema holder database and shadow columns do not exist, the columns are still case-insensitive, by default. If the code page used in the ODBC data source is case-sensitive and shadow columns were not added for case-insensitive columns during migration and/or do not exist in the ODBC data source, OpenEdge compatibility (without shadow columns) is maintained by applying the UPPER function to SQL. In some cases, use of the UPPER function can produce less optimized SQL. Therefore, if case-insensitivity is not required, you can simply turn on case-sensitivity in the Dictionary for that column to avoid applying the UPPER function. If case-insensitivity is required, Progress recommends adding shadow columns to your foreign database for columns that are case-insensitive and pulling those definitions back into your schema holder. See the “Adding extended ABL support” section on page 184 for instructions on maintaining case-insensitive compatibility in an existing foreign data source.

Specific ODBC data sources handle case sensitivity as described in the following sections.

**DB2 UBD**

DB2 UDB is case sensitive. Be sure to consider case sensitivity when you perform comparisons (equals or matches).

**Sybase**

The System Administrator sets case sensitivity in Sybase. Consider the affect of case-sensitivity on your OpenEdge application depending on how this is set in Sybase.

**Interaction of code page, collation, and case sensitivity**

Properly setting code page, collation, and case sensitivity values such that they complement each other, will yield the best scenarios for data access. To avoid conflict among code page, collation, and case sensitivity, set these characteristics at schema creation, and allow a schema pull to manage the DataServer integration. If any of these settings are changed, the schema holder should be regenerated.
ODBC data-source views

ODBC data-source schema objects include views. A view is a presentation of data in one or more tables. Views appear as tables in the Data Dictionary's table list for the schema holder, not as views. In addition, the schema holder contains no unique index information for views. Because views do not have unique indexes, you cannot modify any of the data that a view contains; however, you can access a view with the FOR EACH, FIND NEXT, and GET NEXT ABL statements. Further, because views do not have index definitions, the DataServer cannot reposition the cursor to retrieve individual records. Thus you must be sure to get all of the data that you need in a single database request.

The following ABL code example retrieves data from a view:

```abl
OPEN QUERY query-name FOR EACH view-name.
REPEAT:
   GET NEXT query-name.
   DISPLAY view-name.
.. .
END.
```

If a view has a unique combination of columns, you can simulate a unique index using the Data Dictionary. You can then access a view that has a simulated unique index just as you do a table; that is, you can scroll backward and forward, and update, create, and delete data, if the data source supports it. For more information on modifying field-level information, see the “Modifying field-level information” section on page 179.

Some views are the results of joins and contain data from more than one table. You can also provide unique index information for these views if they have a unique combination of columns. You can then scroll backward and forward, but the ODBC data source does not allow you to create or delete data in a multi-table view. You can, however, update data in some views.

The DataServer does not support access to columns in views that are the results of aggregates or computations unless the calculated column has a name associated with it. You assign a specific name to a calculated column when you define a data-source view. For example, the following SQL statement names a computed column in a view definition:

```sql
create view view-name as select cc = count(custnum) from customer
```

If your data source supports views, you can also access those views by using the RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement option to send a SQL statement to select the data from the view. In this case, you can access the view without adding index definitions for the view to the schema holder.

Although the schema holder contains your ODBC data-source views, the Data Dictionary’s SQL View Report does not list them, nor can you access them through the PRO/SQL menu functions.
Triggers

Triggers are code that an application associates with a data-source object and an action. For example, writing a record might cause code associated with that object or action to execute. The DataServer allows an application to execute triggers for both OpenEdge databases (including the schema holder) and ODBC data sources (if the data source supports triggers). In an application that executes both types, the OpenEdge trigger (CREATE, FIND, UPDATE, DELETE) executes first. If processing an OpenEdge trigger results in a data-source request, the DataServer passes the request to the appropriate ODBC data source and the operation (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) executes.

Triggers for OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources are independent of each other. A data-source trigger that rolls back does not affect OpenEdge triggers. Defining a trigger in OpenEdge does not create a data-source trigger definition. An OpenEdge trigger that rolls back does so independently of the data source’s transaction scope. Note, however, that although triggers for OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources are independent, they might affect each other based on the kind of transaction that your application is executing.

See the documentation for your ODBC data source to determine whether it supports triggers and, if so, for information on the kind of triggers it supports.

OpenEdge sequences

A sequence generator is a database object that provides incremental values within any integer range. (With an OpenEdge sequence, you can specify any positive or negative increment range). The DataServer for ODBC simulates support for sequences for the Sybase and MS SQL Server Version 6.5 data sources only using stored procedures. OpenEdge sequences are not migrated to foreign data sources for other target database servers. Even in cases where the foreign data source supports sequences, they cannot be pulled into the schema image of an OpenEdge DataServer’s schema holder.

Since the schema holder that ODBC DataServer uses to hold schema is also an OpenEdge database, it is possible to define sequences to a schema holder database itself and then use OpenEdge sequences in your DataServer application in lieu of native sequences at the data source.

Processing considerations for 32-bit and 64-bit data types

OpenEdge supports an existing or new 32-bit INTEGER data type defined in ABL. However, the internal bit size for an INTEGER data type will automatically expand from a 32-bit field size to a 64-bit field size to accommodate larger values. And, in most situations, this expansion also supports the option to convert a database column from a 32-bit INTEGER to a 64-bit INT64 without performing a dump and load. Refer to the following sources for additional language details about INT64:

- OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference
Processing activities that require additional action

The following processing activities require the defined action to successfully convert existing 32-bit INTEGER columns to 64-bit INT64 columns:

- When existing r-code references a column’s original 32-bit INTEGER definition, you must recompile the code and check the table’s Cycle Redundancy Check (CRC).

- Contrast the actions required to perform the following data definition changes:
  - If you change data definitions in your original database from INTEGER to INT64 and you had previously migrated your database to an ODBC DataServer, you must repeat the migration step to change the field’s physical storage on the foreign data source.
  - If you change data definitions in your original database from INT64 to INTEGER and you had previously migrated your database to an ODBC DataServer, you must repeat the migration step to change the field’s physical storage on the foreign data source, and then dump and reload the field’s data.

- If you changed your native definition to include a bigint data type, it is recommended that you repeat the step to pull the table into your schema holder. Otherwise, a conversion from the native bigint data type might occur at runtime if your schema holder defines a different data type. Also, if the schema holder definition of the native bigint is INTEGER, an overflow condition might occur when accessing data in the foreign data source.

Determining your application needs

Determine your application needs and goals before changing INTEGER data types to INT64 data types in applications. Not all INTEGER data types will necessarily require the additional bit size, nor will wholesale changes in data types necessarily work efficiently with other interfaces to ABL. For more information about determining when to use INT64 versus INTEGER, refer to the Release 10 ABL Data Types Web paper available at the Web paper category of the PSDN Web site located at http://communities.progress.com/pcom/community/psdn.

User-defined data types

DB2 UDB and Sybase data sources allow you to define your own data types that map to the data types for your data source. When the DataServer reads the schema information for a user-defined data type, it reads the data-source base data type and maps it to the equivalent OpenEdge data type. Suppose, for example, that you create a data type named phone_number and map it to the char data type. In the schema holder, the DataServer represents your phone_number data type as a CHARACTER data type. If you make any changes to a user-defined data type, you must update the schema holder to reflect those changes.
Arrays

The OpenEdge database allows you to define fields as arrays, also called field extents. OpenEdge interprets specially named data-source columns of the same data type as OpenEdge fields with the same number of array elements. You must name the data-source columns column-name##1, column-name##2, and so forth. In DB2 UDB, however, you must name these columns column-name_1, column-name_2, and so forth. (Some DB2 UDB OS environments have trouble translating the pound sign (hash sign) in object names.) The DataServer creates a single field definition in the schema holder for the field extents. See the “Adding extended ABL support” section on page 184 for instructions on adding these columns automatically with the Progress-to-ODBC utility.

Unknown values

The DataServer supports ODBC data-source null values. Procedures that use a null value behave exactly as they do when accessing an unknown value (“?”) in an OpenEdge database, except for one difference—you cannot compare a field to the unknown value if the field is not allowed to hold the unknown value (i.e., is not null-capable). For example, if the custnum field is not allowed to hold the unknown value, the following statement fails at run time:

```
FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum <> ?
```

See the documentation for your data source to determine whether it supports null values.

A column that is not allowed to hold the unknown value is marked “mandatory” in the schema holder. In a DataServer application, you assign the unknown value to a column in an ODBC data source by using the question mark operator (?), which the DataServer translates to the appropriate null-value representation for the data source. For example, the following procedure assigns the unknown value to the address2 field of the customer table:

```
FIND FIRST customer NO-ERROR.
IF AVAILABLE customer THEN
   customer.address2 = ?.
```

Unknown values and sorts

How unknown values are handled during sorts varies depending on the type of data source. If one of the components of your scrolling index is unknown and the data source does not provide a consistent sort order for unknown values, you can force scrolling by using the USE–INDEX phrase with another index whose unique components do not include the unknown value. See your data-source documentation for information on how your data source handles unknown values during sorts.

The ODBC DataServer performs data retrieval against a data source that will allow records in its result sets that have null values in any of its index components. To prevent records in result sets that have null values in their index components, use the OpenEdge startup switch -znnic when you start your OpenEdge client.
Zero-length character strings

When you use the unknown value in a WHERE clause with the DataServer, the unknown value satisfies only the equals (=) operator. You can also use a zero-length character string in a WHERE clause. The unknown value and zero-length character string are not the same. The unknown value translates to a NULL, which is a special marker in a data source that supports NULLs used to represent missing information. On the other hand, zero-length strings and blank columns contain actual values. Both of the following statements find the first customer record with a zero-length string in the address2 field. Notice the space between the quotation marks in the first statement:

FIND FIRST customer WHERE customer.address2 = " ".
FIND FIRST customer WHERE customer.address2 = " ".

Although "" and " " evaluate the same way in a WHERE clause, they have different results when you use them with the Begins function. For example, the following statement retrieves all customer names except those that have the unknown value:

FOR EACH customer WHERE customer.name BEGINS " ":

The following statement uses "" to retrieve only those names that begin with a space:

FOR EACH customer WHERE customer.name BEGINS " ":

The following statement is not meaningful to an ODBC data source. It generates the error message "Illegal operator for unknown value or zero length character string."

FIND FIRST customer WHERE customer.address2 > ?.

This restriction has been relaxed for columns of the DATE data type. For example, the following statement is valid:

FIND FIRST order WHERE order.orderdate > ?.

DB2 UDB considers all zero-length character strings as equal to a single space. Therefore, DB2 UDB considers "" and a string of blank spaces to be effectively the same thing.
Record creation

Record creation is handled differently for OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources accessed through the DataServer. The difference occurs because ABL code run against an OpenEdge database follows different record-scoping rules than ABL code run against an ODBC data source.

Records are scoped to the outermost block in which they are used, or the smallest enclosing block that encompasses all references to a record. In the absence of enclosing blocks, a record is scoped to the procedure block. Outside of record scope, a buffer associated with a record is cleared by ABL.

The OpenEdge database writes a record to the database after all its indexed columns are assigned. The ODBC DataServer writes records or record changes out to the database at the end of record scope or at the end of a transaction boundary within that record scope. For this reason, the duration of record locks can vary between OpenEdge and an ODBC data source since the record lock will be held from the time of the write until the end of a transaction.

While OpenEdge and ODBC data sources both commit changes at a transaction boundary, OpenEdge is capable of downgrading the lock on a record within scope after a commit boundary has been traversed. An ODBC data source drops all record locks at the end of a transaction. For more information on transaction scoping and buffer management, see the “Transaction scoping and buffer management” section on page 60.

The following ABL statements will force a physical database write to an ODBC data source before the end of a transaction block or the end of record scope:

- RELEASE
- VALIDATE
- RECID/ROWID

While these statements can change lock status and force a write, they have no effect on transaction scope. Locks will be held from the time of the write until the time of a commit or rollback. For the RELEASE statement, the record is released from its buffer but is inaccessible and still locked awaiting a transaction boundary. After a RELEASE, a record would need to be reread in order to refill buffer content. The OpenEdge database waits for all the key values to be assigned or for the end of record scope to write a record regardless of the outcome of a VALIDATE statement. The ODBC DataServer writes a record at the time of the VALIDATE since a write is required in order to resolve the integrity of a record within the ODBC data source. OpenEdge can assign a RECID or ROWID without writing a record. For an ODBC data source, the generation of RECID and ROWID are contingent on a record write in order to produce its value.

The availability of database changes is dependent on when the record is written. The user writing the record can read back the in-memory copy of the record as soon as it has been written out to the database. Another user trying to access the same record may or may not see the changes written to the database, depending on the transaction isolation level of the foreign data source. While OpenEdge will show other users records modified but not yet committed, an ODBC data source will not report on the state of record content until a transaction boundary has been traversed. Therefore, while OpenEdge might indicate that a record already exists or has certain content before another user has committed such changes, an ODBC data source will report that the record is in use and block access until the transaction is complete. The code fragments in this section illustrate these differences.
Suppose that you have a table called customer with a field called custnum that is defined as an indexed field, and you write the following procedure:

```sql
DO TRANSACTION:
    CREATE customer.
    ASSIGN
        customer.name = 'SMITH'
        customer.custnum = 10
        customer.address = '1 Main St'.
END.
```

When you run this procedure:

- The OpenEdge database does not create the record at the CREATE statement. Instead, it writes it to the database at the end of the record scope or when the index information is supplied, whichever occurs first. In this example, the OpenEdge database writes the record after executing the statement `custnum = 10`.

- The DataServer writes the record later, at the end of the record scope. In this example, it writes the record after executing the statement `END`.

The following procedure, which uses multiple buffers for the same record, illustrates the differences between the OpenEdge database and DataServer record creation:

```sql
DEFINE BUFFER bfCustomer FOR customer.
CREATE customer.
    customer.custnum = 111.
FIND bfCustomer WHERE bfCustomer.custnum = 111.
DISPLAY bfCustomer.
```

In this procedure, the code creates a customer, sets custnum equal to 111, then finds and displays the customer record using custnum (the unique index). In this case:

- The OpenEdge database displays the customer 111 record.
- The DataServer fails to find customer 111 because it has not yet written the record for customer 111 to the data source.

To get a consistent response from the DataServer, use this procedure instead:

```sql
DEFINE BUFFER bfCustomer FOR customer.
CREATE customer.
    customer.custnum = 111.
    VALIDATE customer. /* or RELEASE customer. */
FIND bfCustomer WHERE bfCustomer.custnum = 111.
DISPLAY bfCustomer.
```
The VALIDATE or RELEASE statement causes the DataServer to write the customer record to the database before the FIND statement occurs. Using the VALIDATE or RELEASE statements forces a write to the data source even if the transaction has not yet completed. This makes the record available in the local database cache and it will be found if the record must be re-read before the end of the transaction.

**Note:** If you set the default value when creating a record, you must change the value before you create another record with the default value if the field is part of a unique key. Otherwise, the second record will cause a duplicate key error.

Record updates are handled similarly to record creation. A record is updated in an ODBC data source at the end of record scope or at the end of a transaction, whichever comes first. For example, when you run the following procedure, the newly updated record is not found:

```
FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 12.
DO TRANSACTION.
  ASSIGN customer.address = "14 Oak Park".
  FIND customer WHERE customer.address = "14 Oak Park".
END.
```

To send the record to the data source sooner, use the VALIDATE statement, as follows:

```
FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 12.
DO TRANSACTION:
  ASSIGN customer.address = "14 Oak Park".
  VALIDATE customer.
  FIND customer WHERE customer.address = "14 Oak Park".
END.
```

For more information about record scoping and transaction behavior, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials*. 
Data-source record locking

In a DataServer application, an ODBC data source handles all of its own locking issues. ABL locking rules do not apply when you access information from an ODBC data source.

Table 7 provides data-source-specific comparisons.

Table 7: ABL and data-source locking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABL</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO-LOCK</td>
<td>Can support the NO-LOCK option in a manner consistent with Progress when transaction isolation levels are set properly.¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARE-LOCK</td>
<td>May support shared locks at the table, page, and record level. However, the scope and duration of Progress and data-source shared locks may differ depending on how data-source cursors behave at a transaction boundary and how isolation levels are set. For more information, see your data-source documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCLUSIVE-LOCK</td>
<td>Can support exclusive locks at the table, page, and/or record level, depending on the data source.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹. DB2 UDB does not support an equivalent lock type. In a DB2 UDB application, the NO-LOCK condition option is the equivalent of a SHARE-LOCK option. As a result, you might receive the message "record locked."

². Sybase supports the NO-LOCK option in a manner consistent with Progress except for indexed columns. Record-level locking remains in effect when you access indexed columns.

Each data source uses locks or optimistic concurrency control automatically to isolate users from each other in a multi-user configuration. Your data source and ODBC driver may provide one or a number of transaction isolation levels. In a multi-user configuration, you can isolate users from each other in your data source by setting the isolation level (if the ODBC driver permits). In your OpenEdge schema holder, use the -Dsrv TXN_ISOLATION=n connection parameter (where n = 1, 2, 4, or 8) to set the isolation level in ODBC. See the Microsoft ODBC Programmer's Reference for more information and the reference manuals provided by your data source vendor for supported isolation levels.

Note: Certain earlier versions of DB2 UDB and Sybase use page-level locking rather than record-level locking. This can affect data access when two or more users attempt to read or update different records that are on the same page. See your data-source documentation for details.
Table 8 shows the possible –Dsrv TXN_ISOLATION, n values with the respective meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read uncommitted (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Repeatable read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Serializable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Share locks

ODBC defines four isolation levels in the following order from least to most restrictive: read uncommitted, read committed, repeatable read, and serializable. These isolation levels will determine what kind of share locks will take effect against a given data source. Not all data sources support all levels.

ODBC data sources do not respond to the SHARE-LOCK option in the ABL FOR EACH and FIND statements. Instead, share locks are governed by the data source and the available ODBC isolation levels allowed by that data source. A SHARE-LOCK specification does affect how the ODBC DataServer accesses records however. For greatest DataServer efficiency, it is always recommended that the NO-LOCK option be specified in your ABL if you do not need to lock records for update. Record isolation will still be managed by the data source irrespective of the lock mode chosen. If you wish to change the share lock behavior of your data source, you may be able to do so by changing the isolation level at connection time using the –Dsrv parameter TXN_ISOLATION.

When you read records with a FOR EACH or FIND statement, regardless of whether you include the SHARE-LOCK option, the ODBC data source typically behaves as follows:

- It puts some form of shared lock on the record, page, or table if the ODBC isolation level is anything other than read uncommitted. This occurs regardless of whether the share lock is specified in the ABL statement.

- After the data source reads the record, it releases the shared lock if the isolation level is read uncommitted or read committed. It may hold share locks until the completion of a transaction if the isolation level is repeatable read or serializable.

If a record has a shared lock on it, other users can usually access that record and apply a shared lock, but this is dependent on the isolation level and DataServer locking behavior. Refer to the transaction and locking references in the Microsoft ODBC Programmer’s Reference or data source reference manuals for more information.

### Exclusive locks

When you update, delete, or create a record, an ODBC data source puts an exclusive lock on the record; however, the data source does not apply the exclusive lock to a record until all shared locks on it are released. Therefore, you cannot perform an update on a record until other users release it. If a record has an exclusive lock on it,
no other user can access it until it is released at the end of a transaction. In a transaction block, the data source always holds an exclusive lock until the end of a transaction’s scope if the data-source driver supports commitment control boundaries and the ODBC autocommit feature is not turned on.

Exclusive locking significantly affects the performance of data sources that use page-level locking, especially if the transaction requires a large number of exclusive locks on non-contiguous records.

**NO--LOCK**

The DataServer can emulate the OpenEdge no--lock behavior if the isolation level is set to read uncommitted at connection time and you specify the no--lock syntax in your ABL statement.

**Locking impact on queries**

The DataServer processes query statements marked with share--lock and exclusive--lock queries very differently from no--lock queries.

**Note:** There is an exception to the previous statement. Queries marked share--lock when the record isolation level is read uncommitted are treated like a no--lock.

The records of a no--lock query are pre-fetched, which means that changes to the result set after the query has been executed are unknown. Records modified in the database after the query is established will not be reflected in the result set. Share--lock and exclusive--lock queries do not pre-fetch records, but do preselect record keys. The query behavior is that of a "keyset-driven" cursor. Since the record keys are stored at the time an ABL query is first executed, new records added to the database since the key list was established are not included in the query result set. However, records that have been deleted or modified in the database will be reflected in the query results as records are accessed by the application.

**Locking examples**

The following example illustrates how the end of a transaction affects an OpenEdge database and ODBC data-source locks differently:

```ABL
DO TRANSACTION:
  FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 10.
  UPDATE customer.
END.
```

- When you access an OpenEdge database with this procedure, the customer record is share-locked when the first transaction ends.
- When you access an ODBC data source with the DataServer, the customer record is released when the first transaction ends.
This example illustrates how an OpenEdge database and ODBC data-source shared locks differ in scope and duration:

```
FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 10 SHARE-LOCK NO-WAIT NO-ERROR.
IF AVAILABLE customer THEN DO:
   DISPLAY customer.
   PROMPT-FOR customer.

   tx:
   DO TRANSACTION ON ERROR UNDO tx, RETRY tx:
   FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 10 EXCLUSIVE-LOCK NO-WAIT NO-ERROR.
   IF LOCKED customer THEN DO:
      MESSAGE "customer locked - retrying".
      UNDO tx, RETRY tx.
   END.
   ELSE DO:
      ASSIGN customer.
      LEAVE.
   END.
END.
END.
```

In this example, the first record is only share-locked within the ODBC data source if the isolation level setting requires it. (Recall that a share lock specified in an ABL statement is ignored by the DataServer.) As a result, the first record might be updated before the second `FIND` statement executes, in which case the record that the second `FIND` statement fetches might be different from the record fetched by the first `FIND` statement. This procedure might cause update information to be lost because the procedure applies updates based on the first record, and these updates will overwrite the values in the second record.

Using the DataServer to access an ODBC data source ensures that locks are upgraded in the data source in the same way as in an OpenEdge database. For example, the following procedure causes the same behavior whether you access an OpenEdge database or an ODBC data source:

```
FIND customer WHERE customer.custnum = 10.
DISPLAY customer.
PROMPT-FOR customer.

DO TRANSACTION:
   ASSIGN customer.
END.
```

The record is share-locked when it is fetched. The DataServer upgrades the shared lock to an exclusive lock inside the transaction by locking the record, reading it, and checking whether the record has changed since it was first fetched. If it has changed, the lock upgrade fails and you receive an error message.

If your data source uses record-level locking, you might have to wait to access a record in the following circumstances:

- You try to update a record when another user is reading it (it is share-locked). This also depends on the isolation level.
- You try to read or update a record when another user is updating it (it is exclusive-locked).
When this happens, Progress uses a time-out loop, checking periodically to see whether the record is available. You can choose Cancel at any time to abort the request.

The ODBC data source notifies the DataServer if it cannot perform a requested operation within a given period of time. Under unusual system or network loads, the DataServer might receive notification that a request has not been completed. In this case, it returns a message that the record that the request was accessing is locked, even though no other user has a lock on the record.

One type of locking behavior that you might encounter is a deadlock, or “deadly embrace.” A deadlock occurs when two users want to access each other’s table, page, or record, and either the table, page, or record that they want has an exclusive lock on it or they need to put an exclusive lock on it. Neither table, page, or record will give up its lock until the other is available. When an ODBC data source detects this situation:

- The data source kills the transaction that has accumulated the least amount of CPU time and releases the table, page, or record for the other user.
- Progress displays a message that the transaction was killed.
- The system responds as if you had chosen Cancel.

**Note:** On DB2 UDB for AIX, the DBA must set the variable LOCKTIMEOUT to some number of seconds in the database configuration to get beyond a deadlock condition. The default value (-1) causes a user to wait indefinitely for a lock to be released when attempting to update a locked record.

For details on how Progress locks work, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials*. See ODBC and data-source documentation for more information about ODBC and data-source locks.

### The NO–WAIT option

The ABL NO–WAIT option specifies not to wait for a record that is currently locked by another process. Some ODBC data sources support this option and some do not. The following sections provide details.

#### DB2 UDB

DB2 UDB does support the NO–WAIT option when the LOCKTIMEOUT option is set to zero.

#### Sybase

The NO–WAIT option works for DataServer applications in the same way that it works for OpenEdge database applications: the DataServer uses a time-out mechanism. If Sybase does not return a record within a set period of time, the DataServer considers the record to be locked. It then cancels the request to Sybase and sets the “locked” and “not available” conditions.

During a period of heavy demand, you might encounter situations where the “not available” condition is set although the record is not currently locked by a user. In this case, you might want to increase the time-out interval by using the -Dsrv RESP_TIMEOUT parameter.
Transactions

With DataServer operations, an ODBC data source handles its own transaction rollback and recovery operations. However, if the ODBC driver supports transaction processing, the transaction scoping rules apply: a transaction ends when the code exits the outermost block that performs an update. With the DataServer:

- When a transaction that updates an ODBC data source ends successfully, ABL sends a COMMIT to the data source.
- If you interrupt the transaction, ABL sends a ROLLBACK to the data source.

See OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials for details on how Progress handles transactions and error conditions.

Transaction scoping and buffer management

The DataServer and an OpenEdge database hold locks differently at transaction boundaries. The OpenEdge database will hold a lock past the transaction boundary where the DataServer will not. This causes different behavior in the use of buffers. Consider the following example:

```
DEFINE BUFFER st_buf1 FOR state.
DEFINE BUFFER st_buf2 FOR state.

DO TRANSACTION: /* Transaction 1 */
    FIND st_buf1 WHERE st_buf1.state = "NH" EXCLUSIVE-LOCK.
    DISPLAY st_buf1.state-name. /* state-name = "New Hampshire" */
END.

/* During this PAUSE, state-name is changed from "New Hampshire" to "Granite State" by an external user */
PAUSE MESSAGE " state.state-name ".

DO TRANSACTION: /* Transaction 2 */
    FIND st_buf2 WHERE st_buf2.state = "NH" EXCLUSIVE-LOCK.
    DISPLAY st_buf1.state-name st_buf2.state-name.
END.
```

Executing the above code against an OpenEdge database will downgrade the EXCLUSIVE-LOCK in Transaction 1 to a SHARE-LOCK. This occurs at the end of Transaction 1 and remains in effect at the time of the PAUSE statement and prior to the start of Transaction 2. This SHARE-LOCK prevents another user from modifying the state-name value between the transactions. As an optimization, when Transaction 2 is executed, the client does not refresh the st_buf1 buffer since the SHARE-LOCK prevented its contents from becoming stale between transactions. Also, since st_buf2 will have the same data integrity as st_buf1, they share the same buffer content.

Executing the previous code against the DataServer will have different results because the DataServer does not retain any lock conditions beyond the scope of the transaction boundary. The DataServer will release the EXCLUSIVE-LOCK on the record at the END statement of Transaction 1. This leaves the record exposed to modification by another client during the PAUSE statement. If another client modifies the state-name value to “Granite State” during the PAUSE, Transaction 2 will read the updated value during the FIND statement. However, because of OpenEdge buffering rules and record scoping, neither buffer is refreshed with the updated value and the DISPLAY statement displays “New Hampshire New Hampshire.”


To avoid this type of problem, the following workarounds are available:

- Change the lock status in Transaction 1 to **NO-LOCK** if an **EXCLUSIVE-LOCK** is not required. The lock upgrade in Transaction 2 will force the buffer to be updated in this transaction.

- If the lock cannot be changed in Transaction 1, release the first buffer before the start of Transaction 2 with the statement "**RELEASE st_buf1.**" The **RELEASE** statement will force a refresh of the data when the **FIND** in Transaction 2 executes.
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Error handling

One common data-entry error is attempting to add a duplicate record; that is, trying to create a record using a unique key that already exists in the database. Suppose, for example, that a user tries to add a customer with custnum = 1 (where custnum is a unique key), but a customer record with this custnum value already exists. The attempt fails and ABL generates an error.

When this type of error occurs, ABL tries to resolve it by working back through the procedure, looking at each block header until it finds the closest block with the error-handling property, and then undoing and retrying the block. (See OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials for more information about error handling.) However, because the DataServer is accessing a non-OpenEdge data source, OpenEdge cannot detect duplicate-key errors until the end of a transaction block. Therefore, if an error occurs in a subtransaction, ABL cannot detect it until the end of the entire transaction block and must perform default error handling for the entire transaction block.

The following example illustrates ABL and DataServer error handling:

```
rep-blk:
REPEAT:
  PROMPT-FOR customer.custnum. /* User input */
  FIND customer USING customer.custnum NO-ERROR.
  IF AVAILABLE customer THEN
    UPDATE customer.custnum customer.name customer.state. /* User input */
  do-blk:
    DO ON ERROR UNDO do-blk, RETRY do-blk:
      FIND state WHERE st.state = customer.state.
      DISPLAY state.
      SET state. /* User input */
    END.
  END.
END.
```

This procedure displays the following screen, in which the user is prompted to enter data into the custnum field and then the state field:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cust-Num</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>State-Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lift Line Skiing</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OpenEdge prompts for the state

Suppose that the user enters an existing state (for example, NH) while Progress is processing the do block. When this duplicate-key entry occurs for an OpenEdge database, Progress returns control to the do block, displays a message that the record exists, and reprompts the user for a state abbreviation.
However, with the DataServer, if a duplicate key entry occurs in the \texttt{DO} block, Progress returns control to the \texttt{REPEAT} block rather than the \texttt{DO} block. As a result, the procedure reprompts the user for a customer number after the inner transaction completes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cust-Num</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>State-Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lift Line Skiing</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DataServer prompts for the customer

If you use \texttt{NO-ERROR} to do your own error handling, you must account for the fact that an ODBC data source creates or updates a record later than Progress does. For example, the following code does not trap data-source errors, because the requests to perform the operations have not yet been sent to the data source:

\begin{verbatim}
CREATE customer NO-ERROR.
ASSIGN customer.custnum = 45 NO-ERROR.
ASSIGN customer.name = "Smith" NO-ERROR.
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{VALIDATE} statement causes the DataServer to send requests to your ODBC data source, so incorporate it into your error-handling technique, as in the following example:

\begin{verbatim}
DEFINE VARIABLE ix AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
DO TRANSACTION:
  CREATE customer NO-ERROR.
  ASSIGN customer.custnum = 45 NO-ERROR.
  VALIDATE customer.
  IF ERROR-STATUS:ERROR THEN DO:
    MESSAGE "error: number of messages = " ERROR-STATUS:NUM-MESSAGES.
    DO ix = 1 TO ERROR-STATUS:NUM-MESSAGES:
      MESSAGE "error" ERROR-STATUS:GET-NUMBER(ix)
        ERROR-STATUS:GET-MESSAGE {ix}.
    END.
  END.
  UNDO, LEAVE.
END.

ASSIGN customer.name = "Smith" NO-ERROR.
VALIDATE customer.
IF ERROR-STATUS:ERROR THEN . . .
END.
\end{verbatim}

This code returns data-source errors after the \texttt{VALIDATE} statement.

Another difference in behavior occurs when two users simultaneously attempt to create records with duplicate keys. Progress raises an error immediately, but the data source raises an error after the first transaction commits and only if the second transaction does not roll back. To avoid this difference, either change the scope of the transaction so that it completes more quickly or make the key nonunique and enforce uniqueness at the application level. Another technique is to use a \texttt{RELEASE} or \texttt{VALIDATE} statement when you check for the key’s uniqueness.
Overflow checking

Overflow checking is a process by which the DataServer evaluates whether the value defined for a data type exceeds the data type's capacity. If the value is greater than the bit size defined for a data type, an error message occurs.

Beginning with OpenEdge Release 10.1B, all in-memory operations on INTEGER and INT64 data types are 64-bit, promoting potential conflicts when data is exchanged between OpenEdge Release 10.1A and earlier OpenEdge clients, and 10.1B and later ODBC DataServers. For example, if a networked 10.1B DataServer produces an INT64 data type that is sent to a pre-10.1B client, and the INT64 data type is mapped to a 32-bit data type that exceeds 32-bits of data storage, the ODBC data source will detect an overflow condition and an error message appears on the client machine.

Cursors

A cursor points to consecutive records in a table. ABL uses cursors to keep track of where it is in a table; for example, when it processes FOR EACH statements. Suppose that you are reading records from the customer table using the custnum index, and your current record is customer number 50. This means that ABL has a cursor positioned at custnum 50. Note that ABL maintains cursor positioning across queries.

The DataServer allows applications that access ODBC data sources to imitate OpenEdge cursor behavior for FIND cursors. FOR EACH and OPEN QUERY statements do not retain cursor position across other queries or against a FIND statement.

This section discusses the following cursor-related activities:

- Forward and backward scrolling
- Block cursors

For details about firehose and fast forward-only cursors, see the "Firehose, Firehose block, and Fast Forward-Only Cursors" section on page 195.

Forward and backward scrolling

A query is scrolling if you specify SCROLLING in the DEFINE QUERY statement or if you define a browse for the query. You can use the REPOSITION statement to change your current position with the result set. For a non-scrolling query, the DataServer allows you to only move sequentially forward through the rows by using the FIRST and options of the GET statement. Scrolling basically means that the result set is cached on the client for backward and forward scrolling.

With the DataServer, forward and backward scrolling works with an ODBC data source just as it does with an OpenEdge database except when the data source fails to find a record. In ABL, the cursor position can change after a failed search; however, with the DataServer, a failed search does not affect the cursor. For example, if a cursor is positioned at custnum 50 and a request for the next customer from an OpenEdge table fails, the cursor moves to the next sequential record beyond custnum 50. The same failed request from a data source leaves the cursor at custnum 50. Your DataServer applications should not assume a certain cursor position after a failed find.
You can, however, still use the AVAILABLE function to determine whether a record is available. The AVAILABLE function behaves consistently whether it accesses an OpenEdge database or an ODBC data source.

Impact of MAX-ROWS

The MAX-ROWS qualifier on a query determines the number of rows returned. The MAX-ROWS calculation is applied before any sorting is applied to the query, causing the results to be random. Consider the following example:

```plaintext
DEFINE QUERY qCustomer FOR customer SCROLLING.
OPEN QUERY qCustomer FOR EACH customer MAX-ROWS 15.
GET LAST qCustomer.
DISPLAY customer.custnum.
REPEAT:
  GET PREV qCustomer.
  DISPLAY customer.custnum.
END.
```

When this example is run with the OpenEdge sports database, the first record return has custnum 54, and the repeat loop displays other custnums in descending order from there. When this example is run with the sports database migrated to an ODBC data source, the first record returned has custnum 15, and the repeat loop displays values in descending order from there. This difference in results is caused by the MAX-ROWS being applied prior to the sorting.

Block cursors

Block cursors are available as a performance enhancement. They allow blocks of records to be bound and fetched together from a single database request, thus reducing the network overhead and minimizing record copies for ABL queries and finds, and minimizing record copies.

Additional details about block cursor behavior

DataServer connections that run at the read uncommitted isolation level will also execute queries that specify the SHARE-LOCK condition as NO-LOCK queries and will also utilize block cursors for their result sets. You can shut off block cursor behavior and revert back to look-ahead cursors for NO-LOCK queries by setting the -Dsrv PRGRS_BLOCK_CURS,0. If you leave block cursors on but wish to turn off the block and/or look-ahead cursor optimizations for a specific query, you can set the QUERY-TUNING option QUERY-TUNING(NO-LOOKAHEAD) on your ABL statement.

While block cursors increase efficiency, they might also require more memory than look-ahead cursors. Block cursors will try to reuse memory from previous result sets whenever possible. You can adjust the memory available to block cursors according to your specifications. Adjust the cache size of an individual block with the same connection-level parameter you used to set the look-ahead cache size. The -Dsrv QT_CACHE_SIZE option allows you to specify at connect time how large the block cache should be for individual query results. When block cursors are active, the default QT_CACHE_SIZE is set to 10,000 bytes. When look-ahead cursors are active, this size defaults to 30,000 bytes.

You can override the connection-level QT_CACHE_SIZE at the statement level by setting the QUERY-TUNING option called CACHE-SIZE on the query itself. Determining the
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proper block size should be based on the maximum length of your returned records multiplied by the expected number of resultant rows and then compared to your available memory. Whenever an existing block is not reused, the block of memory allocated for the query will be adjusted downward to an exact multiple of the number of rows that can fit into the allocated area.

To prevent large applications from potentially overutilizing memory for block cursors, two other settings can be adjusted to limit the amount of memory available to block cursors. The first is the maximum block memory usage per table. If you have multiple queries open against the same table simultaneously, each query uses its own query block. The `-Dsrv PRGRS_TABLE_BLOCKSIZE` option puts an upper limit on the total memory available to query blocks of an individual table. This number should normally be set larger than the `QT_CACHE_SIZE` value. It can be set as high as two or three times the `QT_CACHE_SIZE`. If the maximum block memory available to the table will be exceeded by allocating space for the current `NO-LOCK` query in your ABL, the query is instead executed with a look-ahead cursor. The default maximum block memory area per table is set at 65,000 bytes.

The second adjustment switch available is the `-Dsrv PRGRS_MAX_BLOCKSIZE` option. This value sets an upper limit to the overall memory provided to block cursors, irrespective of per table allocations. The default maximum is 1048576 bytes (or 1MB). Your accumulated total memory allocated for block cursors will not exceed this value. If allocating block cursor memory for a `NO-LOCK` query in ABL will cause this limit to be exceeded, the query would instead be executed with a look-ahead cursor. The `PRGRS_MAX_BLOCKSIZE` value should be set with respect to the amount of memory available on your machine. If you are running in client-server mode, the number should be set with respect to both the available memory on the server machine as well as the number of clients that will be connecting.

The following example uses the state table in the demo database, which has a maximum record size of 84 bytes:

```plaintext
FOR EACH state NO-LOCK QUERY-TUNING(CACHE-SIZE 850):
    DISPLAY state.
END.
```

In this example, the `QUERY-TUNING CACHE-SIZE` value overrides the `-Dsrv QT_CACHE_SIZE` query block size default of 10,000 bytes. Ten records at 84 bytes per record totals 840 bytes in the query block. If a previously established block is located for that table that is greater than or equal to the requested size, it will be reused. However, if a new block is established instead, its memory allocation will be adjusted downward to 840 bytes in order to fit an exact multiple of rows in the block. Then, if the result set contains 30 records, the query block will get refilled three times before the end of the result set if read sequentially.

**Block cursors on versus off**

Block cursors are the default over look-ahead cursors when `PRGRS_BLOCK_CURS` is enabled and a server-side cursor is needed. The switch `-Dsrv PRGRS_BLOCK_CURS,0` will turn off block cursors on ODBC data sources. You can always disable block cursors for a specific query by disabling lookahead with a query tuning option: `QUERY-TUNING(NO-LOOKAHEAD)`. Block cursors is not a one-size-fits-all feature. There are application environments where the default values for block allocation sizes can result in either under-utilization or over-utilization of memory. See the “Using the block cursor switches” section on page 423 for information on tuning the amount of memory that block cursors utilizes.
For any given query, the use of a block cursor or a look-ahead cursor is mutually exclusive. In certain circumstances, block cursors will downgrade to lookahead. These are the criteria:

- **When** `-Dsrv BINDING, 0` **is set.** When binding is off, block cursors are disabled.

- **Predictable single record result sets**—`FOR FIRST/FOR LAST` or dynamic find operations.

- **The** `PRGRS_TABLE_BLOCKSIZE` **has been exceeded and all existing block table space is in use by open cursors.**

- **The accumulation of memory allocated to all block cursors has reached** `PRGRS_MAX_BLOCKSIZE`.

- **The** `QT_CACHE_SIZE` **query-tuning (CACHE-SIZE) value is not larger than two times the maximum row size.** At least two rows need to fit in the result block to use a block cursor.

**Note:** The macro `BLOCKBUF_AVAILABLE` can be used to determine if the current query is or is not using a block cursor.

### Block versus look ahead cursors

Block cursors and lookahead cursors are both associated with **NO-LOCK** queries. These are queries where the lock status has been explicitly set to **NO-LOCK** or where the lock status has been explicitly set to **SHARE-LOCK** and the transaction isolation level is set to read-uncommitted. Block cursors and lookahead cursors are mutually exclusive.

Block cursors are more efficient than lookahead cursors for the following reasons:

- The results of a query are bound directly to the area from which they are copied into the record buffer on the client. Lookahead cursors copy out of a common bind area into the lookahead cache and then are copied into client record buffer resulting in multiple copies of the data.

- The fetch process used by block cursors fetches multiple rows at a time, reducing the number of driver calls and potentially reducing the total number of network round trips to the server.

- Block cursor memory is preallocated prior to fetching a result set, whereas lookahead cursors post allocate memory as records are fetched from the result set.

- Block cursors are directly linked to the result set binding feature whereas lookahead cursors have no particular dependency on whether binding or late-binding is active.
ABL issues

The following sections describe how to use various ABL statements in DataServer applications and highlights the ABL statements and functions that the DataServer does not support.

ROWID function

The ROWID data type provides a unique record identifier that is compatible across OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources. Applications that use the ROWID function behave in the same way whether they access records in an OpenEdge database or in an ODBC data source. The ROWID function is more consistent than RECID across data sources. Progress Software Corporation recommends that you replace the RECID function with ROWID in existing applications.

The DataServer supports the ROWID function for ODBC data-source tables that have a unique index. The Data Dictionary uses an index that meets this criterion to provide values for the ROWID function. If you build your schema holder using OpenEdge compatibility from the Progress-to-ODBC utility, the Data Dictionary automatically designates a ROWID index; however, you can select a different unique index in a data-source table to support ROWID. See the “Defining the ROWID” section on page 180 for instructions.

The ROWID value in an ODBC data source differs from the ROWID value in an OpenEdge database in the following ways:

- In ABL, you can create a ROWID without creating a record. In DataServer applications, creating a ROWID creates a record. The following statement illustrates the difference in behavior:

  ```abl
  CREATE customer.
  a = ROWID(customer).
  ```

  The DataServer creates a customer record using default values. After the user assigns values to the fields in that record, the DataServer updates it. When you undo the transaction, the DataServer deletes the record.

- The ROWID changes if the value of the unique keys in the designated index changes.

- The DataServer considers a single instance of the unknown value to be unique, so it is possible to have a ROWID with the unknown value. However, the ROWID function fails if you search for an unknown value, because a ROWID will never have the unknown value. For example, the following FIND statement fails even if there is a row with the unknown value in the designated column:

  ```abl
  FIND customer WHERE ROWID(customer) = ?.
  ```
• If you force the creation of a record before entering the value for the designated column (for example, by committing a transaction or releasing or validating a record), the creation fails if the column cannot have NULL values. If the column can have NULL values, the DataServer assigns the new record a ROWID of NULL. However, if the column has an initial value, the DataServer creates the row with that initial value as the ROWID.

Follow these guidelines when using ROWID in applications that you want to deploy across multiple OpenEdge databases and/or ODBC data sources:

• Do not try to get a record’s ROWID value before the user assigns values to the unique keys of the record. Some DataServers use the unique key to generate a ROWID value.

• Refresh the ROWID value if a value of a unique key might have changed.

• Refresh the ROWID value after you undo a DELETE. The ROWID value might be different after the record is re-created.

• ROWID values are stable for a session, but you cannot rely on them to be the same across sessions.

For a complete description of the ROWID function, see its reference entry in OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference.

RECID function

For backward compatibility, the DataServer supports the RECID function for ODBC data source tables that have a unique four-byte integer column defined as the key for the ROWID/RECID index of a given table in the schema holder. Whenever the ROWID index selection for a schema holder table in the Dictionary has a multi-component key composite or is a single-component key but not a single unique integer component, the RECID function is not supported and the compiler will disallow the use of the RECID function in a WHERE clause.

Note: The ROWID function does not have this same restriction and is the recommended alternative for this limitation.

You can make an existing application that includes RECID behave more consistently across data sources by replacing RECID with ROWID. For more information, see “ROWID function” section on page 68.

Automated ROWID and RECID support

When working with Sybase or DB2/400 foreign data sources, you can enable ROWID and RECID support when using the OpenEdge-to-ODBC migration utility. For Sybase, selecting the option to create a RECID column will cause an integer column with unique values for each row, called PROGRESS_RECID, to be used as the ROWID/RECID. For DB2/400, you can choose to either create a RECID column for all tables (like the Sybase RECID support option does by default) or for only those tables that do not have a unique key constraint. Other ODBC data sources do not allow setting ROWID/RECID compatibility with a migration switch.
However, you can add a `PROGRESS_RECID` column to ODBC tables manually and when the table is updated into the schema holder it will select the added `PROGRESS_RECID` column for `ROWID/RECID` support assuming it is set up properly. This is acceptable for three possible scenarios:

1. When creating a schema holder for a data source other than Sybase or DB2/400 and the OpenEdge database you are migrating that does not have a natural unique integer key that would serve as a logical designation for `RECID/ROWID`.

2. Any time foreign schema is migrated to an OpenEdge schema holder, compatibility is switched off, and the criteria in the first scenario cannot be met.

3. When you are using an existing native data source whose definitions you are pulling back into an OpenEdge schema holder but did not migrate to the server originally from an OpenEdge database.

For more information on adding a `PROGRESS_RECID` column, see the "Modifying tables to support ROWID function for Sybase" section on page 182.

You can make an existing application that includes `RECID` behave more consistently across data sources by replacing `RECID` with `ROWID`. For more information on ROWID function, see the "ROWID function" section on page 68.

**DEFINE BROWSE statement**

The **DEFINE BROWSE** statement relies on a unique record identifier for forward and backward scrolling. If your ODBC data-source table does not support the `ROWID` function (through either a `PROGRESS_RECID` column or an indexed `NUMBER` column with unique values), you can write code that explicitly requests the default browse scrolling behavior, similar to this:

```sql
DEFINE VARIABLE iRow AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
DEFINE QUERY qCustomer FOR customer FIELDS (custnum name address) SCROLLING.
DEFINE BROWSE b QUERY qCustomer DISPLAY custnum name address WITH 10 DOWN.
DEFINE BUTTON upd.
OPEN QUERY qCustomer FOR EACH customer.
ENABLE upd b WITH FRAME x.
ON CHOOSE OF upd DO:
   iRow = CURRENT-RESULT-ROW("q").
   GET PREV qCustomer.
   GET NEXT qCustomer EXCLUSIVE-LOCK.
   IF CURRENT-RESULT-ROW("qCustomer") = iRow THEN
      UPDATE customer.address WITH FRAME z VIEW-AS DIALOG-BOX.
      /* else, indicate that an error occurred: the record was deleted in
      the meantime. */
   DISPLAY customer.address WITH BROWSE b.
END.
WAIT-FOR WINDOW-CLOSE OF CURRENT-WINDOW.
```
Field lists

The DataServer fully supports the use of field lists in queries (DEFINE QUERY, FOR EACH, PRESELECT, and SQL SELECT statements). Using FIELD and EXCEPT clauses can greatly improve performance for NO-LOCK queries, particularly if the DataServer is a remote configuration where the query results must be passed over a network. When a field list is used, unneeded data is not returned. The field list does not guarantee that it will restrict the data to the specified fields. It can be necessary to return additional fields such as those required to accommodate the values of a selected index.

For example, the following statement returns the same results for an OpenEdge database and an ODBC data source:

```
DEFINE QUERY myquery FOR customer FIELDS (custnum name) SCROLLING.
OPEN QUERY myquery FOR EACH customer NO-LOCK
   WHERE customer.custnum < 6 BY customer.name.
```

Include the SCROLLING option to enable GET PREVIOUS. You must include the NO-LOCK option when you open queries that are defined with field lists.

Similarly, you must include the NO-LOCK option in FOR EACH statements that include field lists, as in the following example:

```
FOR EACH customer FIELDS (custnum name) NO-LOCK:
```

Field lists are effective only when you also specify the NO-LOCK option. This option ensures that the DataServer does not have to refetch rows, which can slow performance. If a lock upgrade is required, the field list is ignored and all fields are retrieved.

Use field lists to retrieve only those fields that your application requires. For performance reasons, the DataServer retrieves the first index field even if you do not include it in the field list. In cases where the DataServer can predict that a query will require a refetch, it retrieves the entire record. The DataServer allocates memory based on the maximum size defined for a field in a record. Omitting larger fields from a query can enhance performance. In addition, combining lookahead cursors and field lists greatly improves a query’s performance.

When you specify a field that has an extent, the query returns the entire array.

When the DataServer processes a query with a field list, it caches the fields that are part of the field list and any other fields that the query specified, which you can then access without making another call to the data source. For example, the DataServer fetches the name and the zip field to process the following query:

```
FOR EACH customer FIELDS (name) WHERE customer.postalcode = 01730 NO-LOCK:
```

**Note:** Cached fields might have performance implications if you modify the record later, as the DataServer must refetch the record to place a lock on it.
If you specify a field list in a join, you might have to adjust the cache size for lookahead cursors, either with the `CACHE-SIZE` option in a `QUERY-TUNING` phrase or at the session level with the `-Dsrv qt_cache_size` startup parameter.

Any performance gained through field lists is lost if you use nonlookahead cursors. Lookahead and block cursors gain performance by prebinding the fields of your result set. For maximum efficiency, any LOB type should be explicitly excluded from your field list if possible because ODBC data sources do not allow those fields to be pre-bound.

Programmers are responsible for coding their applications to restrict the use of their query buffers to the fields specified by the field list. References to fields outside the field list are not caught by a compile time error. Sometimes such a reference will return a run-time error, but that is not guaranteed. The following code will return a run-time error reporting that the `st` field is missing from the customer buffer:

```abl
FOR EACH customer FIELDS (custnum name)
   WHERE customer.name = "Off the Wall" NO-LOCK:
      FIND FIRST order WHERE order.st = customer.st NO-LOCK.
END.
```

The following code will not return a run time error because the `CAN-FIND` expression resolves to `FALSE`, masking the fact that there was in fact no customer.st value to compare:

```abl
FOR EACH customer FIELDS (custnum name)
   WHERE customer.name = "Off the Wall" NO-LOCK:
      CAN-FIND(FIRST order WHERE order.st = customer.st NO-LOCK).
END.
```

For more information on the `FIELDS` option, see the “Record Phrase” entry in OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference.

**FIND statements**

The DataServer fully supports the `FIND FIRST`, `CURRENT`, `LAST`, `PREV`, and `NEXT` statements for MS SQL Server data source tables that have unique indexes. If a table has no unique index, only the `FIND FIRST` and `FIND NEXT` statements are available for that table. The following sections provide additional information about specific `FIND` statements.

**FIND NEXT statement**

The `FIND NEXT` statement can generate different results with the DataServer when compared to the same statement executed against an OpenEdge database. A `FIND NEXT` statement refers to a previous `FIND` statement only if the `WHERE` clauses of each statement are identical. If the `WHERE` clauses are different, or if one of the statements does not have a `WHERE` clause, the `FIND NEXT` will behave like a `FIND FIRST` statement.

**FIND PREV and FIND LAST statements**

Applications that use the `FIND PREV` or `FIND LAST` statements work on tables in a manner consistent with the OpenEdge database. The only exception occurs when the `FIND PREV` or `FIND LAST` statement fails. In OpenEdge, the cursor is located after the last record that was scanned. In an ODBC data source, the cursor behaves as if the
failed FIND had never occurred. To support these statements, a table must include support for the ROWID function (through either a PROGRESS_RECID column or an indexed NUMBER column with unique values). See the “ROWID function” section on page 68 for more information.

For example, the procedure find.p accesses OpenEdge and ODBC data sources using the same FIND and FIND PREV statements in each case, as shown:

```abl
/* This code accesses an OpenEdge database. */
FIND demo.customer WHERE demo.customer.custnum = 3.
FIND PREV demo.customer.
DISPLAY demo.customer.custnum
   LABEL "PROGRESS DATABASE RESULT" WITH FRAME new-frame.

/* This code accesses a MS SQL Server data source. */
FIND mssdemo.customer WHERE mssdemo.customer.custnum = 3.
FIND PREV mssdemo.customer.
DISPLAY mssdemo.customer.custnum
   LABEL "MSS DATA SOURCE RESULT" WITH COL 29.
```

When you run find.p with an OpenEdge table and a MS SQL Server table, you get the following results (assuming that the database has records for customer numbers 1 through 4):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPENEDGE DATABASE RESULT</th>
<th>MSS DATA SOURCE RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the FIND PREV statement fails, the cursor remains located after `customer.custnum 3` in the OpenEdge table, which was the last record scanned. In the data source table, the cursor is positioned at `custnum 2`. Failed finds do not affect cursor position in data source tables.

**Compiling ABL procedures**

The `COMPILE` statement lets you compile ABL procedures and save the compilations to disk. This speeds up your application execution time since ABL does not have to recompile every time you want to run a procedure.

To compile procedures that access an ODBC data source, start up an OpenEdge client and connect to the schema holder for your target data source using the schema holder’s logical database name, then use the `COMPILE` statement. If you change the name of the schema holder after you compile a procedure, you must connect to the renamed schema holder and recompile the procedure. For more information, see the `COMPILE` Statement reference entry in *OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference*.

**Note:** You do not have to connect to the target data source to compile a procedure. The schema holder contains all the information that the Compiler requires.
R-code

R-code is generated when an ABL procedure is compiled. The compiled r-code is portable among machines. For example, r-code that you compile on a Sun machine can run on any other UNIX machine.

R-code is not portable among windowing systems; that is, r-code compiled for a character application will not run under Windows and r-code compiled for Windows will not run under a character application.

R-code is also not portable between database management systems. ABL generates calls that are specific to a database type. For example, code that you compile for a MS SQL Server database will not run against a database of the same name in Oracle.

R-code is also not portable among different databases. ABL generates calls that are specific to a database. For example, code that you compile for a database named Sports will not run with a database named mysports.

Prior to OpenEdge Version 11, r-code stored the physical position of a database column. R-code was not compatible with the server schema if the position of a column changed on the server. In Version 11, r-code stores a logical identifier for the physical position of a database column. Therefore, in OpenEdge 11, column positions in the server table can be rearranged without the need to recompile.

For more details on r-code portability, see OpenEdge Deployment: Managing ABL Applications.

The size of r-code grows when you compile procedures against an ODBC data source as compared to compiling against an OpenEdge database. The r-code for a DataServer application contains as text the portions of SQL statements that the DataServer passes to the data source. The r-code descriptors for column references contain more attribute information than corresponding OpenEdge descriptors.

FOR statements

FOR FIRST and FOR LAST statements that cause the DataServer to sort data before returning it to the client behave differently when returning data from an ODBC data source than when returning data from an OpenEdge database.
**BEGIN function**

This section is specific to DB2 UDB data sources.

With one exception, DB2 UDB considers all zero-length character strings as equal to a single space. Therefore, it considers "" and a string of blank spaces to be the same thing.

The exception is as follows: DB2 UDB considers "" and " " to be different when you use them with the **BEGIN** function. For example, when you use the following statements to access DB2 UDB through the DataServer, the first statement retrieves all records from the `customer` table, but the second retrieves only those records in which the `name` begins with a blank character:

```
FOR EACH customer WHERE customer.name BEGINS "":
```

```
FOR EACH customer WHERE customer.name BEGINS " ":
```

**Unsupported ABL statements**

The DataServer supplies you with complete OpenEdge functionality when accessing ODBC data sources. Nearly all ABL language elements (statements, functions, and so forth) and Data Dictionary features work the same whether your application accesses a data source through the DataServer or an OpenEdge database.

Use the **DBRESTRICTIONS** function to find out which OpenEdge features your ODBC data sources or specific tables in those data sources do not support. For the DataServer for ODBC, **DBRESTRICTIONS** can return **SETUSERID**, **SET–CURRENT–VALUE**, and **COUNT–OF**. In certain circumstances, it can return additional values:

- It can return **READ–ONLY** if:
  - You connect to the schema holder for a DB2 UDB or Sybase data source in read-only mode.
  - You connect to a Sybase logical data source in read-only mode.

- If your ODBC data-source table **does not** include the columns necessary for supporting the **RECID** function, **DBRESTRICTIONS** also returns **RECID**.

For more information on **DBRESTRICTIONS** function, see *OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference*. 
Table 9 summarizes the ABL differences between OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources.

### Table 9: ABL differences for OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpenEdge feature</th>
<th>ODBC data-source difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BEGINS operator Abbreviated Index USING option | When you use these ABL elements to access data in an ODBC data source, you might get different results than from an OpenEdge database. Suppose, for example, that you have customers named SI and SIM and that you issue this **FIND** statement:  
  ```  
  FIND customer WHERE name BEGINS "SI".  
  ```  
  ABL returns the customer named SI. With the DataServer, the **FIND** fails because the **FIND** statement is ambiguous. You receive the same results when you use an abbreviated index or the **USING** option in your query. |
| CONTAINS operator                | This operator relates to word indexing, which the DataServer does not support.                                                                               |
| COUNT–OF function                | The DataServer does not support this function.                                                                                                               |
| CREATE statement                 | Records that you create after opening a cursor might be invisible to that cursor.                                                                             |
| CURRENT–VALUE statement           | The DataServer can only use these features natively at the data source for Sybase and MS SQL Server Version 6.5. Other data sources do not support compatibility with OpenEdge sequence objects. However, you can always use sequences and these corresponding ABL features from an OpenEdge database in conjunction with your DataServer application. |
| NEXT–VALUE statement             |                                                                                                                                                           |
| SET–CURRENT–VALUE statement       |                                                                                                                                                           |
| DYNAMIC–CURRENT–VALUE statement   |                                                                                                                                                           |
| DYNAMIC–NEXT–VALUE statement      |                                                                                                                                                           |
| FIND statements                  | To reduce the number of records included in the results set, qualify your **FIND** statements and queries with a **WHERE** clause.                           |
| FOR EACH statements              |                                                                                                                                                           |
| OPEN QUERY statement             |                                                                                                                                                           |
| MATCHES function                 | The DataServer does not support using the percent (%) or underscore (_) character with the **MATCHES** and **BEGINS** functions. Do not use these functions with a pattern that is not an expression, but is stored in an ODBC data source. |
| BEGINS function                  | It is theoretically possible to do this with an OpenEdge database, but using this kind of criteria results in poor performance.                            |
### Table 9: ABL differences for OpenEdge databases and ODBC data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpenEdge feature</th>
<th>ODBC data-source difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO-LOCK option(^1)</td>
<td>An ABL EXCLUSIVE-LOCK is emulated in the ODBC DataServer. An ABL NO-LOCK can be emulated in the ODBC data source when the isolation level is set to read-uncommitted. SHARE-LOCK behavior is data-source and isolation-level dependent. See the “Data-source record locking” section on page 55 for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARE-LOCK option</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCLUSIVE-LOCK option</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>ODBC data source NULL = Progress unknown value(“?”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Progress NULL (empty string) = one space in ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The ODBC data source does not distinguish between a zero-length character string and a string that contains only blank spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record creation</td>
<td>In an ODBC data source, a record is created at the end of a record’s scope and not when the required index information becomes available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETUSERID function</td>
<td>You cannot use this function to change the login name and password of an ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. For more information, see the “Data-source record locking” section on page 55.
Stored procedures

From the viewpoint of an ODBC-compliant data source, a stored procedure is a predefined procedure or set of statements or program that is defined for a specific data source according to that data source’s rules. By executing the stored procedure, you execute these statements or programs without having to enter their individual statements or code at each execution.

Note: Even for data sources that do not support stored procedures, you can send statements directly to your data source using the RUN STORED–PROCEDURE send–sql–statement syntax. For more information on sending SQL statements to the data source, see the “Sending SQL statements directly to the data source” section on page 88.

Defining native stored procedures to ABL

The first time you run a stored procedure, the data-source management system creates an execution plan for it and stores the plan in the database. The next time you run the stored procedure, it runs as a precompiled procedure. This makes access to the database much quicker and more efficient than when you access it with new queries each time.

The DataServer allows you to use the ABL to run stored procedures written for an ODBC-compliant data source. The procedures must be defined according to the rules of the particular data source. All stored procedures are executed on the server machine by the native data source. See the documentation for your data source to determine if it supports stored procedures.

When you create or update your schema image, the stored procedures, functions, and packages appear in the list of accessible objects along with tables, view, and sequences. Progress allows you to run the stored procedures that you create in data sources from within Progress procedures. If your data source supports stored procedures, see your data-source documentation for complete information about creating and using stored procedures.

Note: In DB2 UDB, the same stored procedure can be defined with different signatures, that is, the same procedure name can be used for two different procedure definitions, called signatures, with different parameter construction. If you pull a stored procedure definition into your schema holder, which has overloaded functions, that is, multiple signatures, all parameters defined to all signatures of that procedure will be pulled into the same table definition in your schema. You must use the Data Dictionary to manually remove parameters that are pulled from signatures you did not intend to use in ABL. The schema holder will only allow one of the procedure signatures to be defined per procedure name.
Stored procedures called from within ABL cannot return Boolean types. Table 10 lists issues that occur when you pass other data types as parameters.

Table 10: Argument data types for stored procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>ODBC data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECIMAL</td>
<td>The DataServer represents all three data types as the OpenEdge INTEGER data type in the schema image. To preserve the scale and precision of these data types, you must manually update the information in the schema image for these parameters. Use the Data Dictionary to update the data type and format information in the field property sheet for the parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CHAR      | The data source represents this type as a VARCHAR parameter. Its size cannot exceed the VARCHAR size limit for the associated data source. If they exceed this limit, they cause an ODBC data-source error. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>If you pass a DATE data type as an input parameter and use it in an equality test, the test might fail. In this case, use the trunc function in the stored procedure. For example:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>procedure x_date (indate in date, outdate out date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>select date_terminate into outdate from datetbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trunc(hire_date) = trunc(indate);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>end;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you are running several stored procedures, run them serially and process all the results from one stored procedure before you run a second one. The DataServer allows only one active request for running a stored procedure. However, you can process results from several stored procedures concurrently if you specify the DataServer startup parameter (-Dsrv PRGRS_PROC_TRAN) when you start your client session. When you run stored procedures concurrently, the DataServer uses one connection to the data source per procedure. If the stored procedures attempt to update the same record from a single client’s requests, the connections could block each other or possibly create a deadlock.

Note: In your DB2 UDB stored procedure, be sure to code parameters passed into your stored procedure as variable, not fixed, character strings (with a two-byte length prefixing the character value).

You run stored procedures from within Progress procedures by using the ABL RUN STORED-PROCEDURE statement. A stored procedure that you run with this statement can return three types of values:

- An integer return code, which could be a success code or a value returned by the stored procedure (defined by the data source)
- Values of output parameters that you define when you create the procedure
- Results from the database
Progress has statements and functions that allow you to use the return codes and the values of the output parameters. Table 11 lists these statements and functions.

### Table 11: Returning values from stored procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABL</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE STORED-PROCEDURE statement</td>
<td>Retrieves the values from the output parameters you defined for the stored procedure and tells ABL that the stored procedure has ended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROC-HANDLE function</td>
<td>Allows you to specify a handle to identify a stored procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROC-STATUS function</td>
<td>Reads the return value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN STORED-PROCEDURE statement</td>
<td>Executes a stored procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that you can substitute the abbreviations `CLOSE STORED-PROC` and `RUN STORED-PROCEDURE` for the full names `CLOSE STORED-PROCEDURE` and `RUN STORED-PROCEDURE`, respectively. The remainder of this guide generally uses the abbreviated form.

See Appendix B, “Stored Procedure Reference,” for reference entries for the statements and functions described in Table 11.

The ABL provides two techniques for accessing the results returned from the data source by the stored procedure. You can:

- Use the `proc-text-buffer` that Progress supplies for the rows of results
- Define a buffer for the rows of results

After you read the values into the buffer, you can operate on them in a variety of ways. You can use the database data just as you would use information from an OpenEdge database—format it and use it for calculations.

The following sections describe how to do the following:

- Running a stored procedure
- Retrieving return codes
- Retrieving output parameter values
- Retrieving data-source results
- Defining a view to use as a buffer
The following example uses a stored procedure created in Transact-SQL for Sybase:

```sql
CREATE PROCEDURE pcust (@num INT, @orders INT OUT, @states INT OUT) AS
    SELECT customer.custnum, customer.name, order.ordernum FROM customer, order
    WHERE customer.custnum = order.custnum AND customer.custnum > @num
    SELECT @orders = @@rowcount
    SELECT customer.custnum, state.st FROM customer, state
    WHERE customer.st = state.st AND customer.custnum > @num
    SELECT @states = @@rowcount
RETURN 0
GO
```

**Note:** For other ODBC data sources, use your vendor-specific SQL syntax.

This Transact-SQL code creates the stored procedure `pcust` and defines three parameters: `num`, which is an input parameter, and `orders` and `states`, which are output parameters. The procedure returns values for the output parameters to the caller after processing the results of the `pcust SELECT` statements. You can think of output parameters as temporary fields; that is, you can access the data in these columns using the standard notation of `tablename.fieldname`. (Note that although `pcust` is a stored procedure, its syntax is that of a table and it is stored in a table definition.) For example, you can access the data in the `orders` and `states` fields by specifying `pcust.orders` and `pcust.states`. All the parameters in the example have an integer data type.

**Note:** DB2 UDB uses external modules compiled in 3GL languages (for example, C) to implement stored procedures. Because these languages are often case sensitive, you must specify in your `CREATE PROCEDURE` statement a case-sensitive procedure name that matches the module name exported from the 3GL stored procedure. In the previous example, the procedure name `pcust`, which is stored in your dictionary as a file name that represents the stored procedure to the schema holder, is case sensitive and must match exactly the case-sensitive module name exported from your DLL.

If you perform a schema pull to retrieve a stored procedure from an existing DB2 UDB database, the procedure name will be imported into your schema holder as all uppercase characters because the DB2 UDB server is not case sensitive and rolls all object names to uppercase. After inputting the stored procedure, you should go into the Data Dictionary and modify the procedure name to the appropriate case that matches your 3GL module name. Note that the DataServer for ODBC caches the schema, which means you will need to disconnect from the schema holder and reconnect for your procedure name change to take effect.
Running a stored procedure

The ABL statement `RUN STORED-PROC` allows you to run a stored procedure in the ODBC data source. You must also indicate the end of a stored procedure by using the `CLOSE STORED-PROC` statement.

This is the syntax for the `RUN STORED-PROC` statement:

**Syntax**

\[
\begin{align*}
- & \text{RUN STORED-PROC procedure [ NO-ERROR ]} \\
- & \text{[ ( [ OUTPUT ] parameter , ... [ OUTPUT ] parameter ) ]}
\end{align*}
\]

This is the partial syntax for the `CLOSE STORED-PROC` statement:

**Syntax**

\[ \text{CLOSE STORED-PROC procedure} \]

For example, the following ABL code runs the stored procedure `pcust`:

```abl
DEFINE VARIABLE handle1 AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED-PROC pcust handle1 = PROC-HANDLE (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
    DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1.
DISPLAY pcust.orders pcust.states.
```

This code first defines an integer variable named `handle1` that serves as a handle for identifying the stored procedure. If you have only one active stored procedure, you do not have to specify a handle. However, it is good programming practice to use handles to identify all of your stored procedures.

It then runs the stored procedure as follows:

- The `pcust` stored procedure passes the values 20, 0, and 0 to the three parameters (specifying `orders` and `states` as output parameters).

- Using a `FOR EACH` statement, it reads the results into the Progress-supplied buffer `proc-text-buffer`.

- It displays the results.

The Progress procedure next uses the `CLOSE STORED-PROC` statement to fetch the orders and states output parameters and then displays them. Note that the stored procedure does not return output parameter values unless you request them with the keyword `OUTPUT` or `INPUT-OUTPUT` when you execute the procedure.
You can close all stored procedures at once with the following statement:

```sql
RUN STORED-PROC closeallprocs.
```

**Note:** For Sybase, the DataServer typically maintains one connection. If your application requires that you process other queries while a stored procedure is open, use the `-Dsrv qt_separate_connection` parameter or the `QUERY–TUNING (SEPARATE–CONNECTION)` option to specify that the DataServer use a separate connection for each statement that requires a cursor.

See Appendix B, “Stored Procedure Reference,” for a description of the complete syntax for the Progress statements and functions that support running stored procedures.

### Retrieving return codes

A stored procedure might return a code that provides information. For example, it might indicate whether the stored procedure was successful or whether it encountered an error condition. The following example of ABL code runs the stored procedure `pcust`.

It uses the `PROC–STATUS` function and the `CLOSE STORED–PROC` statement to retrieve the return code and assign the value to the variable `stat`. The meaning of this return code is defined by the underlying data source:

```abl
/* Return status */

DEFINE VARIABLE iStat AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED–PROCEDURE pcust (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
    DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED–PROC pcust iStat = PROC–STATUS.
DISPLAY pcust.orders pcust.states stat.
```

**Note:** When the DataServer sends a request to execute a native stored procedure, ODBC assumes that a return code will be received. However, DB2 UDB native stored procedures do not directly support return codes. Instead, DB2 UDB simulates the use of a return code for ODBC by inserting an additional output parameter as the first parameter in your SQLDA structure parameter list. This additional parameter serves as a return value to the caller. The ODBC DataServer can read a return value properly as long as the additional parameter is accommodated for in your DB2 UDB native stored procedure. Place the value you would like to have output as your return code in this first parameter. It can then be received in Progress with the `PROC–STATUS` option just as you would for any other native stored procedure environment. You do not need to register your stored procedure in the DB2 UDB database with an additional parameter and doing so would elicit a signature violation at execution time.
Retrieving output parameter values

When you call a stored procedure, you can specify the ordered list of positional parameters or you can name them individually. To retrieve output parameter values from a stored procedure, request them with the keyword OUTPUT or INPUT-OUTPUT when you execute the procedure. When you run a stored procedure in a DataServer application, the parameters are supplied and passed using OpenEdge data types.

The following ABL procedure uses the second option for passing parameters—it passes them by name with the \texttt{PARAM} option:

```abl
/* Parameters by name */

RUN STORED-PROC pcust (PARAM num = 20, OUTPUT PARAM states = 0,
                        OUTPUT PARAM orders = 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
    DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust.
DISPLAY pcust.orders pcust.states.
```

When you use \texttt{PARAM} to specify parameter names, you do not have to specify all parameters for the stored procedure. Instead, you can include only those parameters you want to use, in any order you choose. If the stored procedure names a default value for the parameter, you do not have to name that parameter at run time. However, you must explicitly name parameters that do not have defaults or name them when you want to pass values that are different from the default.

Retrieving data-source results

OpenEdge provides two techniques for accessing results returned from a data source by the stored procedure. You can:

- Use the \texttt{proc-text-buffer} that OpenEdge supplies for the rows of results.
- Define a special ODBC view on the data source to use as a buffer for the rows of results.

The following ABL procedure reads the database results from the stored procedure into the \texttt{proc-text-buffer} supplied by OpenEdge:

```abl
RUN STORED-PROC pcust (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
    DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust.
DISPLAY pcust.orders pcust.states.
```

The ABL-defined buffer, \texttt{proc-text-buffer}, has one character field named \texttt{proc-text}. The buffer accepts the returned database results, converts them to \texttt{CHARACTER} data type, and concatenates them into one string. The advantage of using the \texttt{proc-text-buffer} is that you do not have to worry about what kind of data the procedure returns. The buffer accepts any type of data, in any order. The disadvantage is that it is much more difficult to manipulate the data after you receive it. To act on
anything but CHARACTER data, you must extract the data from the buffer and convert it to its original data type before you can use it.

Another benefit of the proc-text-buffer is that it holds the results from all of the SQL statements included in a stored procedure. However, a buffer that you create can hold the results of only one SQL statement.

This is the partial syntax for the DEFINE BUFFER statement that you use to create a buffer with the same characteristics of the proc-text-buffer:

**Syntax**

```
DEFINE BUFFER buffer-name FOR proc-text-buffer
```

For a complete description, see the DEFINE BUFFER entry in OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference.

### Defining a view to use as a buffer

If you do not use the buffer proc-text-buffer defined by the Progress ABL, you must define your own. Defining a view in the data source that can serve as a buffer allows you to retrieve database results in their original data types.

While a stored procedure can include multiple SQL statements, a buffer that you define holds the results of only a single SQL statement.

**To define a buffer:**

1. Define a view in the ODBC data source with:

   - The naming convention _BUFFER_buffername for all data sources except DB2 UDB. For DB2 UDB, use the naming convention P_BUFFER_buffername because DB2 UDB does not allow object names to start with an underscore character.

   - The same number of columns and data types that the stored procedure returns in the results set.

   - The columns in the order that the stored procedure returns them.

For example, to return two columns with two types of values, an integer and a character string, use an SQL utility to define the following view in the data source:

```
CREATE VIEW _BUFFER_custlist AS SELECT customer.custnum, customer.name FROM customer WHERE 1 = 0
```

Notice that these views are defined to ensure that they never return any results. This indicates that you will not use the views as views, but as buffers. It is not necessary to define views that you will use as buffers this way, but it does allow you to distinguish quickly between views and buffers.
2. Update your schema image using the Update/Add Table Definitions DataServer utility. The utility adds the view to the list of accessible objects in the schema holder. The DataServer defines the view as a buffer that Progress can use.

For more information on using this utility, see the “Creating a schema holder” section on page 156.

This buffer defines two returned values for a stored procedure—an INTEGER and a CHARACTER value—in that order. If the data types do not match those returned by the stored procedure, the procedure returns more than two types of values, or returns the values in a different order than you specified, you receive a run-time error.

The easiest way to create a buffer that accepts data from stored procedures is to use the text of the SQL SELECT statement from the stored procedure. This ensures that you define your data types correctly and in the correct order. Use a native process such as sp_helptext to view the stored procedure from Sybase, or view procedures in the system tables appropriate for your data source.

The next example does not use the supplied buffer. Instead, it defines buffers by creating views in the data source, using the following syntax:

**Syntax**

```
CREATE VIEW _BUFFER_ buffer-name
```

These are examples of the views, created in your ODBC data source, that you can use as buffers to store the results from the stored procedure pcust:

```
CREATE VIEW _BUFFER_pcust_orders AS SELECT customer.custnum, customer.name, order.ordernum FROM customer, order WHERE 1 = 0
```

```
CREATE VIEW _BUFFER_pcust_states AS SELECT custnum, state.st FROM customer, state WHERE 1 = 0
```

The following ABL procedure shows the results of the stored procedure pcust being written into the new buffers pcust_orders and pcust_states:

```
/* Typed buffers */
RUN STORED-PROC pcust (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH pcust_orders:
    DISPLAY pcust_orders.
END.
FOR EACH pcust_states:
    DISPLAY pcust_states.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust.
    DISPLAY pcust.orders pcust.states.
```

Because two different buffers have been defined, the returned values maintain their data types instead of being converted to character strings and stored in the ABL-defined buffer proc-text-buffer. You can then use the returned values in calculations without first converting them back to their original data types. In addition, the two separate buffers make your output look cleaner, allowing OpenEdge to build a
new default frame for the two different types of output. Reading your results into an explicitly defined buffer also allows you to manipulate the data just as you would manipulate data from an OpenEdge database; for example, with Frame phrases and FORM statements.

The next example accesses the stored procedure `pcust` twice; procedure handles (through the PROC-HANDLE function) identify the different results from your data source:

```abl
/* Procedure handles */
DEFINE VARIABLE handle1 AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
DEFINE VARIABLE handle2 AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED-PROCEDURE pcust handle1 =
    PROC-HANDLE (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
RUN STORED-PROCEDURE pcust handle2 =
    PROC-HANDLE (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH pcust_orders WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1:
    DISPLAY pcust_orders.
END.
FOR EACH pcust_states WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1:
    DISPLAY pcust_states.
END.
FOR EACH pcust_orders WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle2:
    DISPLAY pcust_orders.
END.
FOR EACH pcust_states WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle2:
    DISPLAY pcust_states.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle2.
```

In this example, the results look the same as in the previous example. However, because you are running a stored procedure twice, ABL uses the procedure handles to identify the different instances. If you run more than one stored procedure in your application, you must explicitly define procedure handles for each one.

The next example shows how to use standard ABL syntax to join the results of the stored procedures with other tables in the database:

```abl
/* Join with procedure results */
RUN STORED-PROC pcust (20, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH pcust_orders, EACH orderline
    WHERE pcust_orders.ordernum = orderline.ordernum:
        DISPLAY orderline.ordernum orderline.itemnum.
END.
FOR EACH pcust_states:
    DISPLAY pcust_states.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC pcust.
```

This example joins the order information returned from the stored procedure with the order-line information in the same database.
Sending SQL statements directly to the data source

ABL uses stored-procedure syntax to allow you to send extended SQL statements directly to a data source. The DataServer uses the \texttt{RUN STORED-PROCEDURE} statement with the \texttt{send-sql-statement} option to pass SQL statements to the data source. Although OpenEdge SQL allows you to use SQL statements, this option gives you access to your data source vendor’s SQL syntax and its extensions to SQL, such as Transact–SQL for Sybase. For example, you can issue SQL statements from within Progress procedures to modify the data definitions of your data source. You can send multiple SQL statements by concatenating them and passing the string as a single parameter to the \texttt{send-sql-statement} option.

You use the \texttt{RUN STORED-PROC} statement with the \texttt{send-sql-statement} option and pass the SQL statements as a parameter. The syntax of the statement must be valid SQL syntax for the underlying database and must follow SQL naming and case conventions. For example, this code passes a \texttt{SELECT} statement as a parameter:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE handle1 AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement handle1 = PROC-HANDLE
  ("SELECT name, address, city, state, postalcode
   FROM customer WHERE creditlimit >= 500").

FOR EACH proc-text-buffer WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1:
  DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC send-sql-statement WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1.
```

This example returns the name, address, city, state, and postal code for all customers whose max-credit is greater than or equal to $500. You must read the results into a buffer as you would with a stored procedure called by an ABL procedure. You can read the results into the \texttt{proc-text-buffer}, as in the example above, or you can define your own buffer from within your data source that accepts a data type other than the \texttt{CHARACTER} data type.

The following example illustrates returning database results into the \texttt{proc-text-buffer} and converting the results to the \texttt{INTEGER} data type:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE handle1 AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
DEFINE VARIABLE iMax AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement handle1 = PROC-HANDLE
  ("SELECT MAXIMUM(custnum) FROM customer").

FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
  iMax = INTEGER(SUBSTRING(proc-text, 1, 3)).
  DISPLAY iMax.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROC send-sql-statement WHERE PROC-HANDLE = handle1.
```

The DataServer passes the SQL statement directly to the ODBC data source. The compiler does not process it, so errors occur only at run time and not when you compile a procedure.
Handling errors from stored procedures

The RUN STORED-PROC statement supports the NO-ERROR option. The following example shows how to trap errors within a procedure:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE ix AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.

RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement NO-ERROR
   ('select count (*) from xxx.customer where name between 'A' and 'Z' ').

IF ERROR-STATUS:ERROR THEN DO:
   DO ix = 1 TO ERROR-STATUS:NUM-MESSAGES:
      MESSAGE "error" ERROR-STATUS:GET-NUMBER(ix)
      ERROR-STATUS:GET-MESSAGE(ix).
   END.
END.

FOR EACH proc-text-buffer.
   DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.

CLOSE STORED-PROC send-sql-statement.
```

Enhancing DataServer performance

When you develop a DataServer application, you can design it either to emphasize portability across data sources or to optimize the strengths of the DataServer’s interaction with a particular aspect of the target ODBC data source. For example, you might write a query that gives you consistent results across databases or one that takes advantage of your data-source cursor management functionality.

In addition to influencing how DataServer applications perform through queries, you can control how the DataServer processes queries on a statement-by-statement basis. Some of the DataServer’s default behavior might not be optimal for the application you are designing. The QUERY-TUNING phrase and startup and connection parameters give you the ability to control query processing.

Information on query tuning appears in the following locations:

- The remaining sections of this chapter, which document the QUERY-TUNING phrase.
- For information on tuning queries at compile time and runtime, see the “Query tuning with connection and startup parameters” section on page 140.

Progress query types

The DataServer provides several ways to submit an ABL query to an ODBC data source:

- **OpenEdge ABL** — This approach applies to the DEFINE QUERY and FOR EACH statements. The DataServer generates SQL for each of these statements. You can use the QUERY-TUNING option to customize the queries that the DataServer passes to ODBC.
• **OpenEdge SQL SELECT** — This approach applies to the SQL `SELECT` statement. When you use this statement in a Progress procedure, the DataServer passes the SQL directly to the data source. This can improve performance, especially when counting records, and can also allow you to access certain types of data more effectively, such as aggregates.

• **Vendor-specific SQL** — This approach applies to stored procedures. If you want to use specialized query syntax supported only by a vendor's SQL extensions, you can use `RUN–STORED–PROC send–sql–statement` to send the syntax to your ODBC data source. For example, you can use this approach to modify the data definitions of your data source from the OpenEdge client. You might also use a stored procedure to include `BEGINS` as a search criterion; this SQL query can result in better performance. For more information, see the "Sending SQL statements directly to the data source" section on page 88.

Whether your application can take advantage of the strengths of a particular approach depends on the kind of query you are writing and the kind of data you are accessing. Another factor to keep in mind when you decide which technique to use for issuing queries is whether a query is better served by being processed by the client or by the server. ABL queries are processed by the client (except in the cases of most joins); SQL `SELECT` statements and vendor-specific SQL extensions are processed by the server (the ODBC data-source manager).

**Query tuning**

How you structure a query determines how efficiently you access a database. Using your ODBC data source efficiently enhances the performance of DataServer applications. The standard approach to enhancement is using selection criteria to refine access to data, but you can further optimize the DataServer's execution of a query by specifying the ABL `QUERY–TUNING` phrase.

You can include the `QUERY–TUNING` phrase in these ABL statements:

• **FOR EACH**

  **Syntax**

  ```abl
  FOR EACH table QUERY–TUNING(query-tuning-option
  query-tuning-option...)
  ```

• **OPEN QUERY**

  **Syntax**

  ```abl
  OPEN QUERY query QUERY–TUNING(query-tuning-option
  query-tuning-option...)
  ```

• **DO PRESELECT**

  **Syntax**

  ```abl
  DO PRESELECT table QUERY–TUNING(query-tuning-option
  query-tuning-option...)
  ```
- REPEAT PRESELECT

**Syntax**

```
REPEAT PRESELECT table QUERY-TUNING(query-tuning-option
query-tuning-option...)
```

You must place the **QUERY-TUNING** phrase after the last record phrase. For example, place it near the end of the statement where you also place block modifier phrases such as **BREAK**, **ON ERROR**, and **TRANSACTION**.

You can include multiple query-tuning options in a single statement; simply separate each option from the previous one by a single space.

**Table 12** describes the query-tuning options.

**Table 12: Query-tuning options (1 of 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARRAY–MESSAGE</td>
<td>Specifies whether the DataServer sends multiple result rows in a single logical network message, thereby reducing network traffic. Default: ARRAY–MESSAGE, if the query uses a lookahead cursor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO–ARRAY–MESSAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CACHE–SIZE integer</td>
<td>Specifies the size in bytes of the cache used by lookahead cursors. A larger cache size can improve performance for queries that return a large number of records because the DataServer might need fewer SQL statements to get the results. Minimum: The DataServer always caches at least one record. Maximum: None Default: 30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBUG SQL</td>
<td>Specifies whether the DataServer should print to the dataserv. lg file the debugging information that it generates for a query. Default: NO–DEBUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBUG EXTENDED</td>
<td>Specify <strong>DEBUG SQL</strong> to print the SQL that the DataServer executes against the ODBC data source. Specify <strong>DEBUG EXTENDED</strong> to print the generated SQL plus additional information, such as cursor statistics. Note: In addition to EXTENDED and SQL, there are other options that can assist you in analyzing performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO–DEBUG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 12: Query-tuning options (2 of 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| JOIN–BY–SQLDB NO–JOIN–BY–SQLDB | Specifies whether the DataServer allows an ODBC data source to perform a join (this usually improves performance). JOIN–BY–SQLDB implies SEPARATE–CONNECTION queries that include joins.  
  Default: JOIN–BY–SQLDB  
  JOIN–BY–SQLDB is a compile-time option. A query must be compiled to use or not use this option.  
  You can turn off the JOIN–BY–SQLDB default globally at compile time by specifying the Server Join (-nojoinbysqldb) startup parameter when you start a client session. This parameter does not override the explicit use of JOIN–BY–SQLDB in the QUERY–TUNING phrase. |
| LOOKAHEAD NO–LOOKAHEAD | Specifies whether the DataServer uses lookahead or standard cursors. Lookahead cursors fetch as many records as fit in the allocated cache (see the CACHE–SIZE entry in this table). This reduces the number of SQL statements and network messages that are required, thereby improving performance.  
  Using lookahead cursors results in behavior that is different from Progress because changes made to the records in the cache might not be immediately visible. Specify NO–LOOKAHEAD for behavior that is consistent with Progress.  
  Default: LOOKAHEAD when statements use NO–LOCK or SHARE–LOCK with transaction isolation level equal to read uncommitted. |
| SEPARATE–CONNECTION NO–SEPARATE–CONNECTION | Specifies whether each cursor should use a separate database connection. Executing cursors in separate connections might improve performance because the DataServer does not have to restart the cursors and sort the results.  
  Do not specify SEPARATE–CONNECTION if you require behavior that is consistent with Progress.  
  Default: NO–SEPARATE–CONNECTION except in certain cases. For details, see the “Managing connections to an ODBC data source” section on page 146. |
Table 12: Query-tuning options (3 of 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NO-QUERY-ORDER-ADDED     | Specifies that OpenEdge should not choose an index in the absence of a USE-INDEX or BY clause in the query request. OpenEdge may otherwise select an index if it is needed to provide ABL language compatibility.  
  **Note:** If you elect to use this option to omit index selection on the query, you may see better performance using the optimizer’s sort selections. However, compatibility with OpenEdge forward/backward scrolling and reposition capability may be lost. Only use this option when compatibility is not required and can be overlooked for the sake of better performance. |
| NO-QUERY-UNIQUE-ADDED    | Specifies that OpenEdge should omit the record identifier from the end of the query’s generated ORDER BY clause when trying to obtain record uniqueness from a selected non-unique index. A sort order that is modified to derive uniqueness may produce a query that can’t find a useful index to perform sorting thus impacting query performance.  
  **Note:** If you elect to use this option, the query may find an index match to provide better performance. However, turning off uniqueness in a query where scrolling is required may result in behavior that is incompatible with the OpenEdge ABL. Only use this option when compatibility is not required and can be overlooked for the sake for better performance. |

All but two of the QUERY-TUNING options take effect at both compile time and runtime. The exceptions are JOIN-BY-SQLDB and NO-JOIN-BY-SQLDB, which apply only at compile time. You can override query-tuning defaults (except JOIN-BY-SQLDB) at run-time by specifying the appropriate startup parameters.

The following example shows how to use the QUERY-TUNING phrase to enhance performance, including a join that the DataServer instructs the ODBC data source to perform by default:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order OF customer WHERE order.ordnum > 20  
  BY customer.custnum QUERY-TUNING(NO-LOOKAHEAD DEBUG EXTENDED) TRANSACTION:
```

The QUERY-TUNING options in this example specify the following:

- Lookahead cursors are not used (the NO-LOOKAHEAD option).
- The DataServer writes an extended report on the SQL statements that it executes (the DEBUG EXTENDED option).
Chapter 2: Programming Considerations

When the DataServer constructs queries for an ODBC data source, it uses the `QUERY-TUNING` options that you specify as guidelines. This is because there might be syntax considerations that prevent the DataServer from applying the `QUERY-TUNING` options as specified. In such a case, the DataServer executes the query using the most appropriate options.

**Note:** The DataServer does not issue errors or warnings if it does not apply the `QUERY-TUNING` options that you specify.

Caching records

The DataServer caches results sets from an ODBC data source to enhance performance. It caches as much data as fits in its allocated cache size. Depending on what kind of cursor a query is using, the DataServer caches row identifiers or records:

- **Standard cursors** — The DataServer caches row identifiers (a `PROGRESS_RECID` column or other index) for the results set. Each identifier requires four bytes of cache; therefore, a results set of 100 records requires 400 bytes of cache.

- **Lookahead cursors** — The DataServer caches complete records or partial records as specified by a field list. It uses the maximum length allowed for a row as defined in the ODBC data source to calculate the record length, not the actual contents of the record. In addition to the defined row length, the record consists of a row identifier field; therefore, a row with a defined maximum length of 100 bytes requires 104 bytes of cache. If a column is longer than 256 bytes, the DataServer refetches it.

In the case of joins, each record in the cache is a result of the fields selected in the join. In addition to the record, there is a row identifier field (four bytes) for each table involved in the join. For example, a three-way join adds 12 bytes to the cache for each record.

You can affect the performance of a query by controlling the size of the cache. As queries generate different results, they benefit from different cache sizes. Generally, the larger the cache, the faster the performance. However, you must balance cache size against other memory requirements for your system. Consider also that continually adjusting cache size in an application might decrease performance as each adjustment requires the DataServer to make several calls to the data source.

To determine the optimal cache size for a query, experiment with different values for `CACHE-SIZE` and use `DEBUG EXTENDED` to generate cursor statistics in the `dataserv.lg` file that you can examine. Aim for minimal cursor activity. The following example sets an optimal cache size for a particular query against the Sports database:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order OF customer WHERE order.ordnum > 20
  QUERY-TUNING(CACHE-SIZE 20 DEBUG EXTENDED):
```
Join by SQL DB

For queries that include joins issued in FOR EACH and OPEN QUERY statements, the DataServer evaluates the queries and in some cases instructs the ODBC data source to perform the joins. A join performed by a data source, called a join by SQL DB, can improve performance; however, you receive the associated query results in an order consistent with the data source, not with ABL. To get results that are consistent with ABL, turn off JOIN–BY–SQLDB, either with the QUERY–TUNING phrase at the query level or with the Server Join (-nojoinbysqldb) startup parameter when you compile. If the order of returned records is important to your application, specify a sort order on the query.

For each join, the DataServer evaluates whether the ODBC data source can perform it and estimates whether doing so improves performance. To determine whether a join by SQL DB is possible, the DataServer assesses whether the following criteria are true:

- All tables in the join are in the same logical OpenEdge database; that is, they are contained in the same DataServer schema.
- Every table, except the innermost one, has a unique record identifier (ROWID or RECID support).
- The query does not include a USING phrase for any of the inner tables. For example, a join by SQL DB will not occur for this query:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order OF customer USING order.ordernum:
```

- The query does not include a BY phrase that contains expressions or array fields.
- The query does not include a request for an EXCLUSIVE-LOCK on any of the tables in the join.
- The join does not exceed 10 levels.

To estimate whether performing a join by the data source might improve performance, the DataServer assesses whether these additional criteria are true:

- The join uses an OF clause or a WHERE clause for each of the inner table loops. For example, the following query requires a field-to-field correspondence between two tables:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order OF customer:
```

- The WHERE clause includes either an operator or the AND option. The following example includes the equals (=) operator:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order
WHERE customer.custnum = order.custnum:
```
The DataServer also performs a join by SQL DB for the following query:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order
 WHERE customer.custnum = order.custnum AND customer.custnum > 100:
```

For the following query, however, the DataServer instructs the client to perform the join because of the OR option:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order
 WHERE customer.custnum = order.custnum OR customer.custnum > 100:
```

By default, the DataServer instructs an ODBC data source to perform a join when possible and when desirable. However, you can control the default behavior by using either the QUERY–TUNING NO–JOIN–BY–SQLDB phrase or the Server Join (-nojoinbysqldb) startup parameter. The QUERY–TUNING phrase controls the behavior for a single query. The -nojoinbysqldb parameter controls it at the session level.

Table 13 describes how these controls interact and affect the behavior.

**Table 13: Controlling join by SQLDB behavior**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUERY–TUNING</th>
<th>Startup parameter</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOIN–BY–SQLDB</td>
<td>-nojoinbysqldb</td>
<td>The ODBC data source performs the join if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOIN–BY–SQLDB</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>The ODBC data source performs the join if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO–JOIN–BY–SQLDB</td>
<td>-nojoinbysqldb</td>
<td>The client performs the join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO–JOIN–BY–SQLDB</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>The client performs the join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>-nojoinbysqldb</td>
<td>The client performs the join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>The ODBC data source performs the join if possible and the join contains the selection criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A join by SQL DB does not occur by default for the following query because the DataServer determines that it does not increase performance:

```
FOR EACH customer, EACH order:
```

You receive a warning if you specify JOIN–BY–SQLDB when the ODBC data source cannot perform the join and the DataServer performs the join instead. You receive a warning at compile time if you specify JOIN–BY–SQLDB when the data source can perform the join but it is not optimal for it to do so.
Writing queries for performance

This section provides a collection of tips and guidelines to follow when writing queries. For example, a query that processes a large number of rows performs best if it uses NO-LOCK, lookahead cursors, a large cache size, and a small field list.

These tips and guidelines might improve the performance of your DataServer applications. To assess the usefulness of a particular suggestion, apply it, then use the DEBUG diagnostic options to gather statistics on how your application runs.

- Use FOR EACH, GET, and OPEN QUERY statements rather than FIND statements, which generally perform more slowly. Consider using the FOR FIRST statement instead of FIND FIRST.

  The only exception is that FIND LAST is faster than GET LAST. This is because GET LAST causes the client to process all of the records; the FIND LAST statement allows the server to retrieve the last record.

- Use field lists.

- Use the QUERY-TUNING options.

- Use lookahead cursors.

- Use NO-LOCK where possible.

- Avoid specifying lock upgrades. Instead, allow the DataServer and the ODBC data source to handle lock upgrades.

- Do not ask for a particular ordering of results with USE-INDEX or BY clauses unless your application requires it. Instead, allow the DataServer and the ODBC data source to determine the most efficient index (if any) for processing a query and avoid the overhead of sorting results.

- If you use a BY clause that will sort a large amount of data, make sure a corresponding index exists in your data source to make sorting efficient. In some cases it may also be desirable to have indexes over columns used in WHERE clause selection criteria.

- For aggregates, use either the RUN-STORED-PROCEDURE send-sql-statement syntax or a Progress SQL statement. If you use a Progress SQL statement with a cursor, declare the cursor read-only.

- Avoid using the RECID function. Instead, use the ROWID function.

For more information on collecting statistics, see the “Analyzing performance” section on page 142.
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Skip schema verification

When r-code runs (each time a table, view, or buffer is opened), the DataServer checks the data definitions of the ODBC data source to ensure the data definitions match the schema definitions in the schema holder. If the definitions do not match, the DataServer returns an error.

Unmatched definitions can cause corruption of the data source. For this reason, checking the integrity of data definitions at run time ensures the data corruption due to unmatched definitions will not occur. The skip schema check feature can be used to bypass this check at run time. Because definition verification is time consuming in a production environment, you might consider using the `-Dsrv skip-schema-check` startup parameter if your environment allows. You might consider using this option to increase performance, but only if you are certain that the data definitions in the data source match your schema holder definitions.

Note: The `dataserv.lg` log file denotes when the DataServer skips the schema check.

The following example shows how to use the `-Dsrv` parameter with the skip schema check option in the CONNECT statement:

```
CONNECT data-source-name -ld logical-name -dt ODBC
-Dsrv skip-schema-check.
```

Caution: If you use the skip schema check option, the DataServer skips the schema check and does not detect discrepancies between the OpenEdge schema definitions and the data-source data definitions. If there are discrepancies and the DataServer continues to process inserts, and deletions, your data source may become corrupted. Progress Software Corporation recommends that you weigh carefully the performance benefit against the risk to your database before deciding to use `-Dsrv skip-schema-check`. 
Replacing FIND FIRST for performance

When coding ABL applications for the DataServer, FIND FIRST statements can often be replaced with other ABL statements to greatly improve performance. OPEN QUERYS and dynamic FINDs are significantly more efficient. Likewise, using FOR FIRST in place of FIND FIRST can improve performance when retrieving a single record with NO-LOCK. For example, if your application uses the following FIND FIRST code:

```
FIND FIRST tablename WHERE where-clause NO-LOCK.
```

The code can be replaced with the following for significant performance gains:

```
FOR FIRST tablename WHERE where-clause NO-LOCK:
END.
```

In the case of the FOR FIRST, the record is available beyond the end of the FOR FIRST loop. Similar performance advantages can be gained when retrieving last record as well.
Configuring the DataServer

Configuring the DataServer for ODBC involves starting executables for several processes. This chapter provides step-by-step instructions for initially setting up the DataServer. Specifically, it describes:

- DataServer components
- Configuring an ODBC driver and registering the data source
- Configuring a local DataServer
- Configuring the remote DataServer
- Creating a schema holder
- Maintaining a schema holder
- Typical configuration for a remote client to connect to a remote DataServer

Before you configure a DataServer, make sure that you have installed all of the required software. For details, see the “Software requirements” section on page 32.
**DataServer components**

The DataServer for ODBC can run in a variety of configurations. Some configurations involve a single process running on one machine. Others involve multiple processes running on different machines across multiple platforms.

**DataServer configuration prerequisites**

Before you configure a DataServer, you must register your data source as an ODBC data source. For details, see the “Registering your data source” section on page 103.

To set up a DataServer configuration, determine which components you need on which platforms, then set up the appropriate executables on those platforms. Table 14 lists the possible combinations and describes which executables you must set up on each machine. In this table, the term local indicates that the DataServer component runs on the same machine as the client, while the term remote indicates that the component runs on a different machine than the client.

Table 14: Installing the DataServer components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>DataServer</th>
<th>Installing and configuring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Local Windows</td>
<td>Use the default OpenEdge client executable (prowin32.exe). The server component is embedded in the client executable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Remote Windows</td>
<td>On the <strong>client machine</strong>, use the default OpenEdge client executable (prowin32.exe). On the <strong>host machine</strong>, use the default broker executable (_probrkr.exe) or configure a broker executable using the Progress Explorer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIX</td>
<td>Remote Windows</td>
<td>On the <strong>client machine</strong>, use the OpenEdge client executable (_progres). On the <strong>host machine</strong>, use the default broker executable (_probrkr.exe) or configure a broker using the Progress Explorer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instructions on setting up your DataServer configuration, see the sections that apply to the platforms that you will use. For example, if you are configuring a local DataServer, see the “Configuring a local DataServer” section on page 104. If you are building a remote DataServer configuration host, see the “Configuring the remote DataServer” section on page 104.
Configuring an ODBC driver and registering the data source

Before you can configure the DataServer:

- You must install your ODBC drivers and any additional software required by the data source vendor.
- You must set up your data sources.

The OpenEdge DataServer for ODBC automatically installs the branded DataDirect ODBC drivers for the supported data sources. If you wish to use a different ODBC driver, you must purchase the drivers from the vendor and install them separately.

**Note:** Configuring the client for an ODBC connection might require installing software required by the non-OpenEdge data source vendor. You must **completely** install any additional client software required by the non-OpenEdge data-source vendor **before** you can register your data sources. For details, see the “Software requirements” section on page 32.

Configuring the ODBC driver

The DataServer relies on the ODBC driver to complete the connection to the data source, so it is important that you configure the driver as specified by the vendor. Refer to the configuration information provided by your ODBC driver vendor.

Registering your data source

On Windows, before you can use your data source with the DataServer for ODBC, you must register it as an ODBC data source using the ODBC administration tool.

**To register your data source as an ODBC data source using the ODBC administration tool:**

1. Start the ODBC administration tool for your data source. This can be either the administration tool provided by Microsoft or a repackaging of that tool by a non-OpenEdge data-source vendor. Also, some vendors might provide a similar administration tool.
2. Select the appropriate ODBC driver.
3. Select your ODBC data source.
4. Specify a name for your data source. The name that you use to register a data source (often abbreviated as DSN for data-source name) is also the name by which OpenEdge recognizes the data source.
5. Set other configuration options required or optionally allowed through the driver vendor’s configuration utilities against the target database.
6. Test connect.

7. Exit the ODBC administration tool.

You can now configure the DataServer, as described in the following sections.

Configuring a local DataServer

In a local configuration, all DataServer components—client and server—run on the same machine. (The server component is embedded in the client executable.) This section describes how to configure a local DataServer.

To configure the local DataServer in Windows:

1. Install ODBC software and any client software required by the data source on the system where your local DataServer resides.

2. Make sure that you registered the data source with the ODBC driver correctly on the appropriate machine.

Once you have set up your environment, you can build the schema holder for your ODBC data source and connect using the client executable. For more information on creating a schema holder, see the “Creating a schema holder” section on page 113.

Configuring the remote DataServer

In configurations that include a remote host, two DataServer processes run on the host machine:

- **Broker** — The DataServer broker (_probrkr.exe) or the broker for the Progress Explorer on the host machine determines the types of requests coming over the network and starts (spawns) the appropriate DataServer (_odbsrv.exe) for the client process.

- **DataServer** — The DataServer (_odbsrv.exe) on the host machine accesses the ODBC data source and communicates with the client process.

Notes: The ODBC DataServer component is a client with respect to the ODBC data-source configuration even though from the OpenEdge point-of-view it resides on the server machine. As a result, your ODBC software installation and any client software required by the data source must reside on the machine from which the DataServer and the broker processes will execute. In the remote DataServer configuration, the OpenEdge ODBC client component requires no special software or configuration; it requires only a standalone OpenEdge Windows or UNIX client. OpenEdge has no restrictions regarding the location of the actual database to which your ODBC data-source name connects.
Before you can run the server components, you must configure the DataServer by setting the required environment variables on the host machine. In Windows you use the Progress Explorer tool or command line tools. See the “Configuring with Progress Explorer” section on page 105 or the “Configuring from the command line” section on page 106 for details.

Configuring with Progress Explorer

In Windows, you can use the Progress Explorer tool to configure the DataServer for ODBC.

Note: This section describes how to access Progress Explorer to configure the DataServer for ODBC on Windows. It does not explain how to connect the DataServer. For connection instructions, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127. For information about Progress Explorer, see the Progress Explorer online Help.

To access the Progress Explorer:

1. Make sure that the AdminServer is running.

2. Start Progress Explorer.

   From the Windows Desktop choose Start→Programs→OpenEdge→Progress Explorer Tool. The Progress Explorer appears in the MMC framework.

3. Connect to localhost.

4. From the Progress Explorer’s left pane, select the ODBC DataServer folder and double-click. The list of existing DataServer brokers for ODBC appears in the right pane.

5. Select the DataServer instance whose properties you want to create or edit, and right-click. A pop-up menu appears.

   Note: The DataServer for ODBC installation provides one predefined DataServer Broker (oddbroker1) and one predefined NameServer (NS1). Each broker is referred to as an instance. See the Progress Explorer online Help for more information. You can use these predefined components as a starting point for creating and configuring additional DataServer Brokers, and, if needed, NameServers. For information about the NameServer’s role in a configuration, see OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration.

6. Choose the Properties option from the pop-up menu. The Properties dialog box for that instance appears.
7. Configure the DataServer broker by setting general DataServer properties, owner information properties, application service properties, logging settings, environment variables, and others. For details on these settings, see the Progress Explorer online Help.

**Note:** By default, your DataServer for ODBC broker instances are defined with a controlling NameServer and are provided with a default Data Service. Progress Software Corporation recommends using a NameServer configuration at all times. In such cases, the DataServer client's initial connection is to the NameServer. However, you can alternatively connect the DataServer directly to the broker instance by setting the -DataService value to none in the connection parameters of your schema holder or by adding the -DirectConnect parameter, which will override your -DataService parameter. If you will always bypass the controlling NameServer, you should remove the controlling NameServer from your broker instance definition. For more information about connecting the DataServer to the NameServer and the broker, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127.

It is not recommended that you simultaneously run some DataServers for ODBC under brokers with controlling NameServers and others directly under brokers (that is, without controlling NameServers). This defeats the purpose of using a NameServer to control brokers. If you do this, the benefits of the NameServer are lost and load balancing is ineffective. Progress Software Corporation recommends that you always use a NameServer, with one exception: you can choose initially to connect directly to a broker to simplify confirming an initial connection. Once you establish a connection, Progress recommends that you reintroduce the NameServer into your configuration.

Once you have completely set up your environment, you can build the schema holder for your ODBC data source. For more information on creating a schema holder, see the “Creating a schema holder” section on page 113.

### Configuring from the command line

You may configure a remote DataServer broker process from the command line. You may use the _probrkr.exe executable directly or use the odbman.bat Progress Explorer utility, the command line equivalent of using the Progress Explorer.

Before you start the configuration tasks, make sure that you have installed your ODBC software and any data-source-specific client software on your host machine. Also make sure that you have registered all of your data sources. For more information about configuring an ODBC driver and registering the data source, see the “Configuring an ODBC driver and registering the data source” section on page 103.
To configure from the command line:

- When using the OpenEdge broker (_probrkr.exe), you set the environment variables described in this section from the command line using environment-variable commands at the DOS shell prompt.

- When using the odbman Progress Explorer utility, set the environment variables described in this section in the environment section of your broker properties file for the specific broker instance definition.

- You must set and export environment variables in the same environment (DOS shell) from which you plan to run the DataServer.

Table 15 describes the environment variables that you must set.

**Table 15: Environment variables for the remote DataServer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSLOGDIR</td>
<td>The pathname of the log file that OpenEdge uses to keep track of DataServer processes and error messages. By default, OpenEdge writes to %DSLOGDIR%\dataserv.lg where %DSLOGDIR% is resolved to directory path of the log file &quot;dataserv.lg&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBSRV</td>
<td>The pathname of the OpenEdge server executable. This variable is required only when the DataServer is spawned using the OpenEdge broker (_probrkr.exe). When using odbman, this setting is satisfied by the srvrExecFile setting in the broker properties file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBRKR</td>
<td>The pathname of the broker executable. When using the OpenEdge broker (_probrkr.exe), set this variable on the host machine to the broker executable name. When using odbman, this setting is satisfied by the broker instance definition in the broker properties file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROSTARTUP</td>
<td>The pathname of your default OpenEdge startup (.pf) file.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To set the Message Buffer Size (-Mm) startup parameter for the broker to a value different from the 1024 default buffer size, you must set the PROSTARTUP environment variable equal to the path and name of the .pf file that contains the -Mm parameter.

This approach ensures that your value is recognized and therefore used by the broker when it starts. Only Windows clients must use this technique.

**Note:** If you use the command line utility and intend to set the -Mm startup parameter to a value other than 1024, you must use the .pf file with the PROSTARTUP variable set.
Once you have completely set up your environment, you can build the schema holder for your ODBC data source and connect using the client executable. For more information about creating a schema holder, see the “Creating a schema holder” section on page 113.

**The ubroker.properties file**

When using the Progress Explorer administration framework, you configure the DataServer for ODBC by editing the `%DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties` file. This file stores configuration definitions for instances of many OpenEdge products. For a complete list of products and a detailed discussion of the Unified Broker Framework, see *OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration*.

When you use this file to configure the DataServer for ODBC, you provide information that enables the host to start a broker that spawns the appropriate DataServer process (`odbsrv.exe`).

Each configuration definition contains the environment variable and property settings for a broker instance. The command-line utilities use this file to store, validate, and manage the configurations for these brokers. A single copy of this file maintains all supported broker configurations for each OpenEdge installation.

**Editing the ubroker.properties file**

The simplest way to make configuration changes to the `ubroker.properties` file is to copy an existing broker or NameServer definition and then modify the copied values as required for your configuration. To generate a new universally unique identifier (uuid), use the `genuuid` script found in the bin directory of your installation. For more information, see the `ubroker.properties.README` file. You must ensure that all related properties and sections of the file are properly specified for each broker or NameServer instance.

---

**Note:** Be sure to preserve the original `%DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties` file. Rename the original file and work with a copy of the file. You must name the copy of the file `ubroker.properties`. 

---
Table 16 describes the sections in the `ubroker.properties` file that apply to the DataServer for ODBC. The file configures a default NameServer named `NameServer.NS1` and a default broker named `oddbroker1`, which you can use either as they are or as templates for your own configuration specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All products</td>
<td>ParentGroup</td>
<td>Defines the name of each NameServer and product broker parent entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Default environment variable settings for all NameServers and product brokers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UBroker</td>
<td>Defines default property settings for all product brokers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NameServer</td>
<td>NameServer</td>
<td>The parent entity of NameServers. It defines default property settings for all NameServer instances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NameServer.NS1</td>
<td>A sample property entity of a NameServer instance. It defines property settings for this NameServer instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment.NS1</td>
<td>A sample environment entity of a NameServer instance. It defines environment variable settings for this NameServer instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 16: DataServer for ODBC sections of ubroker.properties file (2 of 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DataServer</td>
<td>UBroker.OD</td>
<td>The parent entity of DataServer for ODBC brokers. It defines default property settings for all of these broker instances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBroker.OD.odbbroker1</td>
<td></td>
<td>A sample property entity of a DataServer for ODBC broker instance. It defines default property settings for the broker instance named odbbroker1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Note that although many of the settings in this section can work in your environment, some of them are for demonstration purposes only. Property settings may be changed dynamically for brokers started after the DataServer is started. This is not the case for brokers that are running.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>You must specify the appropriate settings for the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• srvrExecFile: Specify the pathname of the DataServer executable that the broker runs. The default is @DLC/bin/_odbsrv.exe, which runs the default DataServer from your OpenEdge install path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• srvrMinPort/srvrMaxPort: Specify the minimum and maximum port numbers available to the DataServer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• srvrStartupParam: Specify the OpenEdge startup parameters for the DataServer. Do not modify the default parameters, although you can add parameters if necessary. The -svub switch is required for a broker connection in the Progress Explorer administration framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• srvrStartupTimeout: Specify the number of seconds the broker waits for aserver/agent to become available before starting a new agent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment.od</td>
<td>Environment.od</td>
<td>A sample environment entity of a DataServer for ODBC broker instance. It defines environment variable settings that apply to the broker instance named odbbroker1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>odbbroker1</td>
<td>Be sure to set the variables to the appropriate values; the values in the file are for demonstration purposes only. Add to this section any environment variables that you want to apply to the DataServer’s environment. For more information about the environment variable settings required to configure the DataServer for ODBC, see the “Configuring the remote DataServer” section on page 104.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following example illustrates the DataServer sections of the `ubroker.properties` file:

```plaintext
# # Default properties for broker instances serving ODBC DataServers
# [UBroker.OD]
            srvrExecFile="@{Startup\DLC}\bin\odbsrv.exe"
            srvrStartupParam= -svub -S X -N TCP -U X -P X -hs 0 -s 40
            operatingMode=State-aware
            classMain=com.progress.ubroker.broker.ubroker
            portNumber=4444
            defaultService=0
            initialSrvrInstance=0
            minSrvrInstance=0
            maxSrvrInstance=256
            brkrLoggingLevel=3
            description=ODBC DataServer Broker

# # Sample ODBC DataServer Broker definition
# [UBroker.OD.oddbroker1]
            srvrExecFile="@{Startup\DLC}\bin\odbsrv.exe"
            srvrStartupParam= -svub -S X -N TCP -U X -P X -hs 0 -s 40
            srvrLogFile= @{WorkPath}\oddbroker1.server.log
            brokerLogFile= @{WorkPath}\oddbroker1.broker.log
            portNumber=4444
            defaultService=1
            appserviceNameList=oddbroker1
            controllingNameServer=NS1
            environment=oddbroker1
            uuid=172.18.103.53:1f415c:d6330e5d24:-7f1e
            description=A sample ODBC DataServer Broker

# # Environment for ODBC Dataserver Broker: oddbroker1
# [Environment.oddbroker1]
            DSLOGDIR= @{WorkPath}
```

For a complete description of the parameters included in each of these sections, see the comments in the `%DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties` file.

The `ubroker.properties` file is read on startup of the AdminServer process. For changes in any used environment variables to take effect, the AdminServer must be restarted.

**Validating ubroker.properties content**

Whenever you create your own version of the `ubroker.properties` file, you should use the relevant validation utility to validate your changes and make sure that there are no syntax errors or conflicts. When configuring the DataServer for ODBC, you validate the file by using the `odbconfig` utility. For more information on ODBC, you validate the file by using the "ODBCONFIG utility" section on page 213.
Configuring multiple brokers

You can configure multiple brokers by adding more *[UBroker.OD]*.*broker-name* and *[Environment.broker-name]* sections. Each broker instance must have a unique name. The broker instances inherit the properties that you define in the *[UBroker.OD]* (parent entity) section, but can override them.

If you want to access multiple ODBC data sources and configure one or more brokers, each broker must run in a separate directory and a distinct environment.

Using the NameServer

By default, your DataServer for ODBC broker instances are defined with a controlling NameServer and are provided with a default Data Service. Progress Software Corporation recommends using a NameServer configuration at all times. In such cases, the DataServer client’s initial connection is to the NameServer. However, you can alternatively connect the DataServer directly to the broker instance by setting the `-DataService` value to `none` in the connection parameters of your schema holder. If you will always use a `-DataService` value of `none`, you should remove the controlling NameServer from your broker instance definition. For more information about connecting the DataServer to the NameServer and the broker, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127. For more information about the NameServer’s role in a configuration, see the *OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration*.

**Note:** Do not simultaneously run some DataServers for ODBC under brokers with controlling NameServers and others directly under brokers (that is, without controlling NameServers). This defeats the purpose of using a NameServer to control brokers. If you do this, the benefits of the NameServer are lost and load balancing is ineffective. Progress Software Corporation recommends that you always use a NameServer, with one exception. You can choose initially to connect directly to a broker to simplify confirming an initial connection. Once you establish a connection, Progress recommends that you reintroduce the NameServer into your configuration.
Creating a schema holder

A schema holder contains a schema image of the ODBC data source that your DataServer application accesses. The schema image contains the schema for your data source—that is, its data definitions—in an OpenEdge format. Although applications can access a data source directly by sending SQL statements through the DataServer, they cannot directly access its data definitions and must use the schema image information instead.

Before you begin

Consider your business needs and deployment strategy when you decide where to build your schema holder. The schema holder can reside on the client machine or on any host in an enterprise configuration. Client schema holders improve performance for some applications. Host schema holders give you the flexibility of having them run as Windows services. Additionally, host schema holders might be easier to maintain. In a WebSpeed configuration, placing the schema holder on the Transaction Server machine optimizes performance.

General schema holder creation tasks

In general, you must do the following to create a schema holder:

1. Establish the appropriate permissions for pulling the schema image into the schema holder.
2. Perform some preparatory steps.
3. Create and then connect an empty OpenEdge database. This database becomes your schema holder and contains your schema image.
4. Create the schema holder, which involves specifying connection parameters and pulling the schema from the data source.

The following sections describe these steps in detail.

Establishing permissions

When you use the DataServer to create a schema image in a schema holder, it accesses the associated ODBC data source. This section describes the data-source permissions required when you create, update, or connect to a schema image.

Permissions for creating or updating a schema holder

You must have select privileges on specific system tables or database catalog files in your ODBC data source to create or update a schema image for the data source. This is because the Data Dictionary must access the system tables in the data source to create or update the schema image, but it cannot do so without select privileges. However, this is the only time that you need this level of privilege when using the DataServer.
The following data-source permissions are required to create or update a schema holder:

- **DB2 UDB**—You must have at least select permission on the following system objects: systables, syssqlcolumns, sysindexes, and syskeys.

  On DB2/MVS, you must grant `BINDADD` permission and `CREATE IN COLLECTION NULLID` permission to the host user.

- **Sybase**—You must have at least select permission on the following system objects: syssqlcolumns, sysindexes, syssqlobjects, and syssqlusers.

**Permissions for connecting a schema holder**

When you connect to a schema holder, you can optionally also connect to an ODBC data source. To connect to the data source, you must provide a valid data-source login name and password combination at connection time (if required by the non-OpenEdge data source). Use the User ID (`-u`) parameter to provide the user ID and the Password (`-p`) parameter to provide the password.

Your DataServer application must have the minimum data-source permission required to access data-source tables to validate schema information and allow multiple users to access tables. For example, for Sybase data sources, your application must have at least select permission on the syssqlcolumns, syssqlobjects, and syssqlusers system objects. For details, see the documentation for your data source.

**Application-specific permissions**

In addition to the ODBC data-source permissions required by the DataServer, the required permissions for users depend on the applications that they are using. For example, a user who is running a application that queries but does not update the employee table in a data source must connect to the data source with a login name and password combination that provides at least select privileges for the employee table. For users who will manipulate data at runtime, the appropriate read, insert, update, and delete permissions must be granted as administered by the foreign (target) data source.

In summary, the login name (or user ID) and password combination required to run a particular application depends on the following:

- The data-source tables that the application accesses
- The type of access required to those tables

**Note:** The system administrator for your ODBC data source must establish all login name and password combinations with the appropriate data-source commands and procedures. See the documentation for your data source for information on granting user permissions.
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Preparing to create the schema holder

You must follow specific steps to create a schema holder.

To create a schema holder:

1. Verify that your non-OpenEdge data source is accessible and that you can connect to it. Non-OpenEdge data-source vendors often provide interactive SQL tools that can serve as a test for connectivity.

2. Verify that you have installed ODBC drivers and configured your data source appropriately. Also, ensure that any client software required by the non-OpenEdge data source is installed and configured properly.

3. Once you have configured your data source (DSN), make sure that you can establish a connection independent of using the DataServer. ODBC driver vendors often provide connectivity tools that test whether you can establish a connection to the data source through an ODBC interface.

4. Start the DataServer as described in either the "Starting a local DataServer" section on page 126 or the "Starting a remote DataServer" section on page 127, whichever is appropriate for your configuration.

5. Open Data Administration or the character Data Dictionary.

Creating an empty OpenEdge database

The DataServer uses an empty OpenEdge database as a holder for the schema for your ODBC data source. The simplest way to create an empty OpenEdge database is to do it from Data Administration, as described in this section. For information on other ways to create an empty OpenEdge database, see OpenEdge Data Management: Database Administration.

To create and connect an empty OpenEdge database from Data Administration:

1. Start OpenEdge with no database connected and access Data Administration.

2. Select the Database→Create Database option. The Create Database dialog box appears:
3. Type the schema-holder name (for example, odbholder) in the **New Physical Database Name** field.

4. Select the **An EMPTY Database** option.

5. Click **OK**. The following dialog box appears:

![Connect Database dialog box]

By default, the name of the newly created data source appears in the **Physical Name** field. You do not have to provide any additional connection information. You can add connection parameters when you create the data source or edit connection information later. See the online Help for a complete description of the **Connect Database** dialog box.

6. Click **OK** to connect the empty OpenEdge database and return to the **Data Administration** main window.

**Creating a schema holder**

You can create a schema holder next.

To create a schema holder:

1. From the **Data Administration** main menu, select **DataServer** → **ODBC Utilities** → **Create DataServer Schema**. The following dialog box appears:

![Create/Modify Database Record for DataServer Schema]
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**OpenEdge® Data Management: DataServer for ODBC**
2. In the **Logical Database Name** field, type the name that you will use to connect to your ODBC data source and refer to it in your programming applications. This name must be different from the schema holder name. For more information on database names, see the database access chapter in *OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials*.

**Note:** If you place the schema from a second ODBC data source into a schema holder, the second schema must have a different logical database name from the first schema. The schema holder has one physical name, but each schema that it contains must have a different logical name.

3. In the **Code Page** field, type the name of the code page for the schema holder. The name must be the OpenEdge name for the code page that the data source uses. The default is iso8859–1.

   Table 17 lists the most common ODBC data-source code pages and the equivalent OpenEdge names.

**Table 17: ODBC data-source and OpenEdge code pages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODBC data-source code page</th>
<th>OpenEdge equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iso_1</td>
<td>iso8859–1 (default schema-holder code page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp850</td>
<td>ibm850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you use a code page that OpenEdge does not support, you must supply a conversion table that translates between the OpenEdge client code page and the code page that your data source uses. For a complete discussion of code pages, see *OpenEdge Development: Internationalizing Applications*.

4. In the **Collation** field, enter the name of the collation rule to use. The default is Basic. See the “Client code page” section on page 42 for a discussion of collation issues to consider.

5. Type the connection parameters in the **Connection Parameters** field.

   See Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer,” for a description of the required and optional connection parameters.

6. In the **ODBC Data Source Name** field, type the name that you used when you registered the data source with the ODBC administration tool.

7. Click **OK**. The utility prompts you for your data-source user ID and password. If they are required by the non-OpenEdge data source and you did not provide them in the **Connection Parameters** field (see Step 5), enter a data-source user ID and password combination that has **select** privileges for the system objects listed in the “Establishing permissions” section on page 113 and read access to other database objects that the schema holder will include.
8. Click **OK**. When the DataServer connects to the ODBC data source, it reads information about data-source objects. The following dialog box appears:

![Pre-Selection Criteria For Schema Pull](image)

**Note:** The **Owner** field in the Pre-Selection Criteria dialog is labeled **Collection/Library** when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400.

You can select tables based on the object name, owner name, and qualifier. For example, you can specify `A*` in the **Object Name** field to list all the tables whose names begin with `A`. DB2 UDB for iSeries uses a SQL “Collection” or native “Library” to qualify data object selection. Note that the **Owner** label is replaced with **Collection/Library** when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400. The **Collection/Library** default value is derived from the **Collection/Library** name specified during migration. If you did not migrate your foreign database from OpenEdge and are instead pulling objects from an existing foreign data source into an OpenEdge schema holder, the **Collection/Library** default value is derived from the Data Source Name (DSN) properties of the DB2 UDB driver configuration. You can specify any valid native “Library” in the **Collection/Library** parameter, however OpenEdge expects and Progress recommends that data objects in the foreign data source are defined to the SQL “Collection” specified in the DSN configuration. “Collections” are SQL-compliant so objects defined to them are also SQL-compliant by definition. Data object definitions retrieved from native iSeries libraries are expected to be SQL-compliant as well. Any native attributes of database object definitions retrieved from objects in DB2/400 for iSeries “libraries” are not inclusive in their schema holder definitions if those attributes are purely native, i.e., are not SQL-compliant attributes. Progress recommends defining all database objects from all native libraries you wish to define to OpenEdge in a single collection that you also specify in your DSN configuration.
Alternatively, the iSeries Access for Windows native driver for iSeries may provide some native feature mapping not available with the branded DB2 UDB driver provided with OpenEdge. When the native driver is used, if not specified, the default "Collection/Library" name originates from the 'SQL Default Library' specified by the DSN. If 'SQL Default Library' is not specified but a 'Library List' is designated by the DSN, then the first library in the library list is designated as the default 'Collection/Library'. If neither of these values are specified by the DSN, then the user id of the user performing the dictionary action is used for the default 'Collection/Library' value.

**Note:** Progress Software Corporation recommends that you do not specify an entry that consists exclusively of wild cards for each of the three entry fields in the dialog box. An entry that consists exclusively of wild cards might degrade the performance of the database when you perform a schema pull. (It will include system catalog files from the data source not typically included in user databases.)

9. Click **OK**. OpenEdge displays a list of the data-source objects that you can include in the schema holder:

If you specified all wild cards as your table-selection criteria, the list might also include system-owned objects, which you do not have to include in the schema holder.

10. Click the option appropriate to the action you want to perform:

   - **Select Some** — Displays the **Select by Pattern Match** dialog box on which you can specify object information used to select objects
   - **Deselect Some** — Displays the **Deselect by Pattern Match** dialog box on which you can specify object information used to deselect objects

   You can also select and deselect individual objects by clicking and double-clicking on an object. An asterisk appears next to an object that has been selected; double-click an object to remove the asterisk and identify that the object is now deselected.
11. Click **OK** after you have identified all the objects you want to include in the schema holder. The DataServer reads information about the objects that you select and loads their data definitions into the schema holder. The time that this process takes depends on the size and number of objects that you select.

For each data-source table, the DataServer attempts to select an index to support the Progress **ROWID**. If an appropriate index does not exist, the DataServer issues the warning, "Please check warnings and messages in the file ds_upd.e." The **ds_upd.e** file lists the objects that do not support **ROWID**. You can change the DataServer’s selection of an index to support **ROWID** by using the Data Dictionary. See the "Defining the **ROWID**" section on page 180 for instructions. For additional information, see the “Indexes and sorting” section on page 43 and the “**ROWID function**” section on page 68.
Maintaining a schema holder

Data Administration provides a set of DataServer utilities that you can use to maintain a schema holder. Chapter 5, "The DataServer Tutorial," describes these utilities. Recall that you must have select privileges on certain data-source objects to update a schema holder. See the "Establishing permissions" section on page 113 for details.

If you make changes to an ODBC data source, make sure to update the associated schema holder to reflect those changes if you want them to be accessible to a DataServer application. Note that you do not need to update the schema holder if the application will never access data objects affected by the change. For example, if you add a table object that a DataServer application will never access, you do not need to update the schema holder.

Each time that you update the schema holder, you must recompile your DataServer application (.p and .w files) to generate new r-code.

Updating a deployed schema holder

The guidelines and techniques that apply to deploying an OpenEdge database also apply to deploying a schema holder for an ODBC data source. However, if you make any changes to the data-source schema, make sure to update its schema holder. There are two techniques for updating a deployed schema holder:

- Allow your users to use the DataServer Update/Add Table Definitions utility.
- Send a new data definition file for the schema holder. Your users can use the DataServer Delete Schema utility to empty the original schema holder. They can then load the new data-definition file into the schema holder.

To update a deployed DataServer application:

1. Run an SQL script to make changes to the ODBC data source.
2. Run the Update/Add Table Definitions utility on one schema holder.
3. Recompile code against the updated schema holder to build new r-code.
4. Send out copies of the new .r files to your users.
5. Distribute copies of the new schema holder .db and .bi files to your users. You must use the OpenEdge PROCOPY utility to distribute them.
Typical configuration for a remote client to connect to a remote DataServer

A typical configuration to connect a remote client to a remote DataServer requires the following general tasks:

- Configuring an ODBC data source
- Starting a broker
- Starting the schema holder to accept remote client connections
- Connecting remote clients to an ODBC DataServer broker

This section highlights the basic procedure associated with each of these tasks.

Configuring an ODBC data source

An ODBC data source allows you to store information about how to connect to a data provider. You use the ODBC Data Source Administrator to configure an ODBC source. Note that the DataServer license must be installed on the machine where the ODBC data source is configured.

To configure an ODBC data source:

1. In Windows, choose Start → Control Panel → Administrative Tools → Data sources (ODBC) and select Systems DSN. The System DSN Data Source Administrator appears.

2. Choose Add to add a data source. Proceed through the windows as they are presented to configure the data source, ensuring that the final test connection is successful.

Starting a broker

You can start the DataServer broker, using various methods supported by the Unified Broker Framework, including:

- The OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer tool or mergeprop utility (for a Unified Broker)
- The command line (for a probroker)

The following example shows how to perform this step from the command line. For information about using the mergeprop utility, see OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration. For information about using the OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer tool, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from OpenEdge Management/OpenEdge Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 245, and OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration.
To start a DataServer broker from the command:

1. Choose All Programs → OpenEdge → Proenv. The proenv prompt appears.
2. Type the following example command line to start the DataServer broker:

   ```
   _probrkr -H hostname -S brokerservice -N tcp
   ```

   The values for hostname and brokerservice must be unique.

   For more details about using either the OpenEdge Explorer and Progress Explorer or the command line to start a unified broker process for the DataServer, see the “Configuring the remote DataServer” section on page 104.

Starting the schema holder to accept remote client connections

The connection between the schema holder and a remote client allows you to access data definitions stored in the schema holder. The following example shows how to service the schema holder to accept a remote client connection.

Using the same Progress PROENV shell used in Step 4 of the “Starting a broker” section on page 122, type the following command to start the DataServer connection:

```
proserve schemaholdername -H hostname -S databaseservice -N tcp
```

The value for databaseservice must be unique to the connection you are making to the schema holder.

Connecting remote clients to an ODBC DataServer broker

This section describes a typical configuration for a remote client to connect to a remote DataServer.

**Note:** For a description of each parameter identified in this section, see Table 30.

Use the following command line entries for a remote character or a remote UNIX client machine:

```
_progres schemaholdername -H hostname -S databaseservice -N tcp -db dsn_name -dt ODBC -1d logical-datasrc-name -H hostname -S brokerservice -N tcp -U userID -P password
```
Use the following command line entries for a remote GUI client machine:

```
prowin32 schemaholdername -H hostname -S databaseservice -N tcp -db dsn_name
-dt ODBC -ld logical-datasrc-name -H hostname -S brokerservice -N tcp -U userID
-P password
```

For details about the database connection parameters noted in each example in this procedure, see the "Connecting a schema holder at startup" section on page 253.
Connecting the DataServer

You can start and connect a DataServer using one of the following methods:

- Progress Explorer tool (Windows platforms only)
- Progress Explorer Command line utility (ODBMAN)
- Command line statements (_probrkr.exe)

This chapter describes:

- Starting a local DataServer
- Starting a remote DataServer
- Connection guidelines
- Connecting a schema holder
- Connection failures and OpenEdge responses
Starting a local DataServer

Starting the OpenEdge client starts the local DataServer. You include information about the ODBC data source, user ID, and password in the startup command.

To start a local DataServer for ODBC from the startup command:

1. Make sure that your ODBC drivers, as well as any client software required by the non-OpenEdge data source vendor, are installed and configured properly.

2. Start the supporting ODBC data source.

3. Set any environment variables required for your configuration as described in the relevant section of Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer” (for example, DSLOGDIR). You must set them in the environment from which you are starting the DataServer.

   Note: If you change the values of any environment variables such as ODBC_HOME, you must shut down the DataServer processes and restart them.

4. Enter the following command:

   prowin32 schema-holder-name -l -db datasrc-name -dt ODBC
   -ld logical-datasrc-name -U userID -P password

   For example, the following command starts OpenEdge with the local DataServer, connects a local schema holder named odbholder in single-user mode, and connects the ODBC data source demo with the user bob whose password is bobpass:

   prowin32 odbholder -l -db demo -dt ODBC -ld demo -U bob -P bobpass
Starting a remote DataServer

Starting a remote DataServer involves starting the processes that make up the remote DataServer.

To start and stop a remote DataServer for ODBC:

1. Start the DataServer broker process on your host machine. For details, see one of the following sections:
   - The “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127
   - The “Starting and stopping a broker process using ODBMAN” section on page 129
   - The “Starting and stopping a broker process from the command line” section on page 130

2. Start an OpenEdge client process on a UNIX machine or on a PC running Windows that connects to the schema holder and the ODBC data source.

Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client

You can use the Progress Explorer to administer the server module (_odbsrv.exe) of the DataServer on Windows.

On the Windows host

Before you attempt to start the DataServer in the Explorer, be sure that you have configured it completely. After starting the broker from the Progress Explorer, you start your OpenEdge client as you would in any remote DataServer configuration.

To start and stop the DataServer from the Explorer, see the Progress Explorer online Help.

On the client

After you start the broker on the host machine from the Progress Explorer, you can connect your UNIX or Windows client. Use the same parameters that you would use to connect to the schema holder and ODBC data source in a standard probrkr configuration. In addition, you must:

- Include the -Dsrv SVUB,1 parameter. This parameter allows you to connect to the broker administered by the Explorer.
- Include the -DataService data-service parameter to connect through a NameServer to the broker. The value for data-service must specify a valid name from the DataService list registered to this NameServer as defined by your appServiceNameList entry in the broker properties file. If a default DataService has been defined for your broker instance, you can omit this parameter and connect using the default service.
For diagnostic purposes, it is acceptable to bypass the NameServer connection and connect directly to the broker instance. To do this, specify the reserved DataService name “none” or add the -DirectConnect parameter as follows:

```
-DataService none
```

or

```
-DirectConnect
```

**• Set the -S parameter to one of the following:**

- The port number assigned to the controlling NameServer (when the -DataService value is not “none”) or the port number of the broker instance that you started in the Explorer (when the -DataService value is “none”).

- The service name in your `\windows-install-dir\system32\drivers\etc\services` file whose associated port matches the port of the controlling NameServer (when the -DataService value is not “none”) or the broker instance that you started in the Explorer (when the -DataService value is “none”).

**• Set the -H parameter to the name of the machine where the NameServer and/or broker instance are running.**

If you do not set the required -Dsrv SVUB,1 and optional -DataService data-service connection parameters as described in this section, the client is assumed to be configured for a standard OpenEdge broker and the -H and -S parameters are used to locate a probrkr executable on the appropriate host machine. By setting the SVUB parameter on, you redirect the -H and -S parameters to locate the appropriate NameServer and/or broker on the host machine. The following example illustrates how to use these connection parameters for a client that connects to a NameServer:

```
CONNECT odbholder -db odbdemo -dt ODBC -U bob -P bobpass -H host1
-S odbsrv -DataService odbbroker1 -Dsrv SVUB,1
```
Starting and stopping a broker process using ODBMAN

You can use the ODBMAN utility to start a DataServer broker in a Windows host.

To start and shut down the DataServer:

1. Once you ensure the AdminService is running, to start the DataServer broker, enter this command at the system prompt on the machine where the broker will run:

```
odbman -name broker-name -start
```

In this command, `broker-name` is the name that you specified for the broker when you configured it. Optionally, you can indicate a user account by specifying `-user user-name`.

If you want to run the broker from a remote machine, you must specify additional options that identify the remote host, as follows:

```
odbman -name broker-name -start -host host-name -user user-name
```

In this command:

- `broker-name` is the name that you specified for your DataServer broker instance when you configured your ubroker.properties file.
- `host-name` is the name of the host machine on which you want the broker to run.
- `user-name` is the user ID of the system account under which the broker will run.

2. To stop the DataServer broker, enter this command at the system prompt on the machine where the broker will run:

```
odbman -name broker-name -stop
```

You can stop a broker on a remote machine by adding the `-host` and `-user` options.

For more information about all the command options, see the “ODBMAN utility” section on page 215.
Starting and stopping a broker process from the command line

You must follow specific steps to start and stop a broker process from the command line.

To start and stop a broker process from the command line at the DOS shell prompt:

1. Set the environment variable `ODBSRV` to the name of the executable (including the path) of the DataServer for ODBC. Be sure to set this variable on the host machine.

2. To start the DataServer broker process, enter the following command at the system prompt on your Windows host machine. Select a value for `service-name` from the list of available services in your `\windows-install-dir\system32\drivers\etc\services` file:

   ```
   brokername -H host-name -S service-name
   ```

   For example, the following command uses the default broker executable. The service name `demosv` is a service listed in that file:

   ```
   _probrkr  -H paris -S demosv
   ```

3. To stop the broker process, enter this command:

   ```
   proshut -Gw -H host-name -S service-name
   ```

After you start the Windows broker process, you are ready to start an OpenEdge client on a PC running Windows or on a UNIX machine. See the “Starting the Windows client process” section on page 130 or the “Starting the UNIX client process” section on page 131 for instructions.

Starting the Windows client process

Start the OpenEdge client process on your Windows machine by running the `prowin32` executable. The Windows executable includes support for the DataServer.

You can create a program icon for the OpenEdge client process. On the command line for the program icon, enter the following information:

1. The executable

2. The schema holder name. If you have multiple schema holders, create a program icon for each schema holder

3. The connection parameters required by the remote DataServer configuration
For example, a command line for an OpenEdge Windows client process that you use to access an ODBC data source might look like this:

```
prowin32 odbholder -RO -db demo -dt ODBC -ld demo -H host1 -S oserviceA -U bob -P bobpass
```

For more information on command-line, see the “Connecting a schema holder at startup” section on page 133.

### Starting the UNIX client process

After starting the remote broker, you start the OpenEdge client process on your UNIX machine by running this executable:

```
pro
```

You can supply the connection parameters required by the DataServer when you start the client process, or you can include them in the **Connection Parameters** field when you create a schema holder. For example, this command starts the OpenEdge client, connects a read-only schema holder named `odbholder`, and connects the ODBC data source `demo` with the user `bob` whose password is `bobpass`:

```
pro odbholder -RO -db demo -dt ODBC -ld odbdemo -H host1 -S oserviceA -N TCP -U bob -P bobpass
```

See the “Connecting a schema holder at startup” section on page 133 for descriptions of the required command line.
Connection guidelines

When you create a schema holder, you specify certain connection information, such as the physical and logical names for your ODBC data source and the user and password information. OpenEdge stores this information so that you do not have to provide it each time you connect. After you consider your security requirements, you connect a schema holder and then an ODBC data source.

Connections and security in Windows

When you configure an ODBC data source in Windows, you can choose one of three levels of security:

- **Standard** — Requires that a client pass a user ID and password that the ODBC data source validates against the list of users in the system login table. The request typically comes from a untrusted connection, such as through TCP/IP. The OpenEdge client or WebSpeed agent passes this information with the User ID (-U) and Password (-P) connection parameters.

- **Integrated** — Relies on the Windows operating system to validate user information. The ODBC data source accepts user information from the process that requests a connection. The request must come from a trusted connection, such as one using Named Pipes. The ODBC data source performs no additional validation.

- **Mixed** — Accepts requests from trusted or nontrusted connections. For example:
  - If the connection is trusted and the client provides no user ID, a user ID that consists entirely of spaces, or a user ID that matches the user that started the process, the ODBC data source accepts the connection.
  - If the connection is untrusted, the OpenEdge client must provide the user ID and password.

Progress Software Corporation recommends the following guidelines for working with an ODBC data source and Windows security:

- Configure an ODBC data source to use Standard or Mixed security if you are using remote OpenEdge clients.

- If you are using Mixed security, always have the clients specify the -U and -P connection parameters.
Connecting a schema holder

As described previously, connection can take place automatically using the information that you enter when you create a schema holder. In addition, OpenEdge provides the following techniques for connecting to a schema holder:

- Use the Data Dictionary or Data Administration. From the main menu, select Database → Connect and supply the schema holder’s physical name and the appropriate connection parameters. You connect to the data source when you select it as your working database. You cannot use the Utilities → Auto–Connect option to connect to an ODBC data source.

- Use the ABL CONNECT statement (see its reference entry in OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference). A CONNECT statement must first list the schema holder and related connection parameters, then the ODBC data source and related parameters.

For example, this command connects a schema holder named holder and an ODBC-supported data source named odbdemo:

```
CONNECT odbholder -db odbdemo -dt ODBC.
```

You can use combinations of different connection techniques. For example, you can connect the schema holder at startup, then connect to the DataServer using the CONNECT statement. Any combination of connection techniques works, as long as you first connect to the schema holder and then the ODBC data source.

If you are not updating the schema holder, you can specify the Read-only (-RO) connection parameter to enhance DataServer performance.

If you connect to the schema holder and the ODBC data source in a single startup command or connection statement, be sure to specify parameters that affect the schema holder before the Database Name (-db) parameter. Specify only those parameters that affect the ODBC data source connection after the -db parameter.

The following section explains how to connect both a schema holder and an ODBC data source when you start up OpenEdge.

Connecting a schema holder at startup

OpenEdge supports connection parameters that you can use to connect both the OpenEdge schema holder and an ODBC data source at startup. These parameters control how your system connects to a database. When the DataServer runs in a remote configuration, your startup command or parameter file must always include parameters that control networking options.
Table 18 describes the database connection parameters that you use when you connect to a schema holder and an ODBC data source through the DataServer.

**Table 18: DataServer for ODBC sections of ubroker.properties file (1 of 2)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database Type ODBC (-dt ODBC)</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies that the type of the target data source is ODBC. Note that the data source must be a supported ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Database Name (-db)</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Indicates the name by which OpenEdge recognizes the ODBC data source to which you want to connect. This name must match the name that you used when you registered the data source as an ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Database Name (-ld)</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies the logical name of the ODBC data source. This is the name that you use to refer to the data source in your applications. You must use this parameter only when the logical data-source name differs from its physical name. This name should match the logical database name that you defined in your schema holder. For example, your applications might refer to the Sybase demo database as mydemo. In this case, the physical name is demo, and the logical name is mydemo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Name (-H)</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Indicates the name of the host machine in the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Name (-S)</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Indicates the name of the service that you are calling. If you use the NameServer with Progress Explorer, specify the service name or IP address of the host machine where the NameServer resides. If you are using _probrkr.exe or the Progress Explorer without a NameServer, specify the service name or IP address of the host machine where the broker resides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID (-U)</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Supplies the login name that the DataServer uses to log into the ODBC data source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password (-P)</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Supplies the password that the DataServer uses to log into the ODBC data source. Different login name and password combinations allow for different levels of user privileges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DataServer for ODBC sections of ubroker.properties file

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Service</td>
<td>Required for</td>
<td>Specifies the data service the NameServer uses. This must be used in conjunction with the (-Dsrv) option \SVUB, 1. For more information, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Progress Explorer connection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorer Redirection</td>
<td>Required for</td>
<td>Redirects connection logic to the Progress Explorer instead of ProBroker. For more information, see the “Starting and stopping a broker process from the Progress Explorer and connecting a client” section on page 127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Progress Explorer connection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single–User Mode</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies that a schema holder is used in single-user mode. Single–user mode is the default unless a server is started for the schema holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-Only</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies that a schema holder is read-only. Connecting a schema holder as read-only increases processing speed at client startup time. It also allows multiple client processes on the same machine to access the schema holder without starting additional server processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-RO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Cache</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies that you are using a local cache file for the schema holder. Create the cache file with the \SAVE CACHE COMPLETE\ statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-cache)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataServer</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies options with which you control your ODBC Driver and DataServer environment. See the “Query tuning with connection and startup parameters” section on page 140 and the “ODBC options” section on page 188 for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-Dsrv)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Connect</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Instructs the client to bypass the controlling NameServer and connect directly to the ODBC DataServer Broker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-DirectConnect)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Join</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies that the client evaluates and performs queries that have joins. This might slow performance, but it provides results that are consistent with OpenEdge behavior. Use -nojoinbysqldb\ at startup time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-nojoinbysqldb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You can create a parameter file for each database:

- For a local DataServer, the parameter file must contain the \texttt{-db} parameter and can optionally contain the \texttt{-Dsrv}, \texttt{-U}, and \texttt{-P} connection parameters, depending on the requirements of the data service.

- For a remote DataServer, the same parameter conditions apply as for a local DataServer. In addition, a remote connection must contain the \texttt{-H} and \texttt{-S} connection parameters.

You can add more startup and connection parameters than the ones listed—these are the typical parameters. For a complete list of parameters and for information on how to create a parameter file, see \textit{OpenEdge Deployment: Startup Command and Parameter Reference}.

\textbf{Using a local DataServer configuration: examples}

Use the following syntax to start OpenEdge:

- In single-user mode
- In a local DataServer configuration
- With a local schema holder connected
- With an ODBC data source connected

\textbf{Syntax}

\begin{verbatim}
prowin32 -1 schema-holder-name -db datasrc-name -dt ODBC -ld logical-datasrc-name -U userID -P password -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=server-name
\end{verbatim}

You can type these commands on the command line of a program item property box.

The following syntax starts OpenEdge in a local DataServer configuration:

\textbf{Example}

\begin{verbatim}
prowin32 -1 odbholder -RO -db sports -dt ODBC -ld mysport -U bob -P bobpass -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=sqlserv1
\end{verbatim}

In this case, OpenEdge starts with the following:

- The schema holder’s physical name is \texttt{odbholder} and it is read-only
- The physical data-source name (and the ODBC data-source name) is \texttt{sports}
- The data-source type is ODBC
- The logical data-source name is \texttt{mysport}
- The user ID is \texttt{bob}
- The password is \texttt{bobpass}
- Assorted \texttt{-Dsrv} options are specified
Using a remote DataServer configuration: examples

A remote connection differs from a local connection in that it requires the Host (-H) and Service (-S) parameters.

Use the following command syntax to start OpenEdge:

- In single-user mode
- In a remote-DataServer configuration
- With a local schema holder connected
- With an ODBC data source connected

On a Windows client:

Syntax

```
prowin32 schema-holder-name -db datasrc-name -dt ODBC -ld logical-datasrc-name -H hostname -S service-name -U userID -P password -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=server-name
```

On a UNIX client:

Syntax

```
pro schema-holder-name -db datasrc-name -dt ODBC -ld logical-datasrc-name -H hostname -S service-name -U userID -P password -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=datasrc-name
```

The following examples start OpenEdge in a remote DataServer configuration. In these examples:

- The schema holder’s physical name is odbholder and it is read-only
- The data-source name is sports
- The data-source type is ODBC
- The logical data-source name is mydemo
- The host name is host1
- The service name is odbsrv
- The network type is TCP
- The user ID is bob
- The password is bobpass

On a Windows client:

```
prowin32 odbholder -RO -db sports -dt ODBC -ld mydemo -H host1 -S odbsrv -U bob -P bobpass -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=sqlserv1
```
On a UNIX client:

```
pro odbholder -RO -db sports -dt ODBC -ld mydemo -H host1
-S odbserv -N TCP -U bob -P bobpass
-Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=sqlserv1
```

**Note:** This configuration assumes you started the remote DataServer broker using the command line interface. To connect to a DataServer broker started through Progress Explorer you must add the SVUB,1 setting to the -Dsrv parameter and add the -DataService name parameter.

### Unsupported connection parameters

You cannot use the following OpenEdge connection parameters when connecting to an ODBC data source through the DataServer.

- Blocks in Database Buffers (-B)
- Lock-table Entries (-L)
- Number of Users (-n)
- Buffered I/O (-r)
- Version 6 Query (-v6q)
- Raw I/O (-R)

### Special connection issues

The DataServer (-Dsrv) parameter uses the PRGRS_CONNECT option to allow you to pass ODBC-specific information to the ODBC driver. A DataServer connection string contains all of the information needed to establish a connection. It consists of a series of keywords/value pairs separated by semicolons. The DataServer for ODBC passes the connection string specified by the PRGRS_CONNECT option directly through to the ODBC driver without modification. For more information, refer to the Microsoft ODBC Programmer’s Reference.

The DataServer parameter has the following syntax:

**Syntax**

```
-Dsrv PRGRS_CONNECT,connection-string;
```

ODBC-specific connection information is passed in connection-string. The connection string is separated from the option by a comma (,) and ends with a semicolon (;).

Value pairs within the connect string are delimited by a semicolon (;).

**Note:** PRGRS_CO is a valid abbreviation for PRGRS_CONNECT.
Use the `PRGRS_CONNECT` parameter in the following cases:

- To establish complex connections that require more than the Physical Database Name (-db), User ID (-u), and Password (-p) parameters, as follows:

  ```
  CONNECT datasrc-name -ld logical-datasrc-name -dt ODBC
  -Dsrv PRGRS_CO,DSN=datasrc-name;server=servername;
  ```

  For `datasrc-name`, supply the name of the ODBC data source. Server is a driver-specific keyword. The `-Dsrv` connection string is passed directly to the data source. The DataServer does not modify this value.

- To connect to an ODBC data source whose name has a blank space, which is not allowed by OpenEdge, substitute the characters `&^` for the illegal characters in the data-source name. OpenEdge ignores `datasrc-name` when you use `PRGRS_CONNECT`; however, you must supply it to pass syntax validation. Supply the name as part of the connection string for `PRGRS_CONNECT`, as follows:

  ```
  CONNECT datasrc-name -ld logical-datasrc-name -dt ODBC
  -Dsrv PRGRS_CO,data-&^source&^name;.
  ```

- To connect to the ODBC data source using the ODBC driver as a guide, specify an empty `PRGRS_CONNECT`, which tells the ODBC driver to handle the entire connection process interactively. This technique is useful if you are not sure about what connection parameters to use for a particular ODBC data source. For example:

  ```
  CONNECT datasrc-name -ld logical-name -dt ODBC
  -Dsrv PRGRS_CO,;.
  ```
Query tuning with connection and startup parameters

You can control aspects of DataServer query handling not only programmatically within ABL statements, but also through startup and connection parameter options as described in this section.

Note: Startup and connection parameters override query-tuning defaults. However, options set in the QUERY–TUNING phrase take precedence over startup and connection parameters. For example, if you specify NO–DEBUG for a query within your application, specifying qt_debug,SQL at connection time overrides the default application behavior but does not override the NO–DEBUG option that you specified for the query. See the “Query tuning” section on page 90 for more information.

You override query-tuning defaults with the DataServer (–Dsrv) connection parameter when you connect to an ODBC data source. This is the syntax:

Syntax

CONNECT data-source-name -dt ODBC
   -Dsrv query-tuning-option1,value1
   -Dsrv query-tuning-option2,value2.

An alternate syntax for the –Dsrv parameter is:

Syntax

CONNECT data-source-name -dt ODBC -Dsrv
   query-tuning-option1,value1,query-tuning-option2,value2.

Table 19 describes the query-tuning options that you can specify with the –Dsrv parameter.

Table 19: Connection query-tuning options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qt_lookahead</td>
<td>Specifies whether the DataServer uses lookahead or standard cursors. To generate efficient queries, qt_lookahead is the default in the following cases:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qt_no_lookahead</td>
<td>• Statements that use NO–LOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Statements that use SHARE–LOCK with transaction isolation level set to read uncommitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specify qt_no_lookahead for query behavior that is consistent with an OpenEdge database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 19: Connection query-tuning options (2 of 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qt_separate_connection</td>
<td>Specifies whether each cursor should use a separate connection to the ODBC data source. The default is qt_no_separate_connection, which provides behavior that is consistent with OpenEdge. Specify qt_separate_connection to use a separate connection. Executing cursors in separate connections can improve performance because the DataServer does not have to restart the cursors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qt_no_separate_connection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qt_cache_size, integer</td>
<td>Specifies the size in bytes of the cache used by lookahead cursors. A larger cache size can improve performance for queries that return a large number of records because the DataServer might need fewer SQL statements to get the results. Minimum: The DataServer always caches at least one record. Maximum: None Default: 30000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following example shows how to use the query-tuning options to enhance performance. The DataServer opens a separate connection to ODBC for each cursor and writes an extended report on the SQL statements it executes:

```
CONNECT holder -db infdb -dt ODBC -ld demo -U user -P password -Dsrv qt_separate_connection,qt_debug,EXTENDED.
```

OpenEdge provides a startup parameter called Server Join (-nojoinbysqldb) that controls the default JOIN–BY–SQLDB behavior. You specify this parameter in the startup command for your OpenEdge session. It overrides the JOIN–BY–SQLDB default so that the client evaluates and performs joins. Using this parameter might slow performance, but it provides results that are consistent with OpenEdge behavior. See Chapter 2, “Programming Considerations,” for more information.

Binding with connection and startup parameters

Binding settings determine how data is pulled from the data source by the DataServer. When binding is turned on, query results are copied directly into the DataServer’s memory, eliminating the need to do post-query calls to retrieve the data. When binding is not enabled, queries run independent of the data retrieval, and subsequent calls to the data source are required to retrieve the data.

The default setting is to use binding for both NO-LOCK and EXCLUSIVE-LOCK queries. You can override the default using the -Dsrv BINDING,n connection parameter. The syntax is as follows:

**Syntax**

- -Dsrv BINDING,n;
Table 20 describes the **BINDING** options that you can specify with the `-Dsrv` parameter.

### Table 20: Connection BINDING options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BINDING value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Indicates binding is disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Use binding for <strong>NO-LOCK</strong> queries only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use binding for <strong>EXCLUSIVE-LOCK</strong> queries only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use binding for both <strong>NO-LOCK</strong> and <strong>EXCLUSIVE-LOCK</strong> queries. This value is the default.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Analyzing performance

The `qt_debug` option of the DataServer (`-Dsrv`) startup parameter (and the `QUERY-TUNING DEBUG` phrase) instructs the DataServer to print information on the queries it generates to the `dataserv.lg` log file. The `qt_debug` option provides extended diagnostic capabilities that you can use to determine which parts of your application might be causing additional network traffic or extra processing by the ODBC data source. Table 21 lists the diagnostic capabilities of `qt_debug`. Note that the log file uses the numeric values (in parentheses) to identify information that a specific option generates.

### Table 21: Diagnostic options

- **qt_no_debug**
  - Supplies no debug information. This is the default.
- **qt_debug, SQL**
  - Prints the SQL statements that the DataServer executes against the data source.
- **qt_debug, EXTENDED**
  - Prints the SQL statements that the DataServer executes against the data source plus additional information such as cursor statistics.
- **qt_debug, CURSOR**
  - Prints information about the cursors that the DataServer uses for internal calls and for opening queries. It tracks when cursors open and close and when the DataServer reuses them. It also summarizes each cursor’s activity. These diagnostics are especially helpful when determining OpenEdge maximum cursor settings or cursor “leaks” that your application might have.
- **qt_debug, PERFORMANCE**
  - Prints information on the amount of time that certain operations take. These statistics are available only for some platforms.

**Note:** Any time differences between what the DataServer reports and what a data source reports might be due to network performance issues rather than to DataServer or data-source behavior.
Table 21: Diagnostic options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| qt_debug,CALL_SUMMARY         | Prints information on cursors and timing. This information is supplied in summary form as an OpenEdge data (.d) file. Call Progress Software Corporation Consulting for assistance with this file.  
  **Note:** This option is not available as a QUERY–TUNING phrase option. |
| qt_debug,VERBOSE              | Prints all of the information gathered by the other qt_debug options.       
  **Note:** This option generates a very large log file. Be sure to clear your log file before using this option to test a procedure. |

**Note:** Turning on debugging options decreases DataServer performance. Be sure to turn off debugging options when you run DataServer applications in production mode.

This connection statement causes the DataServer to report on the time that ODBC operations take:

```sql
CONNECT odbcdb -U password 
  -Dsrv qt_cache_size,32000,qt_debug,PERFORMANCE.
```

### Local schema caching

By using a local file to store schema definitions, you can access them more quickly. Once you create a local schema cache, you connect to the schema holder only when you compile applications. You no longer rely on having a local schema holder for maximum performance. Running DataServer applications with a local schema cache instead of a schema holder also results in better performance in networked environments.

The ABL `SAVE CACHE COMPLETE` statement creates a binary file that contains the entire schema for an OpenEdge database. Use this statement to create a cache file for a connected schema holder:

```ABL
SAVE CACHE COMPLETE schema-holder-name TO filename.
```

For example, the following statement creates a cache file named `sqlcache` for the `sqlhold` schema holder:

```ABL
SAVE CACHE COMPLETE sqlhold TO sqlcache.
```
To use the cache file for a schema holder, specify the Schema Cache File (\-cache) startup parameter and the cache filename when you connect to the schema holder. For example, the following CONNECT statement connects an ODBC-supported database whose data source name is sqlserv1 with the schema sqlhold and tells OpenEdge to use the cache file:

```
CONNECT sqlhold -RO -cache sqlcache -db sqlbdb -dt ODBC -ld sqldemo
-U bob -P bobpass -Dsrv qt_debug,EXTENDED,PRGRS_CONNECT,server=sqlserv1.
```

If you make any changes to a schema holder, you must create a new cache file for it. For more information, see OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials and the SAVE CACHE Statement reference entry in OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference.

### Connection failures and OpenEdge responses

Table 22 lists circumstances under which a connection might fail and describes how OpenEdge responds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure circumstance</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During startup</td>
<td>The system displays an error message and returns to the operating system prompt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During a CONNECT statement</td>
<td>The system aborts the remainder of the CONNECT statement as though the remainder never existed, and a run-time error condition occurs. Any connections that you made prior to the failed connection remain in effect. You can use the NO-ERROR option with the CONNECT statement to trap run-time errors. If you use the NO-ERROR option and it fails, you see the same failure behavior as you do with an unsuccessful CONNECT statement. However, run-time error conditions do not occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an attempted auto-connect</td>
<td>The system aborts the remainder of the connect as though the remainder never existed, and a run-time error condition occurs. Any connections that you made prior to the failed connection remain in effect. You cannot trap auto-connect run-time error conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an attempt to connect using the Data Dictionary</td>
<td>The Data Dictionary displays an error message and returns to the main window.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an attempt to connect a connected ODBC data source with a different logical name</td>
<td>The system responds with a run-time error condition but you can continue. You can use the NO-ERROR option to suppress the error.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following reasons might cause a connection attempt to an ODBC data source to fail:

- The schema holder is not connected.
- The OpenEdge or ODBC-required environment variables are not set correctly when using the DataServer and a broker. For environment variable information, see Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer.”
- The data-source is not registered properly for ODBC client connectivity.
- You have an outdated version of an ODBC DLL; for example, ODBC16.DLL, which runs on 16-bit machines only. This prevents OpenEdge from accessing the data source, though you might still be able to access the data source through your ODBC driver using another product, such as MS Query.
- The data source has not been started or is not running correctly. Use the data-source utilities to check the status of the data source and the ability to connect to it.
- You omitted a -srv parameter that is required for the data source to which you are attempting to connect. See the “Connecting a schema holder at startup” section on page 133 and the “ODBC options” section on page 188 for details.
- The login name and password combination that you provided during connection is invalid for the data source.
- You specified an incorrect ODBC data-source name when you created the schema holder.

For more information, see Chapter 6, “Troubleshooting.”

### Table 22: Failure responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure circumstance</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During an attempt to connect a connected ODBC data source with the same logical name</td>
<td>The system responds with a warning but you can continue. You can use the NO-ERROR option to suppress the warning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During an attempt to connect an unconnected ODBC data source whose logical name is already in use by a connected ODBC data source</td>
<td>The system responds with a run-time error condition and you cannot connect to the second database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Managing connections to an ODBC data source

Typically, the DataServer maintains one connection to an ODBC data source. In some instances, such as for joins and catalog queries, the DataServer automatically starts separate connections. However, there are circumstances in which a DataServer application might require more than one connection. For example, the DataServer cannot send a query to a data source while a stored procedure is still open unless you specify that the DataServer uses separate connections for each request. Depending on your ODBC driver, the following cases might require a connection to accommodate additional cursors:

- Running a stored procedure, including using the send-sql-statement option
- Performing a join on the server
- Creating or updating the schema image for the data source

In the first case, additional connections are necessary only if your application executes additional database requests while a cursor on a stored procedure is still open.

You can use the -Dsrv qt_separate_connection parameter or the corresponding QUERY-TUNING option (SEPARATE-CONNECTION) to specify that the DataServer uses a separate connection for each statement that requires a cursor. However, if you want to use the main connection when performing joins on the server, use the -Dsrv qt_no_separate_connection parameter when you connect. Note that using a separate connection allows only read-only access to the database. You must issue transactions that require update access to your database from your main connection.

For example, the following statement specifies that the DataServer use a separate connection for the FOR EACH customer query:

```
FOR EACH customer QUERY-TUNING (SEPARATE-CONNECTION):
  DISPLAY customer.
```
Accessing the DataServer log

OpenEdge supports a log file named dataserv.lg that is dedicated to tracking information related to DataServers. This single file contains information about the processes for all DataServers operating on your host machine. It provides a useful record of connection and disconnection processes and error messages that you can use to diagnose problems or failures. Each new connection to the same log file appends to the end of the existing file. If you output a detailed log over multiple connections that do a lot of database I/O, the log can quickly take up disk space. For each process, the log provides the following information:

- Physical database name
- Database type
- User ID
- ODBC function calls
- SQL statements

Specifying the `-Dsrv qt_debug` option causes the DataServer to write to the dataserv.lg file information about the SQL ODBC calls that it generates as well.

To obtain access to the DataServer log file, using the host machine:

1. Before starting up the broker process, set the `DSLOGDIR` environment variable to the name of the directory where you want to place the log file.

   If you set the environment variable, OpenEdge writes the information to the dataserv.lg file. If OpenEdge cannot open this file or `%DSLOGDIR%` is unset, it writes the information to the dataserv.lg file in the process’ current directory, and appends to it with each subsequent process that uses it.

2. Open the dataserv.lg file to read the DataServer log. For information on debug options that affect DataServer log output, see the “Analyzing performance” section on page 142.
The DataServer Tutorial

This chapter presents step-by-step instructions for tasks associated with the DataServer. Some of these exercises relate to maintaining the schema holder. Along with providing an overview of the ODBC demonstration databases, the tutorial describes:

- Preparing to create demonstration databases
- Updating a schema holder
- Changing connection information in a schema holder
- Changing a code page in a schema holder
- Deleting a schema holder
- Migrating an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source
- Using the Adjust Schema utility
- Modifying a schema holder
- Adding extended ABL support
Demonstration databases for ODBC DataServers

The demonstration databases for the DataServer for ODBC allow you to run the tutorials from this chapter, code examples, or your own procedures.

The demonstration databases are not part of the OpenEdge installation media. To create and initialize a demonstration data source, you run the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility, which migrates the OpenEdge Sports database to your ODBC data source and then creates a schema holder. (See the “Preparing to create demonstration databases” section on page 151 for detailed instructions.) After you do this, you are ready to run the tutorial exercises or your own OpenEdge applications against the data source.

Before you create a demonstration database, be sure that your system meets the following prerequisites:

- Sufficient ODBC data-source privileges to create a database, add users, and create tables
- Sufficient disk space for your ODBC data source
Preparing to create demonstration databases

Subsequent sections contain tutorials that illustrate using the DataServer utilities to maintain your schema holder. Before you use these tutorials, you must perform some preparatory steps, including creating the demonstration database and schema holder and accessing the DataServer’s Utilities menu.

The following lists identifies the basic preliminary steps you must complete to create demonstration databases:

- Install and started your data source. This step depends on your unique environment. Refer to your data source documentation for details.
- Install your DataServer drivers.
- Install the OpenEdge client. Refer to the OpenEdge client-related documentation for details.

To create the demonstration database and schema holder using the OpenEdge DB to ODBC utility:

1. Start the ODBC Data Source Administrator tool for your data source. Refer to the “Configuring an ODBC driver and registering the data source” section on page 103.
2. Select the appropriate ODBC driver for the schema holder.
3. Select the target ODBC data source for the schema holder. Refer to the “Configuring a local DataServer” section on page 104 and the “Configuring the remote DataServer” section on page 104.
4. Make any additional selections required by your data source.
5. Specify mysport as the data source name. OpenEdge recognizes the name that you use to register a data source.

You are not required to specify the data source name as mysport. However, identifying the data source name, using this suggested data source name or another one you choose, can help you to distinguish your tutorial data source from all other data sources you set up.

6. From the Start menu on the task bar, select OpenEdge and either select the specific product you want to use to begin your OpenEdge session or type the following command line in Windows:

   ![Command Line]

Starting a local OpenEdge session also automatically starts the local DataServer.

7. Access Data Administration. Create a copy of the Sports database and connect to it.
8. Select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Schema Migration Tools → OpenEdge DB to ODBC to start the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC Utility. The conversion utility dialog box opens.

9. Specify OpenEdge parameter values as shown in Table 23.

Table 23: OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC conversion values (1 of 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original OpenEdge Database</td>
<td>Accept the name of the connected source database or type the name of a database to which to connect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Connect parameters for OpenEdge    | If you did not specify a new value for the name of the Original OpenEdge Database parameter, **do not** modify the Connect parameters for OpenEdge parameter.  
If you did specify a new value, type any additional connect parameters that are necessary. |
| Name of Schema holder Database     | Type the name of the schema holder. The utility creates the schema holder if it does not exist.                                             |
| ODBC Data Source Name              | Type the data source name (This is the name you specified when registering the data source in step 7 of the “Preparing to create demonstration databases” section on page 151). This is the name of the schema image and the name that you will use to refer to the target database in applications. The data-source name must be different from the name that you typed for the schema holder and different from the name of any other schema image existing in that schema holder. |
| Foreign DBMS Type                  | Select the foreign data-source type to which the ODBC driver is connecting.                                                                  |
| ODBC Username                      | Type the user ID.                                                                                                                             |
| ODBC User’s Password               | Type the password.                                                                                                                           |
| ODBC connect parameters            | See Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer,” for required connection parameters. For example, –Dsrv might be required in some cases.        |
| Codepage for Schema Image          | Accept the default code page.                                                                                                                |
| Collation Name                     | Enter the OpenEdge name for the collation that your ODBC data source will use. The default is Basic.                                         |
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Table 23: OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC conversion values  
(2 of 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection/Library</td>
<td>Provide the name of the target location for database objects generated by the migration. This value also becomes the qualifier for retrieving object definitions into the schema holder during the pull phase of the migration. For more information, see the &quot;Migration considerations for DB2&quot; section on page 173.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create RECID Column</td>
<td>Enabled for Sybase and DB2/400 data sources only. Leave checked to create RECID column. When migrating to DB2/400 data source, options are enabled to create a RECID column for all tables or only those tables that do not have a unique key constraint. Checked by default but only for those tables that do not have a unique key constraint by default when data source is DB2/400.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load SQL</td>
<td>Leave this toggle box checked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Shadow Columns</td>
<td>If your ODBC data source is case sensitive, and you wish to maintain OpenEdge-compatible, case insensitive behavior, check this box; otherwise, leave blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move Data</td>
<td>Check this toggle box to dump and load data from the OpenEdge database to the target database. Copying data from a large database can take a long time. You can uncheck this toggle box if you want to dump and load data at a more convenient time. This toggle box is available only if the Load SQL toggle box is checked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Running the utility creates and connects a schema holder and the ODBC data source. It operates as follows:

a. SQL script is generated.
b. SQL that creates the schema is sent to the foreign data manager.
c. The schema is pulled back to the schema holder.
d. The foreign schema holder and the OpenEdge database are compared and all information needed by OpenEdge is applied to the schema holder.
e. If the Move Data toggle box was selected, the data is loaded.
f. The schema holder is disconnected.
g. A message is displayed that tells the user which startup procedure to use to connect.
DataServer utilities

OpenEdge supports a number of utilities that allow you to create and maintain an ODBC DataServer. Choose DataServer→ODBC Utilities to see the available DataServer utilities, described in Table 24.

Table 24: DataServer utilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODBC utility</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create DataServer Schema...</td>
<td>Creates a schema image in the schema holder for an ODBC data source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update/Add Table Definitions...</td>
<td>Updates the schema holder to reflect any changes that you make to data-source data definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify Table Definition...</td>
<td>Makes sure that the data definitions in the schema holder match your data-source data definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit Connection Information...</td>
<td>Changes connection information or the logical database name for a data source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change DataServer Schema Code Page...</td>
<td>Changes the code page in the schema holder associated with the ODBC data source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete DataServer Schema...</td>
<td>Deletes a schema image from the schema holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema Migration Tools</td>
<td>Accesses utilities for migrating or comparing an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you access a DataServer utility (as you will do in the tutorials that follow this section), the User ID and Password dialog box might appear before the utility opens:

In the User ID and Password dialog box, click OK if you are satisfied with the user ID and password combination that you have already supplied. If you want to change them, or they were never specified, enter a user ID and password with the privileges required for creating and updating a schema holder. For more information about the required privileges, see the “Establishing permissions” section on page 113.
Creating a schema holder

To create a schema holder:

1. From the Data Administration main menu, select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Create DataServer Schema. The Create/Modify Database Record for DataServer Schema dialog box appears:

2. In the Logical Database Name field, type the name that you will use to connect to your ODBC data source and refer to in your programming applications. This name must be different from the schema holder name. For more information on database names, see the database access chapter in OpenEdge Getting Started: ABL Essentials.

   Note: If you place the schema from a second ODBC data source into a schema holder, the second schema must have a different logical database name from the first schema. The schema holder has one physical name, but each schema that it contains must have a different logical name.

3. In the Code Page field, type the name of the code page for the schema holder. The name must be the OpenEdge name for the code page that the data source uses. The default is iso8859–1.

   Table 25 lists the most common ODBC data-source code pages and the equivalent OpenEdge names.

Table 25: ODBC data-source and OpenEdge code pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODBC data-source code page</th>
<th>OpenEdge equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iso_1</td>
<td>iso8859–1 (default schema-holder code page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp850</td>
<td>ibm850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you use a code page that OpenEdge does not support, you must supply a conversion table that translates between the OpenEdge client code page and the
code page that your data source uses. For a complete discussion of code pages, see *OpenEdge Development: Internationalizing Applications*.

4. In the **Collation** field, enter the name of the collation rule to use. The default is Basic. See the "Client code page" section on page 42 for a discussion of collation issues to consider.

5. Type the connection parameters in the **Connection Parameters** field. See Chapter 4, "Connecting the DataServer," for a description of the required and optional connection parameters.

6. In the **ODBC Data Source Name** field, type the name that you used when you registered the data source with the ODBC administration tool.

7. Click **OK**. The utility prompts you for your data-source user ID and password. If they are required by the non-OpenEdge data source and you did not provide them in the **Connection Parameters** field (see Step 5), enter a data-source user ID and password combination that has *select* privileges for the system objects listed in the "Establishing permissions" section on page 113, and also has read access to other database objects that the schema holder will include.

8. Click **OK**. When the DataServer connects to the ODBC data source, it reads information about data-source objects. The **Pre-Selection Criteria for Schema Pull** dialog box appears:

   ![Pre-Selection Criteria for Schema Pull](image)

   **Note:** The **Owner** field in the Pre-Selection Criteria dialog is labeled **Collection/Library** when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400.

   You can select tables based on the object name, owner name, and qualifier. For example, you can specify `A*` in the Object Name field to list all the tables whose names begin with `A`.

   DB2 for iSeries uses a SQL “Collection” or native “Library” to qualify data object selection. Note that in the above screen capture, the **Owner** label is replaced with **Collection/Library** when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400. The **Collection/Library** default value is derived from the **Collection/Library** name specified during migration. If you did not migrate your foreign database from OpenEdge and are instead pulling objects from an existing foreign data source into an OpenEdge schema holder, the **Collection/Library** default value is derived from the Data Source Name (DSN) properties of the DB2 driver configuration. You can specify any valid native “Library” in the **Collection/Library** parameter, however OpenEdge expects and Progress recommends that data objects in the foreign data source are defined to the SQL “Collection” specified in the DSN.
configuration. "Collections" are SQL-compliant so objects defined to them are also SQL-compliant by definition. Data object definitions retrieved from native iSeries libraries are expected to be SQL-compliant as well. Any native attributes of database object definitions retrieved from objects in DB2/400 for iSeries "libraries" are not inclusive in their schema holder definitions if those attributes are purely native, i.e., are not SQL-compliant attributes. Progress recommends defining all database objects from all native libraries you wish to define to OpenEdge in a single collection that you also specify in your DSN configuration.

Alternatively, the iSeries Access for Windows native driver for iSeries may provide some native feature mapping not available with the branded DB2 UDB driver provided with OpenEdge. When the native driver is used, if not specified, the default "Collection/Library" name originates from the 'SQL Default Library' specified by the DSN. If 'SQL Default Library' is not specified but a 'Library List' is designated by the DSN, then the first library in the library list is designated as the default 'Collection/Library'. If neither of these values are specified by the DSN, then the user id of the user performing the dictionary action is used for the default 'Collection/Library' value.

**Note:** Progress Software Corporation recommends that you do not specify an entry that consists exclusively of wild cards for each of the three entry fields in the dialog box. An entry that consists exclusively of wild cards might degrade the performance of the database when you perform a schema pull. (It will include system catalog files from the data source not typically included in user databases.)

9. Click **OK**. OpenEdge displays a list of the data-source objects that you can include in the schema holder:

If you specified all wild cards as your table-selection criteria, the list might also include system-owned objects, which you do not have to include in the schema holder.
10. Click the option appropriate to the action you want to perform:

- **Select Some** — Displays the **Select by Pattern Match** dialog box on which you can specify information used to select objects

- **Deselect Some** — Displays the **Deselect by Pattern Match** dialog box on which you can specify information used to deselect objects

You can also elect to select and deselect individual objects by clicking and double-clicking on an object. An asterisk appears next to an object that has been selected; double-click an object to remove the asterisk and identify that the object is now deselected.

11. Click **OK** after you have identified all the objects you want to include in the schema holder. The DataServer reads information about the objects that you select and loads their data definitions into the schema holder. The time that this process takes depends on the size and number of objects that you select.

For each data-source table, the DataServer attempts to select an index to support the Progress **ROWID**. If an appropriate index does not exist, the DataServer issues the warning, "Please check warnings and messages in the file ds_upd.e." The **ds_upd.e** file lists the objects that do not support **ROWID**. You can change the DataServer’s selection of an index to support **ROWID** by using the Data Dictionary. See the "Defining the ROWID" section on page 180 for instructions. For additional information, see the "Indexes and sorting" section on page 43 and the "ROWID function" section on page 68.
Chapter 5: The DataServer Tutorial

Updating a schema holder

The Update/Add Table Definitions utility allows you to update a schema holder to reflect changes that you make to the data definitions in your ODBC data source.

**Note:** Using this utility to update the schema holder is the **only** way to make sure that your applications can access modifications or additions to an ODBC data source.

The Update/Add utility allows you to:

- Add object definitions from the ODBC data source to a schema holder. Use this option if you add a new table or view to the data-source data definitions and want the schema holder to reflect the change.

- Update existing object definitions in a schema holder to reflect a change in the supporting data-source object definitions.

**To update a schema holder:**

1. Access Data Administration, if you are not already there, and select DataServer→ODBC Utilities→Update/Add Table Definitions. The Pre-Selection Criteria For Schema Pull dialog box appears:

   ![Pre-Selection Criteria For Schema Pull dialog box]

2. Type preselection criteria values into the fields as required. These values preselect the data-source objects that the utility uses to update the schema holder. By default, the wildcard symbol (*) appears; it specifies that the utility uses all of the objects in the data source.

   Note that for a DB2/400 data source, you must type the name of the library in the Owner/Library field. For all other DB2 UDB data sources, you must type the name of the DB2 UDB database in this field. If the DB2 UDB database name is different from the authorization ID for the tables being selected, type the authorization ID in the Owner/Library field.

   **Note:** For each of the three entry fields in the dialog box, if you enter a value that consists only of wild cards, you might degrade the performance of the database when you perform a schema pull. (It will include system catalog files that are not typically included in user databases.)
3. Click **OK**. The **Select ODBC Objects** dialog box lists the objects and table information that you have preselected, for example:

   ![Select ODBC Objects dialog box](image)

   Below is a list of objects from the ODBC database. For each object you select, the info will get prepared to be used later on:

   - `* CUSTOMER` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `INVOICE` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `ITEM` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `LOCAL_DEFAULT` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `* ORDER` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `* ORDER_LINE` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `REOUCH` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `SALESPER` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`
   - `STATE` | `DSADMNT` | `TA`

   ![Select ODBC Objects dialog box](image)

4. Select the objects that you want to update, then click **OK**. When the update completes, OpenEdge returns to the **Data Administration** main window.

   When the update completes, OpenEdge reminds you to check the `ds_upd.e` file. This file contains information about the tables that did not support record IDs as well as other warnings.

   When you update a definition, OpenEdge overwrites the old definition with the new one based on the current data-source object. It also preserves the OpenEdge-specific table information. As a result, if you want to add a new column to a table in your ODBC data source and then update the definition, you do not have to reenter all of the OpenEdge-specific information for the previously existing columns (fields) in the definition.

**Note:** When you update a table in the schema holder with the Update/Add Table Definitions utility, the information for the user-defined **ROWID** is lost. You must reselect an index to support the **ROWID**.
Verifying a schema holder

The **Verify Table Definition** utility allows you to verify that the schema holder for your ODBC data source matches the data definitions in the data source. For example, if you delete the Customer table from the data source but not from the schema holder, this utility reports that the schema holder contains an orphaned object. You can verify the schema information in a single table or from multiple tables, and then choose to update the tables so that the schema information matches the data-source definitions.

The Verify utility reads the definitions in the ODBC data source and compares them to the information in the schema holder. It reports the differences that it finds and their degree of severity. These are the categories of differences and how they impact your database applications:

- **Minor** — These differences have no impact on the usability of your application.
- **Retained** — These differences cannot be corrected by the Update/Add utility, hence the term “retained.” You must determine how severely they impact your application and change the data definitions either in the schema holder using the Data Dictionary or in the data source.
- **Severe** — These differences might cause your application to malfunction. When the Verify utility detects severe differences, it automatically updates the schema holder to solve the discrepancies by adjusting the schema-image information in the schema holder to match the data-source definitions. Severe differences in definitions that the DataServer uses internally also cause the schema holder to be updated.

Table 26 lists the differences that this utility detects.

### Table 26: Verify utility report (1 of 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database object</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>Foreign type</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>Name in OpenEdge</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>Package name</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>ROWID index</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Name in OpenEdge</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index field</td>
<td>Abbreviated</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index field</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index field</td>
<td>Order</td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To verify a table:

1. Access the Data Administration tool, if you are not already there, and select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Verify Table Definition. The Pre-Selection Criteria For Schema Pull dialog box appears:

   ![Pre-Selection Criteria For Schema Pull dialog box]

   **Note:** The Owner field in the Pre-Selection Criteria dialog is labeled Collection/Library when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400.

2. Type preselection criteria values into the fields if desired. These values preselect the data-source objects that the utility uses to update the schema holder. By default, the wild card symbol (*) appears; it specifies that the utility uses all of the objects in the data source.
3. By default, the utility verifies objects in the schema holder that match objects in the ODBC data source. To check whether there are objects in the data source that are not represented in the schema holder, deselect the **Verify only objects that currently exist in the schema holder** toggle box.

4. Select **Output differences to file** if you anticipate a large volume of differences, or wish to save the report. There is a 32K limit on the contents of the verify report. The file that is produced will be named, `<dbname>+.vfy` and will be written to the working directory.

5. Click **OK**. A dialog box lists the objects and table information that you preselected. For example:

6. Select the objects that you want to verify, then click **OK**.

7. To select tables by matching a pattern, click **Select Some**. The **Select Objects by Pattern Match** dialog box appears:
8. Type the pattern that you want to match, then click **OK** to start the verification. If you did not choose to output the differences to a file, dialog boxes that list the objects and the verification results appear:

![Schema Verify - Detected Differences](image)

9. When reading the text of the report, **SH** indicates the value in the schema image; **NS** indicates the value in the ODBC database:

![Schema Verify - Detected Differences](image)

10. Click **Close** to return to the **Schema Verify** dialog box.

    The utility automatically selects objects with severe differences for updating. You can select or deselect all other objects as you wish. Note that you **must** resolve retained differences manually. Retained differences appear in subsequent reports until you resolve them.

11. Click **OK** to start the update or **Cancel** to quit the utility without updating the schema holder.
Changing connection information in a schema holder

The Edit Connection Information utility allows you to change ODBC data-source connection information or logical name in the associated schema.

To change connection information for a schema holder:

1. Access Data Administration, if you are not already there, and select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Edit Connection Information. The Create/Modify Database Record for DataServer Schema dialog box appears:

2. Make changes to Connection Parameters as required. When you are done, click OK to return to the Data Administration main window.

The changes do not take effect until you disconnect and reconnect the schema holder. When you reconnect, OpenEdge uses the new connection parameters.

For details on connection parameters, see Chapter 4, “Connecting the DataServer,” and OpenEdge Deployment: Startup Command and Parameter Reference.

Using the Edit utility to change the logical name of an ODBC data source causes the tool to close; this is because you started the tool when you were connected to the data source under another name. To continue working with the utilities, simply restart the tool.

Note: If you change the ODBC Data Source Name (DSN), do not select a DSN that uses a different ODBC driver than the original DSN. Configuration switches residing in the schema holder are dependent on driver name. You will receive only a warning if you do use a different driver, but the schema holder configuration may no longer match the characteristics of the driver and cause unpredictable run-time results.
Changing a code page in a schema holder

Using the Change DataServer Schema Code Page utility, you can change the code page in a schema holder at any time. As a result, you can create a schema holder even if you do not have the correct code-page information, then add or correct the code-page information at a later date. However, if you have been writing 8-bit character data to your ODBC data source with the DataServer and then change the code page, the data is unaffected by a code-page change. Note that your database might be corrupted if you start writing data with the DataServer and a schema holder that uses a new code page.

To change a code page in a schema holder:

1. Access Data Administration, if you are not already there, and select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Change DataServer Schema Code Page. The utility displays a message about the possibility of corrupting your database by using the wrong code page.

2. Choose OK to continue. The Change Code Page of Non Progress DB dialog box appears:

3. Either accept the current value or type the OpenEdge and ODBC data-source names separated by a slash (/) for a code page that the data source supports.

   If you are using a code page that the table does not list, see OpenEdge Development: Internationalizing Applications for a complete list of code pages that OpenEdge supports. If you are using an unsupported code page, OpenEdge allows you to create your own conversion tables.

4. Click OK to change the code page and return to the Data Administration main window.

   If you were connected to the schema holder and the ODBC data source when you chose to change the code page, OpenEdge disconnects you to make the change. The Connect Database dialog box appears to allow you to reconnect.
Deleting a schema holder

The Delete DataServer Schema utility allows you to delete the schema holder for an ODBC data source.

To delete a schema holder:

1. Access Data Administration and select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Delete DataServer Schema. A dialog box appears, prompting you to verify the deletion.

2. Click Yes to verify your selection. After OpenEdge deletes the schema holder, it displays a confirmation message.

3. Click OK to return to the Data Administration main window.
Migrating an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source

The DataServer for ODBC supports the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility that allows you to migrate an OpenEdge database to an ODBC data source. While the DataServer typically makes an ODBC data source conform to an OpenEdge database, this utility provides compatibility in the opposite direction. It copies an existing OpenEdge database schema into a target ODBC data source.

The OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility performs the following tasks:

- Creates objects in the target ODBC data source
- Creates the schema holder and schema image
- Optionally populates the ODBC data source by dumping and loading the data from the OpenEdge database

The ODBC data source that you create with this utility is a basis for an application database. Before deploying your new ODBC data source, you might want to make manual adjustments to take advantage of additional ODBC-compliant features that are not supported by the migration utility.

The OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility requires a local OpenEdge database.

Preparing a data source for the utility

The OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC migration utility does not literally translate definitions for OpenEdge fields into columns in your target data source. It automatically makes adjustments in the target data source in order to provide the functionality of the OpenEdge and target systems.

If your foreign data source supports all the functions of being compatible, the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility will create the objects in the ODBC data source. It converts arrays by using one column in the ODBC data source for each extent of the OpenEdge array. The utility generates names for the columns that it adds to a table in a target data source using the format field-name##extent-number. For example, an OpenEdge field called monthly-amount with an extent of 12 will have 12 columns in the data source with names such as MONTHLY_AMOUNT##1 through MONTHLY_AMOUNT##12. In DB2 UDB, however, you must name these columns column-name__1, column-name__2, and so forth. (Some DB2 UDB OS environments have trouble translating the pound sign (#) in object names.)

Running the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility

The OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility runs in Windows with a local DataServer accessing an ODBC target data source through an ODBC driver.

You can run the utility interactively from UNIX with a remote DataServer configuration, on Windows, or in batch mode.
Running the utility interactively

You can run the **OpenEdge-to-ODBC** utility interactively.

1. **Create a target data source.** You must use an empty target data source when you run the Progress-to-ODBC utility.
2. **Configure your ODBC driver to connect to your new target data source and register the target data source.**
3. **Start the OpenEdge client and connect to the OpenEdge database that you want to migrate to the target data source.**

   **Note:** For a DBE (double-byte enabled) DataServer application, you must specify the Internal Code Page (`-cpinternal`) and Stream Code Page (`-cpstream`) parameters when you start the OpenEdge client. The values that you specify for these parameters must match the code page that the target data source uses.

4. **From Data Administration, choose DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Schema Migration Tools → OpenEdge DB to ODBC.**
5. **The OpenEdge DB to ODBC Conversion dialog box appears:**

   ![OpenEdge DB to ODBC Conversion dialog box](image)

   The dialog box prompts you for information described in **Table 27**.
Table 27: OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface elements</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original OpenEdge Database</td>
<td>Accept the name of the connected source database or type the name of a database to which to connect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect parameters for OpenEdge</td>
<td>If you did not specify a new value for the name of the Original OpenEdge Database parameter, do not modify the Connect parameters for OpenEdge parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If you did specify a new value, type any additional connect parameters that are necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Schema holder Database</td>
<td>Type the name of the schema holder. The utility creates the schema holder if it does not exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC Data Source Name</td>
<td>Type the data source name (This is the name you specified when registering the data source in step 2 of the “Running the OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility” section on page 169). This is the name of the schema image and the name that you will use to refer to the target database in applications. The data-source name must be different from the name that you typed for the schema holder and different from the name of any other schema image existing in that schema holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign DBMS type</td>
<td>Select the foreign data-source type to which the ODBC driver is connecting. OpenEdge provides the following choices: Sybase, DB2, and Other. Select Other if you are accessing a target data source other than the ones listed here. Note that you will get only the generic ODBC SQL functionality if you access databases other than the ones listed here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC Username</td>
<td>Type the user ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC User's Password</td>
<td>Type the password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBC connect parameters</td>
<td>Type additional connection parameters for the schema holder. The utility provides the required -U and -P parameters, but you might want to specify others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codepage for Schema Image</td>
<td>Type the OpenEdge name for the code page that the ODBC data source uses. By default, the code page for a schema holder is ISO8859-1. You can leave this field blank and use the Change Code Page utility to add the code page information for the schema holder later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collation name</td>
<td>Enter the OpenEdge name for the collation that your ODBC data source will use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Provide the name of the target location for database objects generated by the migration. This value also becomes the qualifier for retrieving object definitions into the schema holder during the pull phase of the migration. For more information, see the “Migration considerations for DB2” section on page 173.

Create RECID Column

Enabled for Sybase and DB2/400 data sources only. Leave checked to create RECID column. When migrating to DB2/400 data source, options are enabled to create a RECID column for all tables or for only those tables that do not have a unique key constraint. Checked by default and second radio button is selected by default when data source is DB2/400.

Load SQL

If enabled, check this toggle box to execute the .sql file that contains the data definition for your OpenEdge database and load these definitions into the target data source. Uncheck this toggle box to generate only the SQL script.

Create Shadow Columns

If your ODBC data source is case sensitive, and you wish to maintain OpenEdge-compatible, case insensitive behavior, check this box; otherwise, leave blank. This option is disabled for data sources that are case-insensitive by default.

Move Data

Check this toggle box to dump and load data from the OpenEdge database to the target database. Copying data from a large database can take a long time. You can uncheck this toggle box if you want to dump and load data at a more convenient time.

This toggle box is available only if the Load SQL toggle box is checked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface elements</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection/Library</td>
<td>Provide the name of the target location for database objects generated by the migration. This value also becomes the qualifier for retrieving object definitions into the schema holder during the pull phase of the migration. For more information, see the “Migration considerations for DB2” section on page 173.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create RECID Column</td>
<td>Enabled for Sybase and DB2/400 data sources only. Leave checked to create RECID column. When migrating to DB2/400 data source, options are enabled to create a RECID column for all tables or for only those tables that do not have a unique key constraint. Checked by default and second radio button is selected by default when data source is DB2/400.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load SQL</td>
<td>If enabled, check this toggle box to execute the .sql file that contains the data definition for your OpenEdge database and load these definitions into the target data source. Uncheck this toggle box to generate only the SQL script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Shadow Columns</td>
<td>If your ODBC data source is case sensitive, and you wish to maintain OpenEdge-compatible, case insensitive behavior, check this box; otherwise, leave blank. This option is disabled for data sources that are case-insensitive by default.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move Data</td>
<td>Check this toggle box to dump and load data from the OpenEdge database to the target database. Copying data from a large database can take a long time. You can uncheck this toggle box if you want to dump and load data at a more convenient time. This toggle box is available only if the Load SQL toggle box is checked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you want a complete migration of your OpenEdge database to a target data source, you must enter information in all fields and check all toggle boxes.

The utility creates a schema holder, updates the empty target data source that you created to contain the objects stored in your OpenEdge database, and creates a startup procedure that you can use to connect your schema holder. The startup procedure derives its name from the ODBC name for your target database. For example, if you specified "sports" as the ODBC data-source name, the utility creates the csports.p startup procedure.

**Migration considerations for DB2**

DB2 for iSeries uses a SQL “Collection” or native “Library” to qualify data object selection. This is in contrast to most SQL data sources that use the owner name of the user performing the migration to determine how to qualify objects migrated to the ODBC data source. Note that the user is prompted for an additional interface element, **Collection/Library** when the foreign DBMS type is DB2/400. The default value given to the **Collection/Library** is derived from the Data Source Name (DSN) properties of the DB2 UDB driver configuration. You can specify any valid native “Library” in the **Collection/Library** parameter however OpenEdge expects and Progress recommends that data objects in the foreign data source are defined to the SQL “Collection” specified in the DSN configuration. “Collections” are SQL-compliant so objects defined to them are also SQL-compliant by definition. Data object definitions retrieved from native iSeries libraries are expected to be SQL-compliant as well. Any native attributes of database object definitions retrieved from objects in DB2/400 for iSeries “libraries” are not inclusive in their schema holder definitions if those attributes are purely native, i.e., are not SQL-compliant attributes. Progress recommends defining all database objects from all native libraries you wish to define to an OpenEdge schema holder in a single collection that you also specify in your DSN configuration.

### Table 27: OpenEdge DB-to-ODBC utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface elements</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Include Defaults</td>
<td>Check to allow default values defined for fields of OpenEdge database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes: This option is available only for DB2/400 data sources. If an OpenEdge DATE field has an initial value other than TODAY, then the value will not be pushed to the foreign data source.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For fields width use:</td>
<td>When pushing fields to a foreign data source, you can select one of two primary field format options:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Width</td>
<td>Uses the value of the _width field in the _field record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ABL Format</td>
<td>Compiles with the current default width specified. (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you select the ABL Format option, you have an additional setting to define:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expand x(8) to 30</td>
<td>This setting is on by default to indicate that the format for the character fields defined as x(8) will be created as 30 characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: You cannot use the Expand x(8) to 30 setting with the Width option.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alternatively, the iSeries Access for Windows native driver for iSeries may provide some native feature mapping not available with the branded DB2 UDB driver provided with OpenEdge. When the native driver is used, if not specified, the default "Collection/Library" name originates from the 'SQL Default Library' specified by the DSN. If 'SQL Default Library' is not specified but a 'Library List' is designated by the DSN, then the first library in the library list is designated as the default 'Collection/Library'. If neither of these values are specified by the DSN, then the user id of the user performing the dictionary action is used for the default 'Collection/Library' value.

**Running the utility in batch mode**

To run the Progress-to-ODBC utility in batch mode:

1. Create a target ODBC data source. You must use an empty target data source when you run the **Progress-to-ODBC** utility.
2. Configure your ODBC driver to connect to your new target data source.
3. On your client machine, pass parameters to the utility by setting the environment variables listed in Table 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 28: Progress-to-ODBC utility batch parameters (1 of 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environment variable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRTDEFAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODBNAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCONPARMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHDBNAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCDBNAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCUSERNAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCPASSWORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCCONPAMRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCICODEPAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCICOLLNAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODBCTYPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOADSQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVEDATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOWCOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 28: Progress-to-ODBC utility batch parameters (3 of 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQLWIDTH</td>
<td>Default: NO Specifies if the migration must use the _WIDTH field to calculate column size instead of using the format field. <strong>Dependencies:</strong> Specify YES to use the _WIDTH field in the column's schema image to calculate column size in place of the default format field, else ABL Format is used to size migrated column.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPANDX8</td>
<td>Default: YES Set to YES to double the length of fields on conversion, and NO otherwise. If set to YES, the single-byte characters receive adequate size as double-byte characters in MSS UCS-2 format. Specify NO if you want the column size of the server calculated directly from the x(8) format value. <strong>Dependencies:</strong> This option is ignored if SQLWIDTH is set to YES.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Enter the following commands to set and export environment variables at the system prompt, then run protoodb.p:

```
PRODBNAME=db-name; export PRODBNAME
PROCONPARMS="-1 -i"
SHDBNAME=schema-holder-name; export SHDBNAME
    ...
pro -b -p product/odb/protoodb.p
```
Using the Adjust Schema utility

The Adjust Schema utility allows you to compare your ODBC Schema holder information with the original OpenEdge database, updating any OpenEdge attributes in the schema holder. These attributes include field names, labels, help, validation expressions and messages. You must be connected to the OpenEdge database and the schema holder that you want to compare to before running this utility.

To adjust your schema:

1. From Data Administration, select DataServer → ODBC Utilities → Schema Migration Tools → Adjust Schema. The Adjust Schema dialog box appears:

If you leave the **all** in the Files To Compare section, all objects are compared and the changes are made. If you only want to compare certain objects, you must enter the information in the following format:

```
<comma-separated list of tables>;<comma-separated list of sequences>;<comma-separated list of views>
```

For example:

```
customer,order;next-order-num,next-cust-num;custview,ordview
```

2. Click OK.

All of the objects that are compared will be displayed on screen as they are processed.
Modifying a schema holder

You can begin using the DataServer as soon as you load your ODBC data-source data definitions into the schema holder. However, you might want to use OpenEdge features such as labels, validation expressions, or validation messages. You also might want to change the default data type provided for fields in the schema image tables.

You can define OpenEdge information at the table and field levels in the schema holder. The following sections describe how to enter OpenEdge information at both levels. An additional section describes how to select an index to support the ROWID function.

Modifying table-level information

You must follow specific steps to modify table-level information.

To modify information in the schema holder at the table level:

1. Access the Data Dictionary.
2. Select a table from the Tables list; for example, the Customer table.
3. Click Table Properties. The Table Properties dialog box appears:

![Table Properties dialog box]

4. Click Validation. The Table Validation dialog box appears. You can change either the validation expression or the message by typing new text in the fields.
5. Click OK to return to the Table Properties dialog box.
6. Click OK to return to the Data Dictionary main window.
Modifying field-level information

You can modify field-level information.

To modify information in the schema holder at the field level:

1. Access the Data Dictionary, if you are not already there, and click Fields. The Fields list appears.

2. Select a table from the Tables list.

3. Select a field from the Fields list.

4. Click Field Properties. The following dialog box appears:

![Field Properties dialog box]

You can enter OpenEdge information at the field level, such as a validation expression or a validation message.

The Data Dictionary displays the standard ODBC SQL names for data types and not the native ODBC data-source names. Using the Data Dictionary, you can make the following changes:

- Change the data type or the format in which OpenEdge displays data. For example, the Sybase smallint data type maps to the ODBC SQL SQL_SMALLINT data type, which in turn maps to the INTEGER data type. However, you can change the SQL_SMALLINT mapping to the DECIMAL or LOGICAL data type instead.

- For CHARACTER fields that are not indexed, you can change the case sensitivity.

Note: You cannot create fields or add mandatory or extent properties to them.
5. Choose **DataServer** to view the field name and position as stored in the ODBC data source. A dialog box similar to the following appears:

![DataServer Dialog Box](image)

**Note:** You cannot change ODBC data-source information using the Data Dictionary. For example, the `custnum` field is named `custnum` in the demonstration database.

6. Click OK.

7. When you are done making changes, click **OK** to return to the **Data Dictionary** main window.

**Note:** You can override field-level validation expressions in your application by including the appropriate ABL statement.

### Defining the ROWID

When you create or update a schema holder, the DataServer uses the following guidelines to select a column in an ODBC data-source table to support the **ROWID** function:

- If the data-source table has a **PROGRESS_RECID** column, the DataServer selects that column. A column of this type provides optimal support for the **ROWID** function; you cannot select an alternative to it.

- If the data-source table does not have a **PROGRESS_RECID** column, the DataServer evaluates the available indexes and selects one according to the following preferences:
  
  a. Unique, single-component, mandatory, integer
  b. Unique, single-component, integer
  c. Unique, single-component, mandatory, any data type except float
  d. Unique, multi-component, any data type

If more than one index in the data-source table meets the second level—unique, single-component, integer—the DataServer selects the first such index that it encounters to support the **ROWID** function. Note that the indexes in this class are not mandatory, hence it is essential that you enforce the column supporting **ROWID** as mandatory at least through code if not through definitions. If your application handles an index in such a way as to make it a better support for the **ROWID** function, you can designate it in the Data Dictionary.
Note: An index that you select as a ROWID must be defined as a unique index. It must also be mandatory, if not by definition, then by means of the application code.

You can select an index to support the ROWID function, in the Data Dictionary with the schema holder connected. (You do not have to connect to the ODBC data source.)

To select an index to support the ROWID function:

1. Click the Tables mode button.
2. Select the table whose ROWID you want to modify.
3. Click the Table Properties button.
4. Click the DataServer button. The ROWID Choices dialog box appears:

```
ROWID Choices dialog box
```

5. Double-click an index to see detailed information on its attributes. The following dialog box appears:

```
Detail Information dialog box
```

6. Click OK to return to the ROWID Choices dialog box.
7. Select the index that you want to use to support ROWID.
8. Click OK to return to the Table Properties dialog box.
Modifying tables to support ROWID function for Sybase

If you want to use the ROWID function with an ODBC data source, you must make certain changes to your data-source table. The following example uses Sybase to illustrate the necessary changes.

To modify tables to support the ROWID function, using a Sybase database:

1. Add a column of the integer data type named PROGRESS_RECID. The new column must be able to contain null. For example:

   ```sql
   alter table table
   add PROGRESS_RECID integer null
   ```

2. Add a column with identity characteristics named PROGRESS_RECID_IDENT_. The new column must have the numeric data type. For example:

   ```sql
   alter table table
   add PROGRESS_RECID_IDENT_ numeric(10,0) identity
   ```

3. Create a trigger to maintain the PROGRESS_RECID column, as shown:

   ```sql
   create trigger _TI_table on table for insert as
   begin
   if (select max(inserted.PROGRESS_RECID) from inserted) is NULL
   begin
   update table set PROGRESS_RECID = @@identify
   where PROGRESS_RECID is null
   select convert (int, @@identity)
   end
   end
   ```

4. Change the nonunique indexes so that they include a PROGRESS_RECID column as the last component, as shown:

   ```sql
   create index table##index on table (column, PROGRESS_RECID)
   ```

5. If you have already created your schema holder, update it to reflect your changes to the data-source table.

If your data source supports stored procedures, you may modify the steps above to implement the ROWID function using a similar syntax.

To modify tables to support the ROWID function, using a DB2/400 database:

1. Add a column with identity characteristics named PROGRESS_RECID. The new column must be able to contain null. For example:
DB2/400 data sources do not require a trigger or stored procedure to generate the identity value since a value is generated by the system for the identity column automatically.

2. Change the nonunique indexes so that they include a `PROGRESS_RECID` column as the last component. For example:

```sql
create index table##index on table (column, PROGRESS_RECID)
```

3. If you have already created your schema holder, update it to reflect your changes to the data source table.

```
alter table table
    add PROGRESS_RECID bigint GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY
           (START WITH 1 INCREMENT BY 1)
```
Adding extended ABL support

The DataServer provides support for arrays, case-insensitive indexed fields, and the ABL **ROWID** function when certain objects exist in an ODBC data source. You can modify your data source to support these extended features. You can also add support for these features when you create new tables.

The DataServer maintains the columns that you add to your ODBC data-source tables to support these extended features. If non-OpenEdge applications are updating those data-source tables, these applications must be aware of the additional columns and update them appropriately. You can use triggers, if your data source supports them, to make sure that the columns are updated correctly.

The following sections describe how to modify an existing ODBC data source so that it supports arrays, case-insensitive indexes, and OpenEdge record identifiers. See the “**ROWID function**” section on page 68 for alternate ways to support this function.

Modifying tables to support arrays

The DataServer allows you to extend OpenEdge’s ability to support database arrays to your ODBC data source. To have access to this functionality, you must make certain changes to your data-source table.

To modify tables to support arrays:

1. Name the columns of a data-source table that you want the DataServer to roll into an array `column##1, column##2`, etc. The columns must be adjacent and in sequence.

2. Make sure that these columns are of the same data type. For example, if you want the schema holder to include an array named `MONTH` with 12 elements, the ODBC data-source table must have 12 adjacent columns of the same data type named `month##1, month##2, month##3`, and so forth. OpenEdge names the corresponding field in the schema holder `month`. In your applications, refer to each element of the array as `month[1], month[2], month[3]`, and so forth.

3. If you have already created your schema holder, update it to reflect your changes to the data-source table.

Note: For DB2/400 arrays, enter the text "__" (two underscores) instead of "##" (two number signs).
Modifying tables to support case-insensitive indexes

You can use case-insensitive indexes with an ODBC data source, after making certain changes to your data-source table.

To modify tables to support case-insensitive indexes:

1. Add a column of the same data type before the indexed column. The new column must immediately precede the indexed column.

2. Name the column \_S\#\_column1.
   
   For example, if your table has an indexed column named emp_id, name the new column \_S\#\_emp_id. The new column accommodates the uppercase version of the index.

3. Set the \_S\#\_column to the uppercase value of the original column.

4. Recreate the index with the \_S\#\_column as a component in place of the original column.

5. If you have already created your schema holder, update it to reflect your changes to the data-source table.
Troubleshooting

This chapter describes common problems and how to work around them. Specifically, it explains troubleshooting techniques for:

- Tuning your environment with the -Dsrv startup parameter
- ODBC driver problems in Windows platforms

For information on troubleshooting DataServer connections, see the “Connection failures and OpenEdge responses” section on page 144 and the “Accessing the DataServer log” section on page 147.
Chapter 6: Troubleshooting

Tuning your environment with the -Dsrv startup parameter

The DataServer (-Dsrv) startup parameter allows you to use special ODBC or DataServer options to tune your environment. You pass these options as arguments to -Dsrv when connecting to an ODBC data source.

There are two versions of the syntax, as follows:

Syntax

CONNECT data-source-name -ld logical-name -dt ODBC
-Dsrv arg1, val1 -Dsrv arg2, val2 -Dsrv arg3, val3...

Syntax

CONNECT data-source-name -ld logical-name -dt ODBC
-Dsrv arg1, val1, arg2, val2, arg3, val3...

In this syntax:

- The schema holder is already connected.
- The data-source-name argument is the name of the data source and the logical-name argument is its logical name, which is defined when you created your schema image.
- You pass the options as the argn, valn pairs.

Here is an example of how to use the CONNECT statement with the -Dsrv parameter:

CONNECT mssql_db -ld mydb -Ux -Py
-Dsrv qt_debug, EXTENDED
-Dsrv PRGRS_IDBUF, 100
-Dsrv PRGRS_MINBUF, 10000
-Dsrv MAX_R, 10000.

Note that MAX_R is an abbreviation of MAX_ROWS. You can abbreviate option names as long as they identify parameters uniquely.

Both the syntax statements and the example show the use of the -Dsrv startup parameter in CONNECT statements. You can also specify -Dsrv options in a parameter file, on a program item command line, or in the Connection Parameters field in the Database Connect dialog box.

ODBC options

The DataServer allows you access to selected options defined in the ODBC interface by providing corresponding options that you can use with the -Dsrv startup parameter. Each OpenEdge-supplied ODBC option has a name of the form option-name and corresponds with a startup option in the ODBC interface having the name SQL_option-name. Table 29 lists the OpenEdge-supplied ODBC startup options and the corresponding startup options defined in the ODBC interface.
Tuning your environment with the -Dsrv startup parameter

Refer to any good ODBC application developer's guide for information on the ODBC-defined options.

When you specify an OpenEdge-supplied ODBC option with the -Dsrv startup parameter, the DataServer sends the option to the ODBC driver for processing by the ODBC interface.

The following example of the -Dsrv startup parameter tells the ODBC driver to return no more than 1,000 rows to the OpenEdge application:

```
-Dsrv MAX_ROWS,1000
```

Note: The DataServer generally sets the correct value automatically. Therefore, you should reserve use of the ODBC options for troubleshooting and fine-tuning purposes only.

DataServer options

In addition to the ODBC-defined options, the DataServer provides a number of -Dsrv options that are defined on the DataServer side of a connection. Each DataServer
option has a name of the form PRGRS_option-name, to reflect its origin. Table 30 lists and describes these options.

Table 30: DataServer options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PRGRS_ALWAYS_INDEX   | The value is either 1 for ON or 0 for OFF. The default value is 0. This option determines whether or not the DataServer should always order result sets. If this option is set to OFF, then queries that do not explicitly describe a desired ordering or that do not require ordering by OpenEdge will return unordered results.  
  **Note:** The driver data source must be able to preserve cursors beyond a transaction boundary in order for you to be able to select the PRGRS_ALWAYS_INDEX option. |
| PRGS_CACHE_CONN      | Specifies a maximum value to indicate the number of ODBC connections that can be cached without having to close existing connections. The default is 5.                                                                 |
| PRGRS_CONNECT        | Passes a connection string to the ODBC driver.                                                                                                                                                               |
| PRGRS_IDBUF          | Specifies the number of keys in the scrolling buffer. The value must be greater than 0. The default value is 25 keys.                                                                                         |
| PRGRS_LOCK_ERRORS    | Specifies that when an application gets the stated error message, standard error handling behavior occurs (that is, OpenEdge waits and retries rather than halting). Valid values are native ODBC data-source error message numbers. |
| PRGRS_MAPFIXEDCHAR   | For foreign data types that map to the ODBC SQL_TYPE_CHARACTER fixed length data type, this parameter specifies that white space data should be trimmed from the right or trailing side of a non-white space character value in a result set. Since the OpenEdge CHARACTER data type to which the SQL_TYPE_CHARACTER fixed length type maps is variable in length, it makes sense to trim the padded white space at the end of the fixed area, truncating the server value and NULL terminating that truncated value. Progress recommends you specify this value if the trailing white space in the fixed length character field is not significant to your server's data values or the value you need to receive into the OpenEdge client application. |
| PRGRS_MINBUF         | Specifies the minimum size of the buffer used to get data from the DataServer. Use this keyword only with drivers that fail to fetch large records. The default value is 500 bytes. If you specify a value smaller than the default, OpenEdge uses the default value. |
The following example of the -Dsrv startup parameter sets the number of keys in the scrolling buffer to 100:

```
-Dsrv PRGRS_IDBUF,100
```

The "Using ODBC and DataServer options" section on page 192 discusses when and how to use these options.
Using ODBC and DataServer options

This section provides information on using various ODBC and DataServer options.

DataServer connection options

Some data sources (for example, Sybase) support transactions with a degree of granularity that might cause error conditions when executing complex transactions. For example, a transaction might be rolled back unsuccessfully.

Avoid using the data-source transaction manager in such cases. Instead, specify -Dsrv AUTOCOMMIT,1 to use the OpenEdge client’s local before-image mechanism to connect to the data source. This startup parameter creates a transaction from each SQL statement that the DataServer issues. OpenEdge emulates the logical transaction on behalf of the application using the local before-image mechanism. This connection technique is useful in multi-database applications.

Notes: OpenEdge does not guarantee crash recovery when it uses the local before-image mechanism to emulate transactions.

The Sybase ODBC drivers require -Dsrv AUTOCOMMIT,1.

Query result order: The PRGRS_ALWAYS_INDEX option

Some queries can gain a performance advantage when the result set from the query does not use an index to order the results. In older versions of the ODBC DataServer, results sets were always indexed because queries and their results were gathered in segments with new cursors being generated for each query segment. However, most advanced drivers and data sources now allow a single cursor to be retained for the life of a given query, even across a transaction boundary. Drivers that can preserve cursors are allowed to execute unindexed queries if the PRGRS_ALWAYS_INDEX option is set to 0 (off). When this option is off and the user does not specify an index or BY clause for the results of their ABL statement and the particular ABL being executed does not require scrolling capability in the OpenEdge client, the query result will remain unindexed by the DataServer.

Note: In an unindexed query, the DataServer will not send an ORDER BY clause to the data source. However, the DataServer has no control over whether or not the actual data source utilizes an index in order to generate a result set.

Concurrent query execution: The PRGRS_CACHE_CONN option

It is possible to run read-only queries in separate connections through the driver to the data source. Opening a separate connection to run a query or stored procedure might provide better performance; although, having too many open connections might also degrade performance. The PRGRS_CACHE_CONN option allows you to set a limit for the maximum number of server connections available in the DataServer session. If the session attempts to exceed the maximum threshold, a session will need to wait for an existing connection to complete first before an additional connection can be made.
Connection problems: The PRGRS_CONNECT option

The PRGRS_CONNECT option allows you to pass ODBC-specific information to the ODBC driver. It has the following syntax:

Syntax

-Dsrv PRGRS_CONNECT,connection-string;

The connection string is separated from the option by a comma (,) and ends with a semicolon (;).

Use the PRGRS_CONNECT option in the following cases:

• To connect to an ODBC data source whose name is not allowed by OpenEdge; for example, a name that includes blank spaces, ampersands (&), commas (,), and/or carets (^). In the connection string, pass the following characters rather than the unallowed characters. The driver resolves the passed characters to the unallowed character:
  – Pass the ampersand (&) character as two ampersand (&&) characters.
  – Pass the caret (^) character as two caret (^^) characters.
  – Pass the blank space character as an ampersand and a caret (&^).
  – Pass the comma (,) character as a caret and ampersand (^&).

• To establish complex connections that require more than the Physical Database Name (-db), User ID (-U), and Password (-P) parameters. In all cases, the values must not be space delimited and must be passed in a single connection string. For example, the following connection string sets the user ID and password for the server and user ID and password for the data source:

DSN=sports;UID=engine-login-name;PWD=engine-loginpass;
UIDDBMS=dblogin-name;PWDDBMS=dblogin-pass

For more information and syntax examples, see the “Special connection issues” section on page 138.

Key-buffer size: The PRGRS_IDBUF option

The PRGRS_IDBUF option sets the size of the key-buffer. Generally, a default of 25 keys is sufficient. If the driver does not have preserved cursors across a transaction boundary, the key-buffer is used with all non-lookahead cursors. If the driver does have preserved cursors across a transaction boundary, use the PRGRS_IDBUF option.
Locking error messages: The PRGRS_LOCK_ERROR option

Some data sources do not distinguish between lock problems and errors. The PRGRS_LOCK_ERROR option lets you control how your application reacts if it encounters an error that is actually a lock problem when accessing a data source. Use this option to pass the native error number to the DataServer so that it handles this error as it would a Progress lock problem; that is, the DataServer waits and retries, rather than halting the application:

```
CONNECT data source name -ld logical-name -dt ODBC
  -Dsrv PRGRS_LOCK_ERROR, error-number1, error-number2.
```

Large rows: The PRGRS_MINBUF option

Some data rows can be very large; for example, in a Sybase data source, rows often have large fields such as IMAGE and MEMO. The ODBC protocol specifies a dynamic buffer allocation process for handling large rows that do not initially fit into clients’ buffers; however, some drivers do not yet follow the correct ODBC protocol and do not handle these large rows correctly. Use the -Dsrv PRGRS_MINBUF, size option to force a minimum buffer size. For example, -Dsrv PRGRS_MINBUF,15000 enables the DataServer to handle 15K rows even with drivers that fail to follow the ODBC protocol.

**Note:** It is often difficult to determine when there is a buffer size problem and how to choose the correct value for PRGRS_MINBUF. Be careful when using this option.

Schema import: The PRGRS_NO_INDEX option

For ODBC drivers that are not fully ODBC Level 1 compliant, one potential trouble area is data-source index information. The DataServer requires a unique index for each table and view in order to scroll, update, delete, and create rows. If the process of fetching schema information fails, you can reconnect to the data source using the -Dsrv PRGRS_NO_INDEX,1 startup parameter to specify that index information is not automatically imported. Instead, you create a unique index definition manually by using the Data Dictionary. This guarantees that you can create a unique index for a combination of fields that truly have a unique index in the data source. Note that creating the index does not create an index in the ODBC data source; it marks the DataServer for the unique key for that table.

SQL statements cache: The PRGRS_PREPCACHE option

The DataServer keeps a cache of prepared SQL statements that it reuses with new parameters. This mechanism improves the DataServer performance. You can use the PRGRS_PREPCACHE option to manage this cache in two ways:

- Some drivers might fail in reusing a prepared statement or in getting the second record for a particular query. Using -Dsrv PRGRS_PREPCACHE,0 instructs the DataServer to re-prepare each SQL statement.

- Use the PRGRS_PREPCACHE option to control the size of the cache. The default cache size is 20 statements. You can increase the size for large applications that reuse many queries. The maximum size depends on the amount of resources you have available.
Concurrent procedure results: The PRGRS_PROC_TRAN option

The DataServer allows only one active request for running a sorted procedure before you run a second one. However, you can process results from several stored procedures concurrently if you set the PRGRS_PROC_TRAN switch to 1 (on). When switched on, this option will cause a separate connection to be used for each stored procedure request (assuming the PRGRS_CACHE_CONN threshold has not been exceeded).

Caution: When procedures run in separate connections of the same DataServer session, the scopes of their respective transactions are isolated from one another. If one running procedure attempts to update the same record used by another running procedure in the same DataServer session, a lock time out or even a deadlock could occur.

Cursor characteristics: The PRGRS_STABLE_CURS option

The ODBC driver and its data source ultimately determine whether a cursor is stable during the commit or rollback of a transaction and if the cursor can persist beyond a single transaction scope. The DataServer normally resolves cursor characteristics by interrogating the driver and setting the run-time environment accordingly. OpenEdge does not recommend bypassing normal operation under most circumstances. However, if your driver and/or data source do not provide stable cursors, then under very specific circumstances, you might improve performance by setting the PRGRS_STABLE_CURS option to 1 (on). If all the ABL you run in your OpenEdge DataServer session is without transactions or if all of its queries and resultant data sets are fully processed on one or the other side of any existing transaction boundaries, setting this option is possible.

Note: This is a session-level switch which means all ABL run in that session must comply with the above requirements.

Wait time for asynchronous connections: The PRGRS_WAIT_DELAY option

The PRGRS_WAIT_DELAY option is ignored unless you are running in ODBC asynchronous mode. Check your driver and OpenEdge connection requirements to determine if you are allowed to run in asynchronous mode. This option allows you to determine the number of seconds you would want the DataServer to delay further execution while waiting for the driver to respond to a request that might initiate a lock on database resources. The delay is initiated when the NO-WAIT option is used in ABL and the DataServer is awaiting a response to a database request made through the ODBC driver.

RECID Buffer size—the ZPRGRS_RECID_BUF_SIZE, nnn Option

The DataServer for MS SQL Server tries to select a unique index over each table defined in your schema holder to support the Progress RECID/ROWID functions. RECID functionality enables backward and forward scrolling in the DataServer product. The RECID buffer is used to sort key information about the unique index selected to support RECID. The default RECID buffer size is 245 bytes. The space is used dynamically to allocate the RECID buffer for a given record. The RECID buffer size needs to be large enough to contain all the key information regarding the unique index. If the unique index selected is a composite of many columns or contains large column names, the RECID key information might exceed the RECID buffer size and issue error message 2090. If you exceed the RECID buffer limit, Progress Software Corporation first
recommends that you try to find an alternative unique index with a smaller number of key fields. This should help to improve performance during record access as well. You can change the \texttt{RECID} index in the Data Dictionary by selecting the \texttt{DataServer} button from the \texttt{Table Properties} of the table in your schema holder.

If it is not possible to change the selected \texttt{RECID} unique index for the table that is causing the buffer overflow, you can expand the area by setting the startup option as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
-Dsrv ZPRGRS_RECID_BUF_SIZE, nnn
\end{verbatim}

Where \texttt{nnn} is the new size of the area in bytes.

You can expand the \texttt{RECID} buffer size to a maximum of 1000 bytes. The minimum size is 44 bytes. The algorithm to determine minimum adjusted size is as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item 9 + Length of first Index column name + Length of first column data + 17
  \item + Length of second Index column name + Length of second column data + 22
  \item + Length of third Index column name + Length of third column data + 22
  \item + ...
\end{itemize}

\textbf{ODBC driver problems in Windows platforms}

The ODBC drivers use the MS-Windows DLL technology. A driver problem can leave the driver’s DLL in an unstable state. In this case, the next attempt to connect to the driver might fail with a GPF or with an unexpected error message. If this occurs, you might need to unload the driver’s DLL by using Windows utilities or by restarting Windows.

In addition, drivers utilized by ODBC can get overlaid with incompatible DLL versions as other products are installed on your system. You might need to reinstall ODBC drivers and products if such incompatibilities occur.
Appendix A describes how to upgrade a DataServer application. You can perform either of the following types of upgrades:

- Upgrading schema holders
- Upgrading from one data source version to another
Upgrading schema holders

If you have prior version schema holders and want to take advantage of current OpenEdge version features, you must prepare the schema holder before using the Release 10 DataServer.

To prepare to update a schema holder:

1. Start the version of OpenEdge with which the schema holder was created, then connect to the schema holder.
2. Dump the data definitions (.df file) from the schema holder and move the .df file to the new client machine, if necessary. Dumping and loading a .df file is the only way to preserve any information that you might have added to the schema, such as display formats, help strings, and validation expressions.
3. Start the current version of OpenEdge.
4. Create and connect to an empty OpenEdge database.
5. From the Data Administration main menu, choose Admin → Load Data and Definitions → Data Definitions (.df).
6. Type the name of your .df file, and click OK.
   The utility loads the .df file into the schema holder.
7. Use the Verify Table Definitions DataServer utility to verify the data definitions in the schema holder.
8. Recompile your r-code against the new schema holder.
Upgrading from one data source version to another

Depending on the current version of your ODBC data source, you might need to upgrade it to a more recent version that is supported by the DataServer for ODBC. (For data-source version requirements, see the Release Notes, OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration, or the OpenEdge Platform and Product Availability Guide available at www.progress.com.) Note that there is no path for upgrading from an earlier version of your ODBC data source through the DataServer.

To upgrade your ODBC data source to a new driver and data source name (DSN):

1. Upgrade the earlier driver version for connecting your data source to the newer one. See the documentation from your driver vendor for instructions. Documentation for OpenEdge branded drivers can be found in $DLC/odbc.

2. Using the Data Administration Dump utility, dump a data definitions file (.df) from the schema holder you used to access the ODBC data source.

3. Create a new empty OpenEdge database.

4. Using a new DSN and driver, connect to the ODBC data source.

5. Using the Data Administration Load utility, load the .df file into the empty OpenEdge database. This results in a new schema image populated for your data source.

6. Recompile your ABL r-code against the new schema holder.
Appendix B contains reference entries for the following ABL extensions, which support sending SQL statements from within ABL procedures:

- **CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE statement**
- **PROC–HANDLE function**
- **PROC–STATUS function**
- **RUN STORED–PROCEDURE statement**
CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE statement

For a non-ABL stored procedure, indicates that the procedure has completed execution and retrieves any return status. For a send–sql–statement stored procedure, closes the SQL cursor used by the procedure.

Syntax

```
CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE procedure
[ integer-field = PROC–STATUS ]
[ WHERE PROC–HANDLE = integer-field ]
```

**procedure**

The name of the stored procedure that you want to close or the built-in procedure name, send–sql–statement.

**integer-field = PROC–STATUS**

Assigns the return value from a stored procedure to the specified integer field or variable (integer-field).

**WHERE PROC–HANDLE = integer-field**

An integer field or variable whose value uniquely identifies the stored procedure that produces the results returned from the data source or the SQL cursor of a send–sql–statement stored procedure.

**Notes**

- If you specified a PROC–HANDLE when you ran a stored procedure, you must specify the PROC–HANDLE when you close the stored procedure.

- If you do not specify a PROC–HANDLE, the CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE statement closes the procedure if there is only one stored procedure running. If there is more than one stored procedure running, an error is returned.

- You cannot close a send–sql–statement procedure until you have retrieved all row results.

- You can close all stored procedures at once with the following statement:

```
RUN STORED–PROC closeallprocs.
```

**See also** PROC–HANDLE function, PROC–STATUS function, RUN STORED–PROCEDURE statement
PROC–HANDLE function

Returns the appropriate return value data type (usually integer) that acts as a unique identifier for an ODBC stored procedure.

Syntax

```
PROC–HANDLE
```

Example

This procedure runs the stored procedure pcust and writes the procedure handle to the variable iHandle. It writes the results of the stored procedure identified by this procedure handle into the ABL buffer, proc-text-buffer, and displays it:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE iHandle AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
RUN STORED-PROCEDURE pcust iHandle = PROC–HANDLE (10, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer WHERE PROC–HANDLE = iHandle:
   DISPLAY proc-text.
END.
CLOSE STORED-PROCEDURE pcust WHERE PROC–HANDLE = iHandle.
```

Notes

- Progress Software Corporation recommends that you specify a procedure handle for each stored procedure that you run.
- You do not have to specify a handle if there is only one active stored procedure and you do not include SQL statements in the application.

See also

CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE statement, PROC–STATUS function, RUN STORED–PROCEDURE statement
PROC–STATUS function

Returns the return status from an ODBC stored procedure. The return status is an integer value that indicates whether a stored procedure failed and why it failed. See your ODBC data-source documentation for descriptions of the possible values for the return status.

Syntax

```
PROC–STATUS
```

Example

This procedure runs the stored procedure `pcust` and writes the results of the stored procedure into the ABL buffer, `proc-text-buffer`. The `CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE` statement then retrieves the output parameters. The return status is written to the variable `iStat` and is displayed:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE iStat AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
RUN STORED–PROCEDURE pcust (10, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0).
FOR EACH proc-text-buffer:
    DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
END.
CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE pcust iStat = PROC–STATUS.
DISPLAY stat.
```

Note

For descriptions of the possible values for the return status of a non-ABL stored procedure, see your data-source documentation.

See also

`CLOSE STORED–PROCEDURE` statement, `PROC–HANDLE` function, `RUN STORED–PROCEDURE` statement
RUN STORED–PROCEDURE statement

Runs a non-ABL stored procedure or allows you to send SQL to an SQL-based data source using a DataServer.

Syntax

```
RUN STORED-PROCEDURE procedure
   [ integer-field = PROC-HANDLE ]
   [ NO-ERROR ]
   [ ( parameter [ , parameter ] ... ) ]
```

**procedure**

The name of the stored procedure that you want to run or the ABL built-in procedure name, `send-sql-statement`, to send SQL to an SQL-based data source.

**integer-field = PROC-HANDLE**

Assigns a value to the specified integer field or variable (`integer-field`) that uniquely identifies the stored procedure returning results from the non-OpenEdge database or that uniquely identifies the SQL cursor used to retrieve results from an ODBC-compliant data source.

**NO-ERROR**

Specifies that any ERROR conditions that the `RUN STORED-PROCEDURE` statement produces are suppressed. Before you close a stored procedure, check the `ERROR-STATUS` handle for information on any errors that occurred. You receive an error when you attempt to close a stored procedure that did not start. The `NO-ERROR` option must appear before any run-time parameter list.

**parameter**

A run-time parameter to be passed to the stored procedure. A `parameter` has the following syntax:

Syntax

```
[ INPUT | OUTPUT | INPUT-OUTPUT ] [ PARAM parameter-name = ] expression
```

An `expression` is a constant, field name, variable name, or expression. `INPUT` is the default. `OUTPUT` and `INPUT-OUTPUT` parameters must be record fields or program variables.

If you run `send-sql-statement` for an SQL-based data source, you must pass a single character expression `parameter` containing the SQL statement you want the data source to execute.

If you do not specify `parameter-name` (the name of a keyword parameter defined by the stored procedure), you must supply all of the parameters in correct order. If you do specify `parameter-name`, you must precede your assignment statement
with the keyword `PARAM`. If you do not supply a required parameter, and no default is specified in the stored procedure, you receive a run-time error.

**Examples**

This procedure runs the stored procedure `pcust` and writes the results of the stored procedure into the ABL buffer, `proc-text-buffer`:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE iHandle AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
RUN STORED-PROCEDURE pcust iHandle = PROC-HANDLE
   (10, OUTPUT 0, OUTPUT 0) NO-ERROR.
   IF ERROR-STATUS:ERROR THEN
     MESSAGE 'Stored Procedure failed to run'.
     FOR EACH proc-text-buffer WHERE PROC-HANDLE = iHandle:
       DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
     END.
   CLOSE STORED-PROCEDURE pcust WHERE PROC-HANDLE = iHandle.
```

This procedure uses the `send-sql-statement` option of the `RUN STORED-PROCEDURE` statement to send SQL to an ODBC-compliant data source. It writes the results of the stored procedure into the ABL buffer, `proc-text-buffer`:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE iHandle AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement iHandle = PROC-HANDLE
   ("SELECT name, custnum FROM customer").
   FOR EACH proc-text-buffer WHERE PROC-HANDLE = iHandle:
     DISPLAY proc-text_buffer.
   END.
   CLOSE STORED-PROC send-sql-statement WHERE PROC-HANDLE = iHandle.
```

This code example shows how to trap errors from the non-OpenEdge RDBMS within a procedure:

```
DEFINE VARIABLE iHandle AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
DEFINE VARIABLE ix AS INTEGER NO-UNDO.
RUN STORED-PROC send-sql-statement iHandle = PROC-HANDLE NO-ERROR
   ("select count(*) from pcust.customer where name between 'A' and 'Z' ").
   IF ERROR STATUS:ERROR THEN DO:
     DO ix = 1 TO ERROR-STATUS:NUM-MESSAGES:
       MESSAGE 'error' ERROR-STATUS:GET-NUMBER(ix)
     END.
   END.
   FOR EACH proc-text-buffer.
     DISPLAY proc-text-buffer.
   END.
   CLOSE STORED-PROC send-sql-statement WHERE PROC-HANDLE = iHandle.
```

**Note**
The `RUN STORED-PROCEDURE` statement starts a transaction with the same scope as transactions started with the `UPDATE` statement.

**See also**
- `CLOSE STORED-PROCEDURE` statement
- `PROC-HANDLE` function
- `PROC-STATUS` function
Appendix C describes utilities and parameters you use to configure, manage, start, and stop the DataServer host and client. This appendix contains the following sections:

- Progress Explorer command line utilities for the DataServer
- DataServer startup parameters
Progress Explorer command line utilities for the DataServer

This section describes the utilities you use to configure, manage, start, and stop a DataServer. The utilities are presented in alphabetical order. This section discusses the purpose, syntax, and primary parameters for each operating system. For more information about the utilities and their role and relationship to other system administration facilities, see OpenEdge Getting Started: Installation and Configuration.
NSCONFIG utility

Use the NSCONFIG utility to help you debug existing NameServer configurations defined in a properties file, such as the ubroker.properties file. This utility displays the property settings associated with a NameServer configuration, and checks that the syntax and values are valid.

The NSCONFIG utility runs locally, on the machine on which the AdminServer is running. The utility does not run across the network.

Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>nsconfig [ [ [ -name name-server ] [ -propfile path-to-properties-file ] [ -validate ] ] [ -help ] ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters

- **-name name-server**

  Specifies which existing NameServer configuration to examine. The name must match the name of an existing NameServer configuration in the specified properties file. If you do not specify a NameServer, the NSCONFIG utility analyzes all NameServer configurations defined in the properties file specified by the -propfile parameter.

- **-propfile path-to-properties-file**

  Specifies a filename or pathname to a file that contains the property settings to be validated, for example test.properties. If a filename or pathname is not specified, it defaults to the installation version of the ubroker.properties file, such as %DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties in Windows.

- **-validate**

  Checks the syntax and values of property settings defined in the specified properties file.

- **-help**

  Displays command-line Help.

Notes

- A single NameServer can simultaneously support all of the AppServer, WebSpeed and DataServer products using Progress Explorer.

- The ubroker.properties file stores all the configuration definitions for each instance of the NameServer, AppServer, DataServer and WebSpeed Transaction Server products. Each configuration definition contains environment variables,
registry entries if Windows, and property settings for each product instance. Progress Explorer and certain command-line utilities, such as NSCONFIG, use this file to store, validate and manage the configurations for the products.

The `ubroker.properties` file is installed in the `properties` subdirectory of the OpenEdge installation directory. For example, `%DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties` in Windows.

The file consists of a hierarchical structure of configuration entities, where parent entities provide configuration information that you can override or extend in each child entity. Each configuration entity has a name that begins the entity definition, and the definition contains configuration settings for one or more product instances.

For example, the NameServer configurations in `ubroker.properties` may include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration entity name</th>
<th>Configuration entity function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[UBroker]</td>
<td>Defines default property settings for all NameServer, AppServer, DataServer, and WebSpeed Transaction Server brokers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NameServer]</td>
<td>Defines default property settings for all instances of a NameServer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NameServer.product-instance-name]</td>
<td>Defines property settings for this instance of a NameServer. The <code>ubroker.properties</code> file may contain several of these entities each with a unique <code>product-instance-name</code>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parent entities provide default values for all of their child entities. For example, the parent `[UBroker]` contains a set of definitions that can be inherited by its child `[NameServer]`, and then again by its child `[NameServer.product-instance-name]`. However, at any child level, a redefinition of any value supersedes the default value of its parent. All children from the redefinition level down inherit this new value.

Optionally, you may edit the `ubroker.properties` file using a text editor such as Notepad. If you want to manually edit this file to create or modify a product configuration, begin by making a backup copy from the installed `ubroker.properties` file (and naming it for example, `test.properties`). Once you edit the properties file, use the relevant validation utility, such as ODBCConfig for the DataServer properties and NSCONFIG for the Name Server properties, to validate the changes and make sure there are no syntax errors or conflicts.
NSMAN utility

Use the NSMAN utility to control the operation of a configured NameServer. The utility allows you to start a NameServer, query its status, and shut down a NameServer.

Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating System</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>nsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-name name-server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-host host-name -user user-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-user user-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-port port-number ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters

- **-name name-server**
  
  This parameter is required. It specifies the name of the NameServer.

- **-kill**
  
  Stops and removes the NameServer from memory, no matter what it is doing.

- **-start**
  
  Starts the NameServer.

- **-stop**
  
  Tells the NameServer to stop itself.

- **-query**
  
  Queries the NameServer for its status.

- **-host host-name**
  
  Specifies the name of the machine where the AdminServer is running. If a host name is not specified, it defaults to the local host name.
-user user-name

Specifies a user name and prompts for a password. A user name and password are required only when you use the -host parameter and specify a remote host name. If you specify a remote host name with the -host parameter, but do not specify a user name with the -user parameter, you receive a prompt for a username and password.

-port port-number

Specifies the port number of the machine on which the AdminServer is running. If a port number is not specified, it defaults to 20931.

-help

Displays command-line Help.

Notes

- A single NameServer can simultaneously support all of the AppServer, WebSpeed and DataServer products.

- When you specify a user name with the -user parameter, Windows supports three different formats:
  - A user name as a simple text string, such as “mary,” implies a local user whose user account is defined on the local Windows server machine, which is the same machine that runs the AdminServer.
  - A user name as an explicit local user name, in which the user account is defined on the same machine that runs the AdminServer except the user name explicitly references the local machine domain, for example “.\mary”.
  - A user name as a user account on a specific Windows domain. The general format is Domain\User, in which the User is a valid user account defined within the domain and the Domain is any valid Windows Server, including the one where the AdminServer is running.
ODBCONFIG utility

Use the ODBCONFIG utility to help you debug existing DataServer for ODBC configurations defined in a properties file, such as the ubroker.properties file. This utility displays the property settings associated with a DataServer for ODBC configuration, and checks that the syntax and values are valid.

The ODBCONFIG utility runs locally, on the machine on which the AdminServer is running. The utility does not run across the network.

odbconfig path-to-properties-file -validate

Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>odbconfig [ [ [ -name DataServer-name ] [ -propfile path-to-properties-file ] [ -validate ] ] [ -help ] ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters

- `-name DataServer-name`
  
  Specifies which existing DataServer for ODBC configuration to examine. The name must match the name of an existing DataServer for ODBC configuration defined in the specified properties file. If you do not specify a DataServer by name, the ODBCONFIG utility analyzes all DataServer for ODBC configurations defined in the properties file specified by the `-propfile` parameter.

- `-propfile path-to-properties-file`
  
  Specifies a filename or pathname to a file that contains the property settings to be validated, for example test.properties. If a filename or pathname is not specified, it defaults to the installation version of the ubroker.properties file, such as %DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties on Windows.

- `-validate`
  
  Checks the syntax and values of property settings defined in the specified properties file.

- `-help`
  
  Displays command-line Help.
Notes

- The `ubroker.properties` file stores all the configuration definitions for each instance of the NameServer, AppServer, DataServer and WebSpeed Transaction Server products. Each configuration definition contains environment variables, registry entries if Windows, and property settings for each product instance. Progress Explorer and certain command-line utilities, such as ODBCONFIG, use this file to store, validate and manage the configurations for the products.

- The `ubroker.properties` file is installed in the `properties` subdirectory of the OpenEdge installation directory. For example, `%DLC%\properties\ubroker.properties` on Windows.

- The file consists of a hierarchical structure of configuration entities, where parent entities provide configuration information that you can override or extend in each child entity. Each configuration entity has a name that begins the entity definition, and the definition contains configuration settings for one or more product instances.

For example, the DataServer for ODBC configurations in `ubroker.properties` might include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration entity name</th>
<th>Configuration entity function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[UBroker]</td>
<td>Defines default property settings for all NameServer, AppServer, DataServer, and WebSpeed Transaction Server brokers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[UBroker.OD]</td>
<td>Defines default property settings for all instances of DataServers for ODBC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[UBroker.OD.product-instance-name]</td>
<td>Defines property settings for this instance of a DataServer for ODBC. The <code>ubroker.properties</code> file may contain several of these entities each with a unique <code>product-instance-name</code>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Parent entities provide default values for all of their child entities. For example, the parent `[UBroker]` contains a set of definitions that can be inherited by its child `[UBroker.OD]`, and then again by its child `[UBroker.OD.product-instance-name]`. However, at any child level, a redefinition of any value supersedes the default value of its parent. All children from the redefinition level down inherit this new value.

- Optionally, you may edit the `ubroker.properties` file using a text editor such as Notepad. If you want to manually edit this file to create or modify a product configuration, begin by making a backup copy from the installed `ubroker.properties` file (and naming it for example, `test.properties`). Once you edit the properties file, use the relevant validation utility, such as `ODBCONFIG` for the DataServer properties and `NSCONFIG` for the Name Server properties, to validate the changes and make sure there are no syntax errors or conflicts.
ODBMAN utility

Use the ODBMAN utility to control the operation of a configured DataServer for ODBC. The utility allows you to start a broker, query its status, start and stop additional DataServer servers, and shut down the broker.

Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>odbman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-name DataServer-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-host host-name -user user-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-user user-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters

-name DataServer-name

This parameter is required. It specifies the name of a broker.

-kill

Stop and removes the DataServer from memory, no matter what it is doing.

-start

Starts the DataServer.

-stop

Tells the DataServer to stop itself.

-query

Queries the DataServer for its status.

-host host-name

Specifies the name of the machine where the AdminServer is running. If a host name is not specified, it defaults to the local host name.

-user user-name

Specifies a user name and prompts for a password. A user name and password are required only when you use the -host parameter and specify a remote host.
name. If you specify a remote host name with the -host parameter, but do not specify a user name with the -user parameter, you receive a prompt for a user name and password.

-host host-name

Specifies the host name of the machine on which the AdminServer is running. You must specify a host name in order for the AdminServer to function properly.

-user user-name

Specifies the user name with which to identify your session with the AdminServer. If you specify a host name with the -host parameter, but do not specify a user name with the -user parameter, you receive a prompt for a user name and password.

-port port-number

Specifies the port number of the machine on which the AdminServer is running. If a port number is not specified, it defaults to 20931.

-help

Displays command-line Help.

Notes

• When you specify a user name with the -user parameter, Windows supports three different formats:

  – A user name as a simple text string, such as "mary," implies a local user whose user account is defined on the local Windows server machine, which is the same machine that runs the AdminServer.

  – A user name as an explicit local user name, in which the user account is defined on the same machine that runs the AdminServer except the user name explicitly references the local machine domain, for example ".\mary".

  – A user name as a user account on a specific Windows domain. The general format is Domain\User, in which the User is a valid user account defined within the domain and the Domain is any valid Windows Server, including the one where the AdminServer is running.
PROBRKR command

Starts the DataServer broker. To use the DataServer from a remote client, you must first start the broker. Once you start the broker, it can receive the client requests and spawn the appropriate DataServer.

Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating System</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>_probrkr.exe dbname -S service-name [ -H host-name ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters

**dbname**

Specifies the name of the database where you are connecting to.

**service-name**

Specifies the name of the broker process on the host machine.

**host-name**

Specifies the name of the machine where the DataServer broker is installed. The default value is the current host.

Notes

- See *OpenEdge Deployment: Startup Command and Parameter Reference* for more details on the Server Name (\(-S\)) and Host Name (\(-H\)) startup parameters.
- You can use any of the startup parameters with the PROBRKR command. See *OpenEdge Deployment: Startup Command and Parameter Reference* for details.
- You must start the remote broker in the same environment in which your ODBC data source names (DSNs) are defined because the servers spawned by the broker inherit the setup of the environment from the broker. For example, set the environment variable ODBSRV to the name of the executable (including the path) of the DataServer for ODBC. Be sure to set this variable on the host machine. Also, in the same environment, make sure you have set all ODBC environment variables required to connect to the data source. See Chapter 3, “Configuring the DataServer,” for examples of required variables.
- Start the broker on a node that is locally connected to the disk containing the data source.
- To shut down the broker, use the PPROSHUT command with the Gateway parameter (\(-Gw\)).
DataServer startup parameters

Startup commands and parameters for UNIX and Windows allow you to start and manage DataServer clients. See *OpenEdge Deployment: Startup Command and Parameter Reference* for additional information about syntax and usage.

Table 31 lists the parameters that you use with the command line utilities to start a DataServer for ODBC.

**Table 31: DataServer parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DataServer</td>
<td>-Dsrv keyword,value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Type</td>
<td>-dt db-type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Name</td>
<td>-H host-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service name</td>
<td>-S service-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Source User Name</td>
<td>-U user-name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Source User Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
<td>-P password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Join</td>
<td>-nojoinbysqldb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ODBC data-source data types differ from OpenEdge data types. However, each data-source data type supported by the DataServer has at least one OpenEdge equivalent. Appendix D provides details on DB2 UDB, SQL-ODBC and OpenEdge data types.
The DataServer translates ODBC data-source data types into OpenEdge equivalents and places the mapping into the schema holder. You can access this mapping information using the Data Dictionary. Note, however, that the Data Dictionary lists the ODBC SQL equivalents for data-source data types rather than the actual data-source data types. For example, the Data Dictionary lists the Sybase `datetime` and `smalldatetime` data types as `timestamp`, which is the equivalent ODBC SQL data type and not the Sybase `timestamp` data type. There may also be some restrictions in data-source compatibility with OpenEdge. For example, the OpenEdge database cannot support a numeric or decimal field defined in Sybase with greater than 28 digits.

You can also modify these definitions using the Data Dictionary. For example, the DataServer maps the Sybase `tinyint` data type to the OpenEdge equivalent, `INTEGER`. Suppose, however, that your application uses the `tinyint` field in such a way that the `LOGICAL` data type is a more suitable equivalent. In this case, you would change the data type from `INTEGER` to `LOGICAL` in the schema holder. If you do change a data-type mapping, be sure to select a data type that accommodates the data in the column, otherwise conversion errors might occur at run time. Also, remember to specify a display format that is appropriate for the new data type. See the "Changing a code page in a schema holder" section on page 167 for an explanation of how to use the Data Dictionary to change OpenEdge data types in the schema holder.

The tables in the following sections list, for each ODBC data source, the data types supported by the DataServer, the ODBC SQL equivalents, and the default OpenEdge equivalents. The notes that follow some tables provide additional information.

Table 32 lists the DB2 UDB data types supported by the DataServer, their ODBC SQL equivalents, and their default OpenEdge equivalents. The data types in parentheses are alternative data types that you can specify in the schema holder for your DB2 UDB data source. You cannot change the list of default data types in a schema holder for a DB2 UDB data source.

### Table 32: DB2 UDB data type equivalencies (1 of 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB2 UDB Data type</th>
<th>SQL-ODBC data type</th>
<th>OpenEdge default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>integer</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_INTEGER</td>
<td>INTEGER (DECIMAL) (INTEGER) (INT64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigint</td>
<td>SQL_BIGINT</td>
<td>INT64 (DECIMAL) (INTEGER) (LOGICAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallint</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_SMALLINT</td>
<td>INTEGER (DECIMAL) (INTEGER) (INT64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decimal(^1)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_DECIMAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER) (INT64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real/float(^2)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_REAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER) (INT64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 32: DB2 UDB data type equivalencies (2 of 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB2 UDB Data type</th>
<th>SQL-ODBC data type</th>
<th>OpenEdge default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>double precision/float</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_FLOAT</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER) (INT64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>CHARACTER (DATE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>CHARACTER3,4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>DATETIME or DATETIME-TZ (CHARACTER) (DATE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char(n)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_CHARACTER</td>
<td>CHARACTER6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varchar(n)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_VARCHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long varchar(n)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_LONGVARCHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphic</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_BINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vargraphic(n)</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_VARBINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long vargraphic</td>
<td>SQL_TYPE_LONGBINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The DataServer truncates values in DB2 UDB decimal or numeric columns defined with a scale greater than 10. In the case of float columns, it reliably translates up to 10 places only.

2. Do not use the float or real data types in joins, in primary indexes, or with the equality operator.

3. When you change the default mapping of the DB2 UDB timestamp or time data types to the OpenEdge DATE data type, OpenEdge truncates the time portion of the date.

4. The DB2 UDB timestamp data type contains both date and time information. The DataServer maps this to the OpenEdge CHARACTER data type; however, you can change the CHARACTER data type to DATE in the schema holder. If you do, remember to change the format to match the new data type. For example, if you change the data type to DATE, specify a date format, such as 99/99/99.

5. The default format used for a TIME data type is “99:99:99”. A TIME column mapped to a CHARACTER data type in the ODBC schema holder can be received on update into that TIME column as a 6-byte, undelimited value, such as “101112” (meaning 10 hours, 1 minutes and 12 seconds). Or, it can be received as a 5-8 byte, colon-delimited, value, for example, “1:2:3” or “10:11:12”. The TIME value received must be in hours, minutes and then seconds. No white space is allowed in the string format. The colon (:) is the only supported delimiter character.

6. SQL_TYPE_CHARACTER is a fixed length data type in a foreign database whereas the OpenEdge CHARACTER data type is variable length. If you retrieve data from a fixed length character data type from a foreign database, the value will be padded with blanks for the length of the fixed length data. If it is desirable to have the OpenEdge database trim white space data from the right or trailing side of a fixed length character value and then null terminated for the OpenEdge data conversion, you should specify the PRGRS_MAPFIXEDCHAR -Dsrv switch in your connection parameters to the foreign schema.
## Sybase

Table 33 lists the Sybase data types, their ODBC SQL equivalents, and their default OpenEdge equivalents. The data types in parentheses are alternative data types that you can specify in the schema holder for your Sybase data source.

### Table 33: Sybase data type equivalencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sybase data type</th>
<th>SQL-ODBC data type</th>
<th>OpenEdge default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>integer</td>
<td>SQL_INTEGER</td>
<td>INTEGER (DECIMAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallint</td>
<td>SQL_SMALLINT</td>
<td>INTEGER (DECIMAL or LOGICAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tinyint</td>
<td>SQL_TINYINT</td>
<td>INTEGER (DECIMAL or LOGICAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>SQL_DECIMAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numeric(^1)</td>
<td>SQL_DECIMAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float(^2)</td>
<td>SQL_FLOAT</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double precision</td>
<td>SQL_DOUBLE</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real</td>
<td>SQL_REAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char(^3)</td>
<td>SQL_CHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varchar(^3)</td>
<td>SQL_VARCHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nchar(^3,4)</td>
<td>SQL_CHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nvarchar(^4)</td>
<td>SQL_VARCHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text, ntext</td>
<td>SQL_LONGVARCHAR</td>
<td>CHARACTER(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>money</td>
<td>SQL_DECIMAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallmoney</td>
<td>SQL_DECIMAL</td>
<td>DECIMAL (INTEGER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datetime</td>
<td>SQL_TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>CHARACTER(^6) (DATE(^7))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smalldatetime</td>
<td>SQL_TIMESTAMP</td>
<td>CHARACTER(^6) (DATE(^7))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binary</td>
<td>SQL_BINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varbinary</td>
<td>SQL_VARBINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>SQL_LONGVARBINARY</td>
<td>CHARACTER(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit</td>
<td>SQL_BIT</td>
<td>LOGICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timestamp(^8)</td>
<td>SQL_VARBINARY</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identity</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>You can only display these values(^9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigint</td>
<td>SQL_BIGINT</td>
<td>INT64 (INTEGER, DECIMAL, or LOGICAL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. The DataServer truncates values in Sybase decimal or numeric columns defined with a scale greater than 10. In the case of float columns, it reliably translates up to 10 places only.

2. Do not use the float or real data types in joins, in primary keys, or with the equality operator.

3. When you define a binary or char column to allow nulls, Sybase stores the data type definitions as varbinary and varchar respectively. The equivalent SQL data types that the Data Dictionary displays for these are SQL VARBINARY, SQL VARCHAR, and SQL VARCHAR. This does not affect how the DataServer maps the Sybase data types to OpenEdge data types.

4. You can access nchar and nvarchar data types as Sybase objects and bypass their conversion to CHARACTER by running a Sybase stored procedure or using the send-sql-statement option supported by the DataServer.

5. Although the Sybase text and image fields can hold up to 2MB, OpenEdge retrieves only up to 32K. If you are using an OpenEdge Format phrase, there might be additional limits on the size of text and image fields. See the Format Phrase entry in the OpenEdge Development: ABL Reference. You can use the DataServer (-Dsrv MAX_LENGTH) startup parameter to limit the amount of returned text data.

6. By default, the initial value of a Sybase datetime or smalldatetime column is unknown ("?"). The default initial values for binary and varbinary are also unknown ("?"). The Sybase datetime and smalldatetime data types contain both date and time information. The DataServer maps these to the OpenEdge CHARACTER data type; however, you can change the CHARACTER data type to INTEGER or DATE in the schema holder. If you do this, remember to change the format to match the new data type. For example, if you change the data type to DATE, specify a date format, such as 99/99/99.

7. When you change the default mapping of Sybase datetime or smalldatetime data types to the OpenEdge DATE data type, OpenEdge truncates the time portion of the date.

8. The DataServer considers a timestamp data type to be a hidden value. It is not visible to the user, but you can still access a Sybase table that contains a timestamp column.

9. You can display values in identity columns, but you cannot insert or update them.
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Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Apache JAXP v1.3.04 from The Apache Software Foundation. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: The Apache Software License, Version 1.1 Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (<http://www.apache.org/>)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments
normally appear. 4. The names "Xalan" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Lotus Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see http://www.apache.org/.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Crimson v1.1.3 from Progress Extensions for Eclipse v2.2.1. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: The Apache Software License, Version 1.1 Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.
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Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate jfor v0.7.2 from jfor. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: jfor Apache-Style Software License. Copyright (c) 2002 by the jfor project. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the jfor project (http://www.jfor.org)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The name "jfor" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact info@jfor.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "jfor", nor may "jfor" appear in their name, without prior written permission of info@jfor.org. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JFOR PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Apache LogKit v1.2 from The Apache Software Foundation. Such technologies are subject to the following terms and conditions: The Apache Software License, Version 1.1 -- Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Xerces for Java XML Parser v2.6.2. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: The Apache Software License, Version 1.1 Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate SOAP v2.3.1 from Apache Foundation. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "SOAP" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition) v2.7.6. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: ANTLR 3 License [The BSD License] Copyright (c) 2003-2006, Terence Parr All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Castor v0.9.3 from castor.org. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Original Intalio license -
Copyright 1999-2004 (C) Intalio Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved. Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without prior written permission of Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org. 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor" nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are trademarks of Intalio Inc. 5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project (http://www.exolab.org/). THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Decimal Conversion Code (dtoa.c; g_fmt.c; md_prod.s; decstrtod.c; decstrtof.c; dmisc.c; gdtoa.c; gdtoa.h; gdtoaimp.h; gethex.c; gmisc.c; hd_init.c; misc.c; smisc.c; strtodg.c; strtord.c; sum.c; ulp.c). Such technologies are subject to the following terms and conditions: dtoa.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies. Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting documentation for such software. THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. g_fmt.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (c) 1991, 1996 by Lucent Technologies. Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting documentation for such software. THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

md_prod.s License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (c) 1991 by Lucent Technologies. Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting documentation for such software. THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY
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REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. decstrtod.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

decstrtof.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 2000 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

dmisc.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

gdtoa.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

hd_init.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 2000 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

misc.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

smisc.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

strtodg.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998-2001 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.
IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. strord.c License: The author of this software
is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 2000 by Lucent Technologies All Rights
Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the
above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and
this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation,
and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.
LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.
IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. sum.c License: The author of this software is
David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for
any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission
notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name
of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT
 DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.
IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. ulp.c License: The author of this software is David M. Gay. Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 by Lucent Technologies All Rights Reserved Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Lucent or any of its entities not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. LUCENT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL LUCENT OR ANY OF ITS ENTITIES BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate DOM4J v1.6.1 from MetaStuff, Ltd. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com. 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd. 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate GraphicsMagick v1.3.14 from GraphicsMagick Group. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions:

.. This text is in reStucturedText format, so it may look a bit odd. .. See http://docutils.sourceforge.net/rst.html for details.

GraphicsMagick Copyrights and Licenses

This file is part of the GraphicsMagick software distributed by the GraphicsMagick Group.

[*Please note that the legal community considers 15 or more total lines of code or text (not necessarily contiguous) to be significant for the purposes of copyright. Repeated changes such as renaming a symbol has similar significance to changing one line of code.*]

The licenses which components of this software fall under are as follows.

1) In November 2002, the GraphicsMagick Group created GraphicsMagick from ImageMagick Studio's ImageMagick and applied the "MIT" style license: Copyright (C) 2002 - 2012 GraphicsMagick Group
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

2) In October 1999, ImageMagick Studio assumed the responsibility for the development of ImageMagick (forking from the distribution by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company) and applied a new license:

Copyright (C) 2002 ImageMagick Studio, a non-profit organization dedicated to making software imaging solutions freely available.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files ("ImageMagick"), to deal in ImageMagick without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of ImageMagick, and to permit persons to whom the ImageMagick is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of ImageMagick.

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall ImageMagick Studio be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection with ImageMagick or the use or other dealings in ImageMagick.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the ImageMagick Studio shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in ImageMagick without prior written authorization from the ImageMagick Studio.

3) From 1991 to October 1999 (through ImageMagick 4.2.9), ImageMagick was developed and distributed by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company: Copyright 1999 E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files ("ImageMagick"), to deal in ImageMagick without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of ImageMagick, and to permit persons to whom the ImageMagick is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of ImageMagick.
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The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement.

In no event shall E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection with ImageMagick or the use or other dealings in ImageMagick.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in ImageMagick without prior written authorization from the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

4) The GraphicsMagick Base64Decode() and Base64Encode() functions are based on source code obtained from OpenSSH. This source code is distributed under the following license: Copyright (c) 2000 Markus Friedl. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "\"AS IS\" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

5) Many of the pattern images in coders/logo.c are derived from XFig, which is distributed under the following license:

| FIG : Facility for Interactive Generation of figures
| Copyright (c) 1985-1988 by Supoj Sutanthavibul
| Parts Copyright (c) 1989-2000 by Brian V. Smith
| Parts Copyright (c) 1991 by Paul King

Any party obtaining a copy of these files is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable, world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being that this copyright notice remain intact.
6) The documentation for the composition operators is copied from the rlecomp manual page, which is authored by Rod Bogart and John W. Peterson. Rlecomp is part of the Utah Raster Toolkit distributed by the University of Michigan and the University of Utah. The copyright for this manual page is as follows: Copyright (c) 1986, University of Utah

This software is copyrighted as noted below. It may be freely copied, modified, and redistributed, provided that the copyright notice is preserved on all copies.

There is no warranty or other guarantee of fitness for this software, it is provided solely "as is". Bug reports or fixes may be sent to the author, who may or may not act on them as he desires.

You may not include this software in a program or other software product without supplying the source, or without informing the end-user that the source is available for no extra charge.

If you modify this software, you should include a notice giving the name of the person performing the modification, the date of modification, and the reason for such modification.

7) The source code comprising swab.c is originally derived from libtiff which has the following license:

| Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler |
| Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc. |

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

8) The C++ API known as "Magick++", and which resides in the Magick++ directory, is distributed under the following license: Copyright 1999 - 2003 Bob Friesenhahn <bfriesen@simple.dallas.tx.us>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the source files and associated documentation files ("Magick++"), to deal in Magick++ without restriction, including without limitation of the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of Magick++, and to permit persons to whom the Magick++ is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

This copyright notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of Magick++. The copyright to Magick++ is retained by its author and shall not be subsumed or replaced by any other copyright.
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The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall Bob Friesenhahn be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection with Magick++ or the use or other dealings in Magick++.

9) The GraphicsMagick HaldClutImagePixels() function in magick/hclut.c is based on source code from the HaldCLUT package by Eskil Steenberg (http://www.quelsolaar.com/technology/clut.html) which is distributed under the following license: Copyright (c) 2005 Eskil Steenberg. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

10) GraphicsMagick makes use of third-party "delegate" libraries to support certain optional features. These libraries bear their own copyrights and licenses, which may be more or less restrictive than the GraphicsMagick license. For convenience, when GraphicsMagick is bundled with (or compiled with) "delegate" libraries, a copy of the licenses for these libraries is provided in a "licenses" directory.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

... |copy|   unicode:: U+000A9 .. COPYRIGHT SIGN

Copyright |copy| GraphicsMagick Group 2002 - 2011

OVERVIEW and LEGAL ISSUES from jpeg.txt file (from GraphicsMagick):

The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

========================================================================

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

========================================================================
This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software. You are welcome to redistribute this software and to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to our electronic mailing list. Mailing list members are notified of updates and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi, Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group. IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

OVERVIEW
========

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and decompression. JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression method for full-color and gray-scale images. JPEG is intended for compressing "real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images are not its strong suit. JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not exactly identical to the input image. Hence you must not use JPEG if you have to have identical output bits. However, on typical photographic images, very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a low-quality image. For more details, see the references, or just experiment with various compression settings. This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive compression processes. Provision is made for supporting all variants of these processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES. We have made no provision for supporting the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files, plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats. The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability; for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or colormapped displays. These extra functions can be compiled out of the library if not required for a particular application. We have also included "jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful. In particular, the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG. (See the REFERENCES section for introductory material.) Rather, it is intended to be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code. We do not claim to have achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.
We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

LEGAL ISSUES

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch, sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.
ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally, that you must include source code if you redistribute it. (See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.) However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub, ltconfig, ltmain.sh). Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi. Hence arithmetic coding cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses. For this reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce "uncompressed GIFs". This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard GIF decoders.

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

Contents of png.txt file (from GraphicsMagick):

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience. In case of any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following this sentence.

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.0, September 1, 2001, are Copyright (c) 2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux
  Eric S. Raymond
  Gilles Vollant

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our efforts or the library will fulfill any of your
particular purposes or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with the user.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

Tom Lane
Glenn Randers-Pehrson
Willem van Schaik

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

John Bowler
Kevin Bracey
Sam Bushell
Magnus Holmgren
Greg Roelofs
Tom Tanner

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc. For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors" is defined as the following set of individuals:

Andreas Dilger
Dave Martindale
Guy Eric Schalnat
Paul Schmidt
Tim Wegner

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage. Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not be misrepresented as being the original source.
3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any source or altered source distribution.

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about" boxes and the like:

```c
printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));
```

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg" (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software. OSI Certified Open Source is a certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

Glenn Randers-Pehrson
randeg@alum.rpi.edu
September 1, 2001

Contents of tiff.txt file (from GraphicsMagick):

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler
Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Contents of zlib.txt file (from GraphicsMagick):

zlib 1.1.3 is a general purpose data compression library. All the code is thread safe. The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files ftp://ds.internic.net/rfc/rfc1950.txt (zlib format), rfc1951.txt (deflate format) and rfc1952.txt (gzip format). These documents are also available in other formats from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/png/documents/zlib/zdoc-index.html

All functions of the compression library are documented in the file zlib.h (volunteer to write man pages welcome, contact jloup@gzip.org). A usage example of the library is
given in the file example.c which also tests that the library is working correctly. Another example is given in the file minigzip.c. The compression library itself is composed of all source files except example.c and minigzip.c.

To compile all files and run the test program, follow the instructions given at the top of Makefile. In short "make test; make install" should work for most machines. For Unix: "configure; make test; make install"

For MSDOS, use one of the special makefiles such as Makefile.msc.

For VMS, use Make_vms.com or descrip.mms.

Questions about zlib should be sent to <zlib@quest.jpl.nasa.gov>, or to Gilles Vollant <info@winimage.com> for the Windows DLL version.

The zlib home page is http://www.cdrom.com/pub/infozip/zlib/

The official zlib ftp site is ftp://ftp.cdrom.com/pub/infozip/zlib/

Before reporting a problem, please check those sites to verify that you have the latest version of zlib; otherwise get the latest version and check whether the problem still exists or not.

Mark Nelson <markn@tiny.com> wrote an article about zlib for the Jan. 1997 issue of Dr. Dobb's Journal; a copy of the article is available in http://web2.airmail.net/markn/articles/zlibtool/zlibtool.htm

The changes made in version 1.1.3 are documented in the file ChangeLog.

The main changes since 1.1.2 are:
- fix "an inflate input buffer bug that shows up on rare but persistent occasions" (Mark)
- fix gzend and gztell for concatenated .gz files (Didier Le Botlan)
- fix gzseek(..., SEEK_SET) in write mode
- fix crc check after a gseek (Frank Faubert)
- fix miniunzip when the last entry in a zip file is itself a zip file
  (J Lilge)
- add contrib/asm586 and contrib/asm686 (Brian Raiter)
  See http://www.muppetlabs.com/~breadbox/software/assembly.html
- add support for Delphi 3 in contrib/delphi (Bob Dellaca)
- add support for C++Builder 3 and Delphi 3 in contrib/delphi2 (Davide Moretti)
- do not exit prematurely in untgz if 0 at start of block (Magnus Holmgren)
- use macro EXTERN instead of extern to support DLL for BeOS (Sander Stoks)
- added a FAQ file
  plus many changes for portability.
Unsupported third party contributions are provided in directory "contrib". A Java implementation of zlib is available in the Java Development Kit 1.1

http://www.javasoft.com/products/JDK/1.1/docs/api/Package-java.util.zip.html

See the zlib home page http://www.cdrom.com/pub/infozip/zlib/ for details.

A Perl interface to zlib written by Paul Marquess <pmarquess@bfsec.bt.co.uk> is in the CPAN (Comprehensive Perl Archive Network) sites, such as:

A Python interface to zlib written by A.M. Kuchling <amk@magnet.com> is available in Python 1.5 and later versions, see

http://www.python.org/doc/lib/module-zlib.html

A zlib binding for TCL written by Andreas Kupries <a.kupries@westend.com> is available at http://www.westend.com/~kupries/doc/trf/man/man.html

An experimental package to read and write files in .zip format, written on top of zlib by Gilles Vollant <info@winimage.com>, is available at
http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/unzip.html and also in the contrib/minizip directory of zlib.

Notes for some targets:

- To build a Windows DLL version, include in a DLL project zlib.def, zlib.rc and all .c files except example.c and minigzip.c; compile with -DZLIB_DLL

The zlib DLL support was initially done by Alessandro Iacopetti and is now maintained by Gilles Vollant <info@winimage.com>. Check the zlib DLL home page at
http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll

From Visual Basic, you can call the DLL functions which do not take a structure as argument: compress, uncompress and all gz* functions.

See contrib/visual-basic.txt for more information, or get
http://www.tcfb.com/dowseware/cmp-z-it.zip

- For 64-bit Irix, deflate.c must be compiled without any optimization. With -O, one libpng test fails. The test works in 32 bit mode (with the -n32 compiler flag). The compiler bug has been reported to SGI.

- zlib doesn't work with gcc 2.6.3 on a DEC 3000/300LX under OSF/1 2.1 it works when compiled with cc.

- on Digital Unix 4.0D (formely OSF/1) on AlphaServer, the cc option -std1 is necessary to get gzprintf working correctly. This is done by configure.

- zlib doesn't work on HP-UX 9.05 with some versions of /bin/cc. It works with other compilers. Use "make test" to check your compiler.

- gzdopen is not supported on RISCOS, BEOS and by some Mac compilers.

- For Turbo C the small model is supported only with reduced performance to avoid any far allocation; it was tested with -DMAX_WBITS=11 -DMAX_MEM_LEVEL=3

- For PalmOs, see http://www.cs.uit.no/~perm/PASTA/pilot/software.html

Per Harald Myrvang <perm@stud.cs.uit.no>

Acknowledgments:
The deflate format used by zlib was defined by Phil Katz. The deflate and zlib specifications were written by L. Peter Deutsch. Thanks to all the people who reported problems and suggested various improvements in zlib; they are too numerous to cite here.

Copyright notice:

(C) 1995-1998 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

If you use the zlib library in a product, we would appreciate *not* receiving lengthy legal documents to sign. The sources are provided for free but without warranty of any kind. The library has been entirely written by Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler; it does not include third-party code.

If you redistribute modified sources, we would appreciate that you include in the file ChangeLog history information documenting your changes.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate International Classes for Unicode (International Components for Unicode) v2.4 from IBM. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions:  ICU License - The ICU project is licensed under the X License (see also the x.org original), which is compatible with GPL but non-copyleft. The license allows ICU to be incorporated into a wide variety of software projects using the GPL license. The X license is compatible with the GPL, while also allowing ICU to be incorporated into non-open source products. License ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE Copyright (c) 1995-2003 International Business Machines Corporation and others All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate International Components for Unicode v4.8.0. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE Copyright (c) 1995-2011 International Business Machines Corporation and others All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate java.net args4j v2.0.12 from Kohsuke Kawaguchi. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: *Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. *Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Jaxen v1.1-beta-3 from jaxen.org. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Project License $Id: LICENSE.txt 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $ Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Jing 20030619 portion of Progress Extensions for Eclipse v2.2.1. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Jing Copying Conditions. Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
Third-party JARs - This distribution includes some additional JAR files, which have their own copying conditions:

saxon.jar Comes from the Saxon 6.5.2 distribution and is covered by these conditions
xercesImpl.jar xml-apis.jar Come from the Xerces-J 2.4.0 distribution and are covered by the Apache Software License
isorelax.jar Comes from ISO RELAX 2003/01/08 distribution and is covered by the following license: Copyright (c) 2001-2002,
SourceForge ISO-RELAX Project (ASAMI Tomoharu, Daisuke Okajima, Kohsuke Kawaguchi, and MURATA Makoto) Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to
to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject
to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall
be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Sun's Jmaki framework v1.0 and Sun's
Jmaki framework v1.0.3 from Sun Microsystems, Inc. Such technology is subject to the
following terms and conditions: Copyright 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce
the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name
of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED.
SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING,
MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO
EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE,
PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS
OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO
USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. You acknowledge that this software is not designed, licensed
or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear
facility.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Jmaki framework v1.8.0 from Sun
Microsystems, Inc. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions:
Copyright 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Redistribution and
use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met: * Redistribution of source code must retain the
above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. *
Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. You acknowledge that this software is not designed, licensed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate JSTL v1.0 from Sun Microsystems, Inc. Such technologies are subject to the following terms and conditions: Code sample License Copyright 1994-2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. You acknowledge that this software is not designed, licensed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Looks v2.1.2 from JGoodies. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: The BSD License for the JGoodies Looks - Copyright (c) 2001-2007 JGoodies Karsten Lentzsch. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of JGoodies Karsten Lentzsch nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate OpenSSL v0.9.8 from The OpenSSL
Project. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions:
OpenSSL License. Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project. All rights
reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source
code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution. 3. All advertising materials mentioning features
or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment: "This product
includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit.
(http://www.openssl.org/)." 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL
Project" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
openssl-core@openssl.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be called
"OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission
of the OpenSSL Project. 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the
following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the
OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)." THIS
SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTicular PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL The OpenSSL
PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

OpenSSL includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Original
SSLLeay License. Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) All rights
reserved. This package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young
eay@cryptsoft.com). The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes
SSL. This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the
following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions apply to all code found in
this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, Ihash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The
SSL documentation included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright
terms except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright remains
Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed. If
this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution as the author
of the parts of the library used. This can be in the form of a textual message at program
start up or in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source
code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of
this software must display the following acknowledgement: "This product includes
cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)." The word
'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library being used are not
cryptographic related :-). 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative
thereof) from the apps directory (application code) you must include an
acknowledgement: "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson
tjh@cryptsoft.com)." THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
to, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. The licence and distribution terms for any
publicly available version or derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code
cannot simply be copied and put under another distribution licence [including the GNU
Public Licence.]

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Quartz Enterprise Job Scheduler v1.3.2
from James House. Such technologies are subject to the following terms and
conditions: Copyright James House (c) 2001-2003 All rights reserved. Redistribution
and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted
provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must
retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR
AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,
OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION). HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE. This product uses and includes within its distribution, software
developed by the Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/).

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate relaxngDatatype.jar portion of Progress
Extensions for Eclipse v2.2. Such technology is subject to the following terms and
conditions: Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun
Microsystems. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate SLF4J v1.6.2 and SLF4J Log4J v1.6.1 from slf4j.org. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate STAX API (JSR 173) v3.1.1 from Woodstox Project. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2004-2010, Woodstox Project (http://woodstox.codehaus.org/) All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Woodstox XML Processor nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
Appendix E: Third Party Acknowledgements

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Trang 20030619 portion of Progress Extensions for Eclipse v2.2.1. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2002, 2003 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate xpp3-1.1.3.4.O portion of Progress Extensions for Eclipse v2.2.1. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License Version 1.1.1 Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

"This product includes software developed by the Indiana University Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."
Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Indiana University.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate Xpp3 v1.1.3.4 from Indiana University. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License Version 1.1.1 Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Indiana University. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate XStream v1.3.1 from XStream. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2003-2006, Joe Walnes Copyright (c) 2006-2007, XStream Committers All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate YAJL v0.4.0 from Lloyd Hilaiel. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright 2007, Lloyd Hilaiel. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of Lloyd Hilaiel nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate GNU ZLIB v1.1.4 and GNU ZLIB v1.2.3 from Jean-loup Gailly & Mark Adler. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright notice: (C) 1995-2002 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions: 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required. 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software. 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate ZLIB.NET Free v1.0.4 from ComponentAce. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: Copyright (c) 2006-2007, ComponentAce http://www.componentace.com All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of ComponentAce nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 may incorporate LALR Parser Generator in Java v0.10k. Such technology is subject to the following terms and conditions: CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer – Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian - Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

Progress OpenEdge v11.3 includes the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm. Copyright ©1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved. (MD5 Encryption Library v3.0 and MD5 Encryption vMD5C.C) These technologies are subject to the following terms and conditions: RSA Data Security MD5 message-digest algorithm RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved. License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function. License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
Algorithm® in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work. RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind. These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.
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